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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is to obtain the spin precession angle for an Einstein-Podolsky-
Rosen pair of spin-1/2 particles in circular orbits in a general axially symmetric spacetime.
In order to achieve this purpose, hovering observers are introduced for ensuring fixed
reference frames to perform suitable reliable measurements. Frame-dragging of spinning
holes is explicitly incorporated relative to hovering observers. The spin-singlet state is found
to be mixed with the spin-triplet by acceleration and gravity effects, which deteriorate
the perfect anti-correlation of an entangled pair of spins measured by hovering observers.
Finally, an algorithm to calculate spin precession for a general axially symmetric spacetime
is proposed. This algorithm is applied to study the complete list of expanding and twisting
Type D Plebański-Demiański black holes and their descendent limiting solutions with lower
parameters.

This thesis has two main contributions on the subject of quantum entanglement and
general relativity. The first one is the incorporation of the frame-dragging in the velocity
of the particles suspended viewed from observers. This analysis was not included in the
literature review. The second contribution is the construction of the algorithm able to quickly
calculate the spin precession for any metric of spacetime that is desired. This generalization
is valuable because it not only allows you to make calculations for the proposed black holes,
but also for another curvatures of space-time unforeseen.
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Resumen

El propósito de esta tesis es obtener el ángulo de precesión de espín de un par de
partículas EPR de espín-1

2
, moviéndose en órbitas circulares en un espacio-tiempo con

simetría axial. Para lograr este objetivo, se introducen observadores suspendidos para
asegurar que sus marcos de referencia estén fijos y realizar así mediciones confiables.
Con respecto a estos observadores suspendidos se incorpora explícitamente el arrastre del
sistema de coordenadas en presencia de los agujeros negros. Se encuentra que el estado
singlete de espín se mezcla con el estado triplete de espín por los efectos de la aceleración
y gravedad sobre las partículas, lo cual deteriora la perfecta anticorrelación del par de
espines entrelazados medidos por los observadores suspendidos. Finalmente, se propone un
algoritmo para calcular la precesión de espín de las partículas en un espacio-tiempo general
con simetría axial. Este algoritmo se utiliza para estudiar una lista completa de agujeros
negros Tipo D de Plebański-Demiański con expansión y torsión, así como sus subcasos
particulares con menor número de parámetros.

Esta tesis tiene dos principales contribuciones en el tema del entrelazamiento cuántico
y la relatividad general. La primera es la incorporación del arrastre de coordenadas en la
velocidad de las partículas visto desde los observadores suspendidos. Este análisis no se
había incluido en la bibliografía revisada. La segunda contribución es la construcción del
algoritmo capaz de calcular rápidamente la precesión de espín para cualquier métrica de
espacio-tiempo que se desee. Esta generalización es valiosa porque no sólo permite hacer
cálculos para los agujeros negros propuestos, sino también para otras curvaturas de espacio-
tiempo no previstas.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Entanglement of quantum states is a very interesting subject which has had a great deal
of attention as a fundamental issue in physics since Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) famous
paper [1]. With the work by Bohm-Aharanov [2] for spin-entangled particles and Bell’s
hidden variables [3] it was possible to realize that quantum mechanics is actually the correct
description of the quantum phenomena and eventual experimental results [4, 5, 6] confirmed
this fact. In recent years a great deal of research on entangled states has been focused on
quantum communication and teleportation [7, 8, 9], quantum computation [10, 11, 12, 13]
and quantum cryptography [14, 15].

The quantum states of matter in a classical gravitational background have been of great
interest in physical models. One of the famous experimental examples in this situation are
the experiments of neutron interferometry in laboratories on the Earth. In such experiments
it is possible to capture the effects of the gravitational field into quantum phases associated
to the possible trajectories of a beam of neutrons, following paths with different intensity of
the gravitational field. The phase differences have information about how the gravitational
field of Earth do affect the quantum states of neutrons [16]. Experiments using atomic
interferometry were also reported later [17, 18]. Another instance of the description of
quantum states of matter in classical gravitational fields is Hawking’s radiation [19, 20]
describing the process of black hole evaporation. This process involves relativistic quantum
particles and uses quantum field theory in curved spacetimes (see for instance, [21, 22]).

For many years the general behavior of the entangled quantum states has been studied in
the literature. In particular, the entanglement of a pair of non-relativistic spin-1/2 particles
have been extended to Special Relativity [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] through the uses of the Wigner
rotation [29, 30]. More recently the entanglement was integrated within the framework of
General Relativity for the Schwarzschild spacetime [31] and for the Kerr-Newman spacetime

1
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[32].
In particular for the Schwarzschild black hole, Terashima and Ueda [31] considered a

pair of spinning particles in an entangled state moving on equatorial motion. Their results
showed that the acceleration and the gravitational effects spoiled the EPR correlation [1]
precisely in the directions that are the same than in non-relativistic theory, and it apparently
decrease the degree of the violation of Bell’s inequality. This effect leads to a decrement in
Bell’s inequality degree of violation given by the quantum spin directions is written as

〈Q′S ′〉+ 〈R′S ′〉+ 〈R′T ′〉 − 〈Q′T ′〉 = 2
√

2 cos2 ∆.

All the information of the gravitational field is encoded in the precession angle ∆, which
depends in general on all the parameters of the black hole of interest, on the radius r and
on the frame-dragging velocity (if any). The case with ∆ = 0 corresponds with the result
consistent with quantum mechanics. For ∆ 6= 0 and large, there is a deterioration of the
perfect anti-correlation of the entangled pair of spin-1/2 particles.

For the simplest case of the Schwarzschild black hole studied by Terashima and Ueda
[31], it depends only on the mass m parameter, and its strongest effect is localized on the
Schwarzschild event horizon due an extremely (infinite) rapid spin precession with |∆S| → ∞
producing the mentioned decrement of the Bell’s inequality. In this case there is not frame-
dragging, however ∆S still depends on the local velocity of the particles with respect to the
hovering observers. In the whole process it is observed that the choices of the four-velocity
vector and of the vierbein are important in order to be able of communicating non-locally
in a curved spacetime using these spinning particles. Similar results, but also with subtle
and important differences, were found for the case of Kerr-Newman black holes [32] and
Kerr-Newman metric with frame-dragging [33].

The approach used in the present thesis follows mainly that of Terashima and Ueda
in analysis, notations and conventions. The main idea is to look at the structure behind
a Wigner rotation on the spin quantum state, which is locally well defined in the non-
relativistic theory. This transformation must preserve quantum probabilities of finding the
spin state in the particular direction measured on a local inertial frame. In order to guarantee
this, the transformation changing quantum state from a point to another one, must be
unitary. The Wigner rotation matrix [29] precisely achieves this. This rotation is composed
by infinitesimal Lorentz transformations, which consist of a boost along the radial direction
and a rotation in the angle direction of the orbital particle.

The aim of this work is to extend the description of spin precession mentioned above to the
Plebański-Demiański black hole [34], which is the most general axially symmetric expanding
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and twisting Type-D solution of the Einsten-Maxwell equations according the Petrov-Penrose
classification (see for instance, [35]). In order to do that, it is more convenient to write down
the metric in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. This description was studied by Griffiths and
Podolský in a series of papers [36, 37, 38] (and reviewed in Refs. [39, 40]) with the purpose
of clarifying the physical meaning of the parameters entering in the solution.

The Plebański-Demiański solution has been worked out previously in the literature con-
necting with higher dimensional theories. Some time ago, there was some interest of this
metric in the study of some generalizations of the AdS/CFT correspondence [41, 42, 43].
More recently has been a great deal of work in the context of higher-dimensional solu-
tions the Kerr-NUT-(anti-)de Sitter black hole in the context of brane and string theory
[44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51].

The Plebański-Demiański family of Type D solutions of the Einstein field equation de-
scribes a configuration of the gravitational fields characterized by seven parameters [34].
These configurations have null congruences of geodesic curves characterized in general by
non-vanishing expansion, twist and shear parameters. In the present thesis we will consider
only expanding and twisting solutions. Under certain non-degenerate coordinate transfor-
mations of the original metric and the setting of constraints, the metric is turned out into a
new suitable form in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates and depending on seven parameters with
almost direct physical interpretation [36, 37, 38, 39, 40].

Other kind of models involving the effects of the gravitational field on quantum matter
properties precisely in Plebański-Demiański backgrounds is discussed in Ref. [52]. In that
paper the phase shift of charged particles interferometry described by complex scalar fields
was computed. In there it was also adopted the mentioned new form of the Plebański-
Demiański spacetimes and it was shown that all physical parameters contribute to the phase
shift. The consideration of the interferometry of spin-1/2 particles in this context was worked
out in Ref. [53].

In this work the final result is a spin precession of a particle moving in circular motion
in curved spacetime due the acceleration of the particle by an external force and due to
the difference between local inertial frames at different points. These enable us to find a
precession angle ∆ for a general axially symmetric spacetime. These results are then applied
to describe the spin precession angle of an EPR pair of particles moving on the equator of a
expanding and twisting Plebański-Demiański black hole. We will find that this angle depends
on all the physical parameters of the black hole. Moreover, by making appropriate reductions
we obtain the precession angle for all known subfamilies of this Plebański-Demiański black
hole.
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This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 it is reviewed the background needed to
solve the general problem of Quantum Mechanics of Entanglement in gravitational classical
backgrounds. In particular for General Relativity it is reviewed the Type-D solution of the
Einstein-Maxwell field equations according the Petrov-Penrose classification of Weyl tensor.

Also in Chapter 2 the Entanglement is described, as a counterexample proposed by
Einstein [1] of Quantum Mechanics validity and it is reviewed the Entanglement until today
and the experimental results. Then the Spin Correlation measurements and Bell’s Inequality
of the metric are introduced.

In Chapter 3 the effect of the axially symmetric component is reviewed and the frame-
dragging corrections over the velocity of a particles are calculated. The Zero Angular Mo-
mentum Observers (ZAMO’s) are introduced. There is also presented a gedanken experiment
to describe the entangled pair of particles in circular orbit around a general axially symmet-
ric black hole. Moreover, in this same section an algorithm to find the spin precession angle
without reference to any particular spacetime metric is proposed. It is calculated the EPR
correlation by Wigner rotations due the motion of the particles in a generalized spacetime.

Finally all results are integrated in the Section 4 to illustrate the use of the algorithm to
get the spin precession angle for the Plebański-Demiański black hole. From this general case
the spin precession angle of the EPR pair is obtained for the complete list of subfamilies
of Einstein’s equation expanding solutions. It is found that for the most general case, this
angle depends on all the physical parameters of the solution. Conclusions and final remarks
are presented in Section 5.

There is included at the end two appendixes. The Appendix A is dedicated to clarify
the importance of the Lorentz Transformation and how to get it in Spetial Relativity. And
in Appendix B the Wigner rotation for General Relativity, is presented and developed.

1.1 The general problem to solve

The aim of the present work is to study the spin state of a pair of entangled particles moving
in a gravitational field to show its decoherence by the effects of General Relativity.

The spin in General Relativity can be defined only locally by invoking the rotational
symmetry of the local inertial frame. As a consequence of this local definition, the motion
of the particles is accompanied by a continuous succession of local Lorentz transformations
[54].

These continuous succession of transformations is caused by the spacetime curvature.
This means that even if the state of the spin is pure at one spacetime point, it, in general,
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becomes mixed at an other spacetime point, e.g. from singlet to triplet.
As Terashima and Ueda [31] showed, the acceleration and the gravitational effects in a

Schwarzschild spacetime spoiled the EPR correlation precisely in the directions that are the
same than in non-relativistic theory, and it apparently decrease the degree of the violation
of Bell’s inequality.

This thesis extend this previous work and address the problem of finding the precession
of spin of a pair of particles moving in a general curved spacetime. The precession of spin
is caused by the acceleration of the particles by an external force and due to the difference
between local inertial frames at different points.

1.2 The particular problem to solve

From the work of Terashima-Ueda [31] we know that gravity destroys the quantum entangle-
ment. And more important, we are able to measure this effect and therefore make predictions
with the knowledge of the position and the velocity of a pair of entangled particles.

The aim of this thesis is extend the previous research with more parameters besides the
mass. We shall see that the extra parameters modify the spacetime metric and consequently
the entanglement of a pair of particles in circular orbits around a black hole. This research
is an exploration with an initial hypothesis that quantum entanglement shall be reduced as
more parameters are incorporated into the metric.

For this purpose, a Plebański-Demiański black hole is used as spacetime background to
calculate the precession angle of the entangled particles traveling in circular orbits around
this black hole. The Plebański-Demiański spacetime is the most general axially symmetric
expanding and twisting Type-D solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations according the
Petrov-Penrose classification (see for instance, [35]). It is important because the Plebański-
Demiański spacetime covers a wide range of spacetimes that can be found in nature. Also,
it could be possible to test in the future some implication of this model in some level.

In the present work we consider two observers and an EPR particle source on the equator
plane θ = π/2 of the Plebański-Demiański spacetime. The observers are placed at azimuthal
angles φ = ±Φ and the EPR source is located at φ = 0. The observers and the EPR
source are assumed to be hovering over the black hole in order to keep them “at rest" in
the coordinate system. The EPR source emits a pair of entangled particles in opposite
directions, describing a circular orbit on the equator at constant radius. We suppose that
this EPR source is accelerated on the equator in order to keep a constant radius, in such a
way that they are not influenced by the frame-dragging. The gedanken experiment depicting
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this situation is shown in Fig. 1.1.

Figure 1.1: An EPR gedanken experiment in an axially symmetric spacetime.

The pair of entangled particles has a quantum state defined by the four-momentum and
spins that shall be measured by each hovering observer. The spin-singlet state for entangled
particles is given by

|ψ〉 =
1√
2

[|pa+, ↑;φ〉|pa−, ↓;φ〉 − |pa+, ↓;φ〉|pa−, ↑;φ〉], (1.1)

where the sign on the lineal momentum stand for the direction of each particle and the arrows
corresponds to the up and down of spin direction. The azimuthal position is represented by
the φ coordinate, where for simplicity it shall equal zero.

Therefore, the objective of this research is to calculate the quantum state that the ob-
servers measure over the entangled particles as they travel starting from the initial state
defined by equation (1.1). The Lorentz transformations shall determine the measurement
of the quantum states and the cumulative sum of these transformations must show whether
the curvature of spacetime modifies the initial state.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Quantum Entanglement

In May 1935, Albert Einstein, Boris Podolsky and Nathan Rosen published [1] an argument
that quantum mechanics fails to provide a complete description of physical reality. This
article was one of the last intent Einstein did to argue against the interpretation of the
quantum mechanics and the uncertainty principle.

Throughout his life, Einstein was faithful to three principles that he believed they must
be part of a good description of nature [55]:

1. The fundamental level of nature should be described in principle by a deterministic
theory, even though gaps in human knowledge about initial and boundary conditions
may force human beings to resort to probability in making predictions about the
outcomes of observations.

2. The theory should include all elements of reality.

3. The theory should be local: what happens here depends on elements of reality
located here, and whatever happens there depends on elements of reality located
there.

Since 1920’s Bohr and Einstein debated about the interpretation of the reality that the
quantum mechanics can give. At Solvay congress or another meetings, Einstein brought
thought experiments that seemed to destroy the quantum model and the Copenhaguen
interpretation, specially the probabilistic description of nature. But after some hard work
Bohr always found a counterargument in the logical sequence that Einstein missed, just to
find an another mental experiment proposed by Einstein in the next occasion.

7
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In particular, in the Solvay congress of 1933 Einstein proposed a thought experiment
with an illustration of an unfamiliar feature of quantum mechanics:

“Suppose two particles are set in motion towards each other with the same, very large,
momentum, and that they interact with each other for a very short time when they pass at
known positions. Consider now an observer who gets hold of one of the particles, far away
from the region of interaction, and measures its momentum; then, from the conditions of
the experiment, he will obviously be able to deduce the momentum of the other particle. If,
however, he chooses to measure the position of the first particle, he will be able to tell where
the other particle is. This is a perfectly correct and straightforward deduction from the
principles of quantum mechanics; but is it not very paradoxical? How can the final state of
the second particle be influenced by a measurement performed on the first, after all physical
interaction has ceased between them? [55]”

For first time, the quantum entanglement concept is used for complicated quantum states,
because they use both position and momentum of two particles that have interacted in
the past and thus are correlated. Their argument is basically a description of quantum
entanglement for position and momentum.

This argumentation finally take form in the article of 1935 in Physical Review [1], where
essentially take as central point the assumption of locality. What happens in one place does
not immediately affect what happens in another place. The authors said:

“If, without in any way disturbing a system, we can predict with certainty (i.e., with
probability equal to unity) the value of a physical quantity, then there exists an element of
physical reality corresponding to this physical quantity.”

This condition is satisfied when a measurement of position is made on particle 1 and
also when a measurement of momentum is made of the same particle. In each case, we
can predict with certainty the position (or momentum) of the other particle. This permits
us the inference of the existence of an element of physical reality. Now, since particle 2
is unaffected by what is done to particle 1, and the element of reality, the position, of this
particle is inferred in one case, and of momentum in the other, both position and momentum
are elements of physical reality of particle 2. Thus the EPR “paradox”. We have two particles
that are related to each other. We measure one and we know about the other. Thus, the
theory that allows us to do that is incomplete [55].

Bohr sent an answer few months later to Physical Review with the exactly same title of
the original EPR article1 where he argued that the experiment proposed by Einstein has two
quantities (position and momentum) that cannot be measured simultaneously. He argued

1Can Quantum-Mechanical Description of Physical Reality be Considered Complete? [56].
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that the EPR experiment contains an essential ambiguity when it is applied to quantum
phenomena. He pointed out that, even if the EPR thought-experiment excludes any direct
physical interaction of the system with the measuring apparatus, the measurement process
has an essential influence on the conditions on which the very definition of the physical
observables in question rest. And these conditions must be considered as an inherent element
of any phenomenon to which the term “physical reality” can be unambiguously applied.
Bohr acknowledged that it is possible to determine experimental arrangements such that the
measurement of the position or of the momentum of one particle automatically determines
the position or the momentum of the other. But each time the experimental arrangements for
measuring moment and position are incompatible [57]. Although position and momentum
of first particle obey the Uncertainly Principle, the momentum of particle 1 conmutes to
position of particle 2 and it is possible to assign values simultaneously to both particles.
Hence we are forced to consider a measurement as a whole. Then, the assumption of EPR
for physical element of reality is wrong. He finally argued that the EPR paradox did not
present a practical challenge to the application of quantum theory to real physical problems.

This discussion was eventually forgot until two decades after Bohm and Aharonov [2]
review the EPR problem and simplify the ideal experiment from two quantum quantities
(momentum and position) to one variable of interest (spin). Their version of the EPR
thought experiment would be the one most often used by experimentalists and theorists
studying entanglement in the following decades. They consider a molecule of total spin zero
consisting of two atoms, each of spin one-half. The two atoms are then separated by a
method that does not influence the total spin [55]. After they have separated enough so that
they cease to interact, any desired component of the spin of the first particle is measured.
Then, because the total spin is still zero, it can immediately be concluded that the same
component of the spin of the other particle is opposite to that of first particle. In other
words, the two spin vectors are correlated as EPR proposed.

We can describe this situation for example by a two-electron system in a spin-singlet
state, that is, with a total spin of zero [58]. The state ket can be written as

|ψ〉 =
1√
2

(|ẑ+; ẑ−〉 − |ẑ−; ẑ+〉), (2.1)

where the spin quantization z-direction is indicated as ẑ. Here, |ẑ+; ẑ−〉 means that electron
1 is in the spin-up state and electron 2 is in the spin-down state. The same is true for |ẑ−; ẑ+〉.

If we make a measurement on the spin component of one of the electrons, there is a
50-50 chance of getting either up or down because the composite system may be in |ẑ+; ẑ−〉
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or |ẑ−; ẑ+〉 with equal probabilities. But if one of the components is shown to be in the
spin-up state, the other is necessarily in the spin-down state, and vice versa. When the spin
component of the electron 1 is shown to be up, the measurement apparatus has selected the
first term, |ẑ+; ẑ−〉 of Eq. (2.1); a subsequent measurement of the spin component of the
electron 2 must ascertain that the state ket of the composite system is given by |ẑ+; ẑ−〉.

This situation is depicted in Figure 2.1. Observer A specializes in measuring Sz of particle
1 (moving the left), while observer B specializes in measuring Sz of particle 2 (moving to the
right). In this situation the observer A finds Sz to be positive (spin-up state) for particle
1. Then she can predict, even before B performs any measurement, the outcome of B’s
measurement which certainty: B must find Sz to be negative (spin-down state) of particle
2. On the other hand, if A makes no measurement, B has a 50-50 chance of getting Sz+ or
Sz−.

Figure 2.1: Spin correlation in a spin-singlet state (image credit: [55]). Note the
Stern-Gerlach array that emphasizes the spin measurement of the particles. Each

array is oriented to an arbitrary direction â or b̂.

As Sakurai remarks [58]: “This is by itself might not be so peculiar. One may say, it is
just like an urn known to contain one black ball and one white ball. When we blindly pick
one of them, there is a 50-50 chance of getting black or white. But if the first ball we pick
is black, then we can predict with certainty that the second ball will be white.”

But the quantum-mechanical situation is quite complicated than that. This is because
observers may choose to measure at any moment Sx in place of Sz, just by turning around
the longitudinal axis the array of Figure 2.1. That is, the spin-1

2
system Sx are related to Sz
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as follows:
|x̂±〉 =

1√
2

(|ẑ+〉 ± |ẑ−〉), |ẑ±〉 =
1√
2

(|x̂+〉 ± |x̂−〉). (2.2)

Therefore the spin-singlet ket Eq. (2.1) can be rewritten by choosing the x-direction as
the axis of quantization2:

|ψ〉 =
1√
2

(|x̂−; x̂+〉 − |x̂+; x̂−〉). (2.3)

Let us now suppose that observer A can choose to measure Sz or Sx of particle 1 by
changing the orientation of her spin analyzer (direction vector â), while observer B always
specializes in measuring Sx of particle 2 (direction vector b̂). As we know by entangled
particles, the outcome of B depends on the A measurement, that is:

I. If A measures Sz and B measures Sx, there is completely random correlation between
the two measurements.

II. If A measures Sx and B measures Sx, there is a 100% (opposite sign) correlation
between the two measurements.

III. If A makes no measurement, B’s measurements show random results.

It is important to note that the separation distance between the observers is not included
in the quantum state. A and B can be kilometers apart with no possibility of communications
or mutual interactions. Observer A can decide how to orient her spin-analyzer apparatus long
after the two particles have separated. It seems like particle 2 knows which spin component
of particle 1 is being measured.

The orthodox quantum-mechanical interpretation of this situation is that the measure-
ment is a selection process. When Sz of particle 1 is measured to be positive, then component
|ẑ+; ẑ−〉 is selected. A subsequent measurement of the other particle’s Sz merely ascertains
that the system is still in |ẑ+; ẑ−〉. We must accept that a measurement on what appears
to be a part of the system is to be regarded as a measurement on the whole system [58].

All the previous discussion could be just a theoretical problem with no more implications
in the Physics if there is no way to produce a entangled particles as experimental problem.
But there are different ways of producing spin-1

2
entangled particles. This is certainly the

case for a J = 0 system disintegrating spontaneously into two half-spin particles with no
relative orbital angular momentum, because angular-momentum conservation must hold in
the disintegration process. An example of this would be a rare decay of the η meson (mass
549 MeV/c2) into a muon pair η → µ+ +µ−. Another example is a proton-proton scattering

2This is because the spin-singlet states have no preferred direction in space
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at low kinetic energies. The Pauli principle forces the interacting proton to be in 1S0 (orbital
angular momentum 0, spin-singlet state) [58].

Also, Kocher and Commins in 1967 [59] used the atomic cascade method for producing
correlated photons. Here an atom is excited and emits two photons as it decays into two
levels down; and the two photons are entangled. The source of the photons was a beam
of calcium atoms emanating from a hot oven. The atoms in the beam were bombarded by
strong ultraviolet radiation. As a response to this radiation, electrons in the calcium atoms
were exited to higher levels, and when they descended again, they released pairs of correlated
photons. Such a process is called an atomic cascade because an electron cascades down from
a high level, through an intermediate level, down to a final level, releasing a photon at each
of the two steps down. Because the initial and the final levels are both states of zero total
angular momentum, and angular momentum is a conserved quantity, the emitted photon pair
has zero angular momentum, and that is a state of high symmetry and strong polarization
correlation between the photons. The idea of such an atomic cascade is shown in the Figure
2.2.

Figure 2.2: Kocher and Commins calcium atomic cascade.

In 1994 Cirac and Zoller [60] showed an alternative way to prepare a singlet state,
by allowing two atoms, 1 and 2, initially in their excited |+〉 and ground |−〉 states re-
spectively, to interact with a resonant cavity mode in the vacuum state. Through the
Jaynes-Cummings model, where the excitation and ground states are conserved, the par-
ticles experience vacuum Rabi oscillations, which depend on the interaction time of each
particle in the cavity field, the atomic velocity of the particles and the length of the cavity.
Now a last question is raised. Why this situation is considered a paradox? Philosophically
speaking, the Einsteninian separability is part and parcel of the philosophy of physical re-
alism, which Einstein defended throughout his life. This is the philosophy that considers
physical objects to be real independent of each other and of their measurement or observa-
tion. But in quantum mechanics the idea of the reality of physical objects independent of
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our measurement of them is difficult to uphold. Thus EPR’s motive was to discredit quan-
tum mechanics and reestablish physical realism as the undergirding philosophy of physics.
EPR’s result is a paradox from the point of view of physical realism; it seems to say that we
have to choose between locality or separability and the completeness of quantum mechan-
ics, and this is no choice at all since separability is imperative. The resolution of the EPR
paradox is to realize an essential inseparability of quantum objects; measurement of one of
two correlated particles affects its correlated partner (this was essentially Bohr’s answer [56]
to EPR). When observer A colapse the spin state of particle 1 by measuring it, the other
wave function of particle 2 is collapsed also. The collapse is nonlocal, just as the correlation
is nonlocal. EPR entangled objects have a non-local ontological connection (inseparability)
with a signalless instantaneous influence upon each other, as hard as it is to believe from
the point of view of physical realism and the locality principle. Separability is the result of
collapse; only after collapse are there independent objects [61].

This EPR paradox was not a paradox at all, as everybody called it. Einstein pointed
out that Quantum Mechanics, localism and realism was contradictory, and both posture
cannot be true at the same time. The Quantum Mechanics was not incomplete, instead
of that if Quantum Mechanics was true, locality was not. If we want to hold the localism
there has something wrong in the quantum theory. We must consider the possibility of
alternative realistic interpretation of the Quantum Mechanics. One such interpretation is
based on the idea of hidden variables, i.e. hidden unknown parameters that should provide
a realistic ontological description of quantum objects, trajectories and all. In 1964 John
Bell takes the EPR argument in order to complete Quantum Mechanics [3], introducing
supplementary parameters, the hidden variables, given to the two particles at their initial
preparation in an entangled state, and carried along by each particle after separation. A
crucial hypothesis in Bell’s reasoning is the locality hypothesis which needs to be fulfilled by
the supplementary parameter models to lead to a conflict with quantum mechanics. This
very natural assumption asserts that there is no direct non-local, interaction between the
two measuring apparatuses far from each other. In other words, the conflict arises only if the
result of a measurement on the first particle does not depend on the setting of the second
measuring apparatus. As Bell remarks in his paper, this very natural hypothesis would
become a direct consequence of Einstein’s views that no influence can travel faster than
light, in an experimental scheme where the settings of the measuring apparatus are rapidly
changed while the particles are flying between the source and the measuring apparatus.

To establish the incompatibility between quantum mechanics and the local hidden vari-
able theories, Bell showed that the correlations predicted by any local hidden variable model
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are limited by inequalities that are violated by certain quantum predictions. It became possi-
ble to settle the question experimentally, by looking carefully at measurements of correlations
between entangled particles [62]. This inequalities are now called Bell’s inequalities.

Going back to the spin-1
2
particles, it can be derived the Bell’s inequalities as follows. As

we previously saw, it is impossible to determine Sx and Sz simultaneously. However, when
we have a large number of particles with spin-1

2
, we would assign a certain fraction of them

to have the following properties:

• If Sz is measured, we obtain a plus sign with certainty.

• If Sx is measured, we obtain a minus sign with certainty.

A particle satisfying this property is said to belong to the type (ẑ+, x̂−). It is important
to note here that it is not asserting that we can simultaneously measure Sz and Sx to
be + and −, respectively. When we measure Sz, we do not measure Sx, and vice versa.
We are assigning definite values of spin component in more than one direction with the
understanding that only one or the other of the components can actually be measured. For
a particular pair, there must be a perfect matching between particle 1 and particle 2 to ensure
zero total angular momentum: If particle 1 is of type (ẑ+, x̂−), the particle 2 must belong
to type (ẑ−, x̂+), and so forth. The results of correlation measurements can be reproduced
if particle 1 and particle 2 are matched as follows:

particle 1 particle 2
(ẑ+, x̂−) ↔ (ẑ−, x̂+)

(ẑ+, x̂+) ↔ (ẑ−, x̂−)

(ẑ−, x̂+) ↔ (ẑ+, x̂−)

(ẑ−, x̂−) ↔ (ẑ+, x̂+)

(2.4)

with equal population, that is 25% each of them. A very important assumption is used here.
Suppose a particular pair belongs to the first pair of (2.4 ) and observer A (see Fig. 2.1)
decides to measure Sz of particle 1; then she necessarily obtains a plus sign regardless of
whether B decides to measure Sz or Sx. It is in this sense that Einstein’s locality and realism
are incorporated in this model, because we assumed from the beginning that there is a reality
behind any result of measurement, reality that is predetermining the result of both particles
simultaneously, like the black or white balls example.

The next step is to consider a more complicated situation. This time observers A and B
can choose to measure the spin in three possible directions, indicated by unit vectors â, b̂
and ĉ, which are, in general, not mutually orthogonal. In this way some arbitrary particle
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can start in the (â−, b̂+, ĉ+) state, which means that if S · â is measured, we obtain a minus
sign with certainty; if S · b̂ is measured, we obtain a plus sign with certainty; and if S · ĉ is
measured, we obtain a plus sign with certainty. Again there must be a perfect matching in
the sense that the other particle necessarily belongs to the type (â+, b̂−, ĉ−) to ensure zero
total angular momentum, in the same sense of (2.4).

Let P [â+, b̂−] be the probability that, in a random selection, observer A measures S · â to
be + and S · b̂ to be −. Therefore, in agreement with the hypothesis of realism there must be
a reality, which are simultaneous behind each measurement. This particular kind of particles
can be present in two subtypes of probabilities related to unit vector ĉ, that is particles of
the type (â+, b̂−, ĉ+) and (â+, b̂−, ĉ−). The same conclusion can be obtained for the rest
permutations of unitary vector. We can generalize this results in the next equations:

P1(â+, b̂−) = P1(â+, b̂−, ĉ+) + P1(â+, b̂−, ĉ−), (2.5)

P1(â+, ĉ−) = P1(â+, ĉ−, b̂+) + P1(â+, ĉ−, b̂−), (2.6)

P1(b̂−, ĉ+) = P1(b̂−, ĉ+, â+) + P1(b̂−, ĉ+, â−). (2.7)

Here the subindex 1 is used to emphasized the observer A measures the spin of the
particle 1 on different directions, which are predetermined by “hidden variables”, regardless
the measurement of observer B. At this moment it is not important what kind of theory can
determine the values of the hidden variables. Bell just used the predictions that that kind
of theory could give.

Therefore, because the all is always greater that the parts, from equations (2.6) and (2.7)
we can get

P1(â+, ĉ−) ≥ P1(â+, ĉ−, b̂−), (2.8)

P1(b̂−, ĉ+) ≥ P1(b̂−, ĉ+, â+), (2.9)

and summing up both inequalities,

P1(â+, ĉ−) + P1(b̂−, ĉ+) ≥ P1(â+, ĉ−, b̂−) + P1(b̂−, ĉ+, â+). (2.10)

Returning back to Eq. (2.5) it follows

P1(â+, b̂−) ≤ P1(â+, ĉ−) + P1(b̂−, ĉ+). (2.11)
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Now we want to know the probability of P (â+, b̂+) from P1(â+, b̂−)3. That is, particle
1 with spin up in direction â and particle 2 with spin up in direction b̂ also, but with particle
1 predeterminated in the state of Eq. (2.11).

To know how can we get this result, first we have to realize that the whole probability
is preceded for the random election of two directions, one for each particle 1 and 2, between
the three posible directions â, b̂ and ĉ. This doble election can be done by nine different
ways, each one with the same probability by construction. Therefore, the probability to get
the a-direction for particle 1 and the b-direction for the particle 2 is 1

9
. Nevertheless, once a

mesure over particle 1 is selected in a-direction, the sign of the spin for this particle will be
+, since the starting particle is the “reality” of (â+, b̂−) from our initial assumption. In the
same way, once b-direction is selected for particle 2, the sign that we will measure for the
spin have to be +, since the perfect anticorrelation between particle 1 and 2.

Thus, once the selected random directions are the previous mentioned (a for particle 1
and b for particle 2), the whole state of the system is defined as [â+, b̂+]. In the other hand,
this state [â+, b̂+] can only come form a reality of the individual state (â+, b̂−) of particle
1. Consequently, the probability to get [â+, b̂+] from (â+, b̂−) will be 1

9
. In other words,

P1(â+, b̂−) = 9P [â+, b̂+],

P1(â+, ĉ−) = 9P [â+, ĉ+],

P1(ĉ+, b̂−) = 9P [ĉ+, b̂+].

(2.12)

Finally, grouping (2.12) and (2.11) we get

P [â+, b̂+] ≤ P [â+, ĉ+] + P [ĉ+, b̂+], (2.13)

that is, the Bell’s inequality in the form of Wigner-D’Espagnat [63]. This equation is then
suitable to test Quantum Mechanics against the Realism y Localism as demanded by EPR
(points 2 and 3 at the beginning of this Chapter), because each particle has an predefined
spin in any direction (element of Reality) and a measure on particle 1 does not affect the
measure of particle 2 (Locality).

Now, returning back to Quantum Mechanics, we want to evaluate P [â+, b̂+]. Following
[58], suppose observer A finds S1 · â to be positive. Because the perfect anticorrelation, B’s
measurement of S2 · â will be a minus sign. But to calculate P [â+, b̂+] we must consider
a new quantization axis b̂ that makes an angle θab with â. The probability that the S2 · b̂

3Here the brackets are used to emphasized the fact we are talking about the whole system of 2 particles,
instead of the state for particle 1 or 2, where parenthesis are used. The first element between brackets
represents particle 1 and the last one is for particle 2
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measurement yields + when particle 2 is known to be in an eigenket of S2 · â with negative
eigenvalue is given by

cos2

[
(π − θab)

2

]
= sin2

(
θab
2

)
. (2.14)

As a result, we obtain

P [â+, b̂+] =

(
1

2

)
sin2

(
θab
2

)
, (2.15)

where the factor 1
2
arises from the probability of initially obtaining S1 · â to be positive.

Similarly the other two terms of Eq. (2.13) can be obtained to write the Bell’s inequality
as

sin2

(
θab
2

)
≤ sin2

(
θac
2

)
+ sin2

(
θcb
2

)
. (2.16)

For simplicity let suppose that â, b̂ and ĉ to lie in a plane, and let ĉ bisect the two
direction defined by â and b̂, that is,

θab = 2θ, θac = θcb = θ, (2.17)

It is easy to show that inequality (2.16) is violated for 0 < θ < π
2
. Then the Quantum

Mechanics predictions are not compatible with Bell’s inequality. There is a real observable
difference between quantum mechanics and the alternative theories satisfying EPR locality
principle.

In a series of experiments in the decade of 1980’s, Alain Aspect and his collaborators
[5, 64, 65] provided the experiment to reply to the EPR proposal under conditions in which
Bell’s type of analysis apply. They showed that the quantum theory predictions were indeed
obeyed. In these experiments the two spin-1

2
particles are replaced by a pair of photons,

which polarization playing the role of spin for entanglement. The pairs are emitted by
calcium atoms in a radiative cascade after suitable pumping by lasers. Because the initial
and final atomic states have J = 0, quantum theory predicts that the photons will be found
to have the same polarization if they are measured along the same direction. But if the
polarizations are measured at 120◦ angles, then theory predicts that they will be the same
only a quarter of the time.

There are some remarkable features of these experiments. The two polarization analyzers
were placed as far as 13 meters apart without producing any noticeable change in the results.
In [65] the authors used a mechanism for rapidly switching the directions along which the
polarizations of each photon are measured as follows. Each photon go into to its detector
through a volume of water that supports an ultrasonic standing wave. Depending on the
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instantaneous amplitude of the wave, the photon either passed directly into a polarizer with
one orientation or is Bragg reflected into another with a different orientation. The standing
waves that determine the choice of orientation at each detector are independently driven and
have frequencies so high that several cycles take place during the light travel time form one
detector to the other.

All this corresponds to a refinement of the gedanken demonstration in which, to be
absolutely safe, the switches are not given their random setting until after the parcels have
departed from their photon common source [66]. This additional feature ensures that there is
no influence at distance can be transmitted over particle 2 when the direction of measurement
for particle 1 is setting when it flies apart.

In the theoretical field the entangled quantum phenomena continue as an active research
subject and eventually the research of this topic moves to include relativity theory in a
coherent model. The first steps was taken in Special Relativity with moving relativistic
particles [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Later, these works were the basis for Terashima and Ueda
[31] to extend the analysis to in the framework of General Relativity, where they proposed
an gedankenexperiment in a Schwarzschild spacetime. This is the most simple case that
describe a black hole which only include one parameter, which is its mass.

This thesis follows the efforts of Terashima and Ueda to describe the Entanglement in
the framework of any black holes of the Type-D solution (with expansion and twist) of the
Einstein-Maxwell equations.

Before we continue with the Quantum Entanglement, it is important to review some
features of General Relativity and Black Holes.

2.2 Black holes

The term black hole has a very recent origin. It was coined in 1969 by the American scientist
John Wheeler as the graphic description of an idea that dates back at least two hundred
years, at a time when there were two theories of light: one, preferred by Newton, who
assumed that the light is composed of particles, and the other one which was assumed to be
formed by waves. Today, we know that both theories are correct. Due to the wave-particle
duality of quantum mechanics, light can be considered as a wave and as a particle as well.
In wave light theory, it was not clear how light would respond to gravity. But if light is
composed of particles, one might expect that these were affected by gravity in the same way
as are the bullets, rockets and planets. At first, it was thought that the particles of light
travel with infinite speed, so that gravity had not been able to stop them, but the discovery
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of Römer that light traveled at a finite speed, meant that gravity might have a significant
effect on the light.

Under this assumption, a professor from Cambridge, John Michell, wrote in 1783 an
article in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London in which he stated
that a star that was sufficiently massive and compact would have such a strong gravitational
field that light could not escape: the light emitted from the surface of that star would be
dragged back to the center by the gravitational attraction of the star, before it could get very
far. Michell suggested that there could be a large number of stars of this type. Although we
would not be able to see them because their light would not reach us, we would notice their
gravitational attraction. These objects are what today we call black holes, because this is
precisely what they are: black holes in space. A similar suggestion was made a few years
later by the French scientist the Marquis de Laplace, it seems that independently of Michell.
It is quite interestigs that Laplace included this idea only in te first and second edition of
his book The World System, and not in subsequents editions. Maybe he considered that was
a absurd idea. It’s important to remember that the particle theory of light was in disuse in
XIX century because everything was described by wave theory and, in consequence it was
no clear if light is affected by gravity.

To understand how it could form a black hole, we have to have some knowledge about
the life cycle of a star. A star forms when a large amount of gas, mostly hydrogen, starts
to collapse on itself due to its gravitational pull. Under the contraction, the atoms begin to
collide with each other, with increasing frequency and at higher speeds and then the gas is
heated. Eventually, the gas would be so hot that when hydrogen atoms collide, they don’t
bounce back, but will merge to form helium. The heat released by the reaction makes the
star shine. This additional heat also increases the gas pressure until it is sufficient to balance
the pull of gravity , and the gas stops shrinking. The stars remain stable in this form for a
long period, with the heat of nuclear reactions balancing the gravitational attraction. Finally
however, the star will consume all its hydrogen and other nuclear fuels. The more fuel has a
star at first, soon runs out . This is because the more massive the star, it must be hotter to
counteract the gravitational attraction, and the hotter the star is, uses its fuel faster. When
a star runs out of fuel, begins to cool and thereby to contract. What can happen from this
point only began to understand the end of 1920’s.

In 1928, an Indian graduate student, Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar calculated how big
it could become a star that was able to withstand its own gravity, once it had spent all its
fuel. The idea was this: when the star is reduced in size, material particles are very close
to each other, and so, according to the Pauli exclusion principle, must have very different
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Figure 2.3: Star colapse into a black hole (image credit: [67]).
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speeds. This causes to move away from each other, which tends at expand at the star. A star
can, therefore, be maintained to a constant radius because a balance between gravitational
attraction and repulsion arises exclusion principle, in the same way as before gravity was
compensated by heat.

Chandrasekhar realized, however, that there is a limit to the repulsion that the exclusion
principle can provide. The theory of relativity limits the maximum difference between the
velocities of the material particles from the star at the speed of light. This means that when
the star is sufficiently dense, the repulsion due to the exclusion principle would be less than
the pull of gravity. Chandrasekhar calculated that a cold star of more than about one and
a half times the mass of the Sun would not be able to support its own gravity.4

If a star has less than the Chandrasekhar mass limit can finally cease to contract and
stabilize at a possible final state, as a “white dwarf” star, with a radius of a few thousand
kilometers and a density of tens tons per cubic centimeter. A white dwarf is supported by
the repulsion due to the exclusion principle between electrons of the material.

Russian scientist Lev Davidovich Landau also noted that there was another possible final
state for a star, also with a mass limit of one or two times the mass of the Sun but much
smaller even than a white dwarf. These stars are maintained by the repulsion due to the
exclusion principle between neutrons and protons, rather than between electrons. For this
reason they were called neutron stars. Would have a radius of about ten miles and a density
of tens of millions of tons per cubic centimeter.

Stars with masses above the Chandrasekhar limit are a big problem when they run out
of fuel. In some cases they explode or loose enough material to reduce weight below the
limit and avoid a catastrophic gravitational collapse. Chandrasekhar had shown that the
exclusion principle could not stop the collapse of a massive star beyond the Chandrasekhar
limit, but the problem of understanding what would happen to such a star, according to
general relativity, was first time solved by Robert Oppenheimer, in 1939: the gravitational
field of the star changes the paths of light rays in spacetime, for such would have been if
the star had not been present. The light-cones that indicate the paths followed in space and
time by flashes of light emitted from its vertices, incline slightly inward near the surface of
the star. When the star contracts, the gravitational field at its surface is more intense and
the light-cones are more inclined inward. This makes it harder to escape the light of the
star, and the light turns weaker and red to a distant observer. Finally, when the star has
shrunk to a certain critical radius, the gravitational field at the surface becomes so strong
that the light-cones are tilted inward so that light can not escape. According to the theory

4This mass is known today as the Chandrasekhar limit.
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of relativity, nothing can travel faster than light. So if light can not escape, neither can any
other object, that is, everything is driven by the gravitational field. Therefore, there is a set
of events, a region of spacetime from which you can not escape and reach a distant observer.
This region is what we now call black hole. Its boundary is called the event horizon coincides
with the paths of light rays that are just about to escape the black hole [67].

The natural description of a black hole occurs in the frame of General Relativity developed
by Einstein at the beginning of the XX century. After he worked with inertial frames in
Special Relativity, Einstein struggled with the problem of gravity and how must it be included
in the description of the spacetime. The bold hypothesis he proposed was that the spacetime
metric is not flat, as it was assumed in special relativity. The world lines of freely falling
bodies in a gravitational field are simply the geodesics of the curved spacetime metric [68].
He finally came to the conclusion that the laws of Physics in General Relativity are governed
by two basic principles:

I. The principle of general covariance, which states that the spacetime metric, gab,
and quantities derivable form it are the only spacetime quantities that can appear
in the equations of Physics.

II. The requirement that equations must reduce to the equations satisfied in special
relativity in the case where gab is flat.

This spacetime metric gab is the solution of the Einstien-Maxwell equation of General Rela-
tivity

Gab ≡ Rab −
1

2
Rgab = 8πTab. (2.18)

Therefore, in general relativity, the spacetime is a manifold M on which is defined a
Lorentz metric gab. The curvature of gab, left hand side of (2.18), is related to matter and
energy distribution in that spacetime (i.e. Tab).

There are some important remarks on Einstein’s equation that are worth to mention [69]:

• Mathematical character: Einstein’s equation is a nonlinear second order partial differ-
ential equation for the metric components gab. For a metric of Lorentz signature, these
equations have a hyperbolic (i.e. wave equations) character.

• Point of view: in ones sense, Einstein’s equation is analogous to Maxwell’s equation
with the stress tensor Tab serving as the source of the gravitational field, in much
the same way as the current ja serves as a source of the electromagnetic field. But in
General Relativity, we can not solve Einstein’s equation by specifying Tab first and then
finding gab, because until gab is known, we do not know how to physically interpret Tab.
One must solve simultaneously for the spacetime metric and the matter distribution.
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• Equations of motion of matter: Einstein’s equation alone implies the geodesic hypoth-
esis that the world-lines of test bodies are geodesics of the spacetime metric.

The eq. (2.18) can describe the Universe by idealized cosmologies. Astronomical obser-
vations reveal that the universe is homogeneous and isotropic on scales of ∼ 108 light years
and larger. Taking a “fine-scale” point of view, one sees the agglomeration of matter into
stars, galaxies, and clusters of galaxies in regions of size ∼ 1 light year, ∼ 106 light years,
and ∼ 3 × 107 light years, respectively. But taking instead a “large-scale” viewpoint, one
sees little difference between an elementary volume of the universe of the order of 108 light
years on a side centered on the Earth and other elementary volumes of the same size located
elsewhere [70]. By taking the large-scale viewpoint, we can treat galaxies as “particles” of a
“gas” that fills the universe. We can remove the particulate structure of the gas from view
by treating it in the perfect-fluid approximation. Thus, we can characterize the gas by a
4-velocity5 uµ, by a density of mass-energy6 ρ and by a pressure7 p. In this way, the right
size of eq. (2.18) can be assumed as a stress-energy tensor for this “fluid of galaxies” of the
form

Tµν = (ρ+ p)uµuν + pgµν , (2.19)

For physical reasons, it should be assumed that ρ ≥ p ≥ 0. Also, it is useful to restrict
attention to the case in which the equation of state takes the linear form

p = (γ − 1)ρ, (2.20)

where 1 ≤ γ ≤ 2 is an appropriately chosen constant. This include special cases, like a
pressureless fluid, which is usually refereed to a dust, when γ = 1. When γ = 0, then ρ = −p.
If this is constant, then 8πρ is exactly equivalent to the presence of a cosmological constant
Λ (see section 4.3.5). In addition, it may be noted that, in a perfect fluid spacetime with any
equation of state, a cosmological constant can always be included by setting ρ→ ρ + Λ/8π

and p→ p− Λ/8π.
With the 4-velocity of the fluid denoted by uµ, such that uµuµ = −1, its expansion θ and

acceleration aµ are given by
θ = Oµuµ,
aµ = uνOνuµ.

(2.21)

5The 4-velocity of an observer who sees the galaxies in his neighborhood to have no mean motion.
6The soothed-out density of mass-energy seen in the frame with 4-velocity uµ; this includes the rest mass

plus kinetic energy of the galaxies in a unit volume, divided by the volume.
7The kinetic pressure of the galaxies, which is assumed to be isotropic.
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It is then convenient to introduce a new tensor

hµν = gµν + uµuν , (2.22)

which satisfies hµνuν = 0, hµαhαν = hµν and hµµ = 3. A shear tensor σµν and rotation
(twist) tensor ωµν are then defined by

σµν =

[
1

2
(Oαuβ + Oβuα)− 1

3
Oγuγhαβ

]
hαµh

β
ν ,

ωµν =
1

2
(Oαuβ + Oβuα)hαµh

β
ν .

(2.23)

Scalar quantities representing the local shear and rotation of the fluid are then given,
respectively, by

σ =
√
σµνσµν , ω =

√
ωµνωµν . (2.24)

Finally, the stress-energy tensor can also represent a general class of pure radiation fields,

T µν = ρkµkν , (2.25)

where kµ is a null vector and ρ is its radiation density. This is generally taken to describe some
kind of field that propagates at the speed of light, that could represent a null electromagnetic
field. It could also represent an incoherent beam of photons or some kinds of idealized
(massless) neutrino fields. A source of this type is sometimes referred to as “null dust”, since
it can be considered to be a limiting case of a pressureless perfect fluid in which the 4-velocity
becomes null [40].

The term Rab in eq. (2.18) is known as the Ricci tensor, that is a trace of the Riemann
curvature tensor Rabc

d. This tensor is defined in terms of the failure of successive operations
of differentiation to commute when applied to a dual vector field. This tensor is directly
related to the path-dependent nature of parallel transport; specifically, the failure of a vector
to return to its original value when parallel transported around a small closed loop is governed
by the Riemann tensor. The Riemann tensor also fully describes the failure of initially parallel
geodesics to remain parallel. This tensor is defined by

Rabc
dωd = OaObωc − ObOaωc, (2.26)

where ωc is a dual vector field.
It is useful to decompose the Riemann tensor in a “trace part” and “trace free part”. The
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trace part over the second and fourth indices of eq. (2.26) defines the Ricci tensor,

Rac = Rabc
b (2.27)

The trace free part is called the Weyl tensor, Cabcd, and is defined for manifolds of
dimension n ≥ 3 by the equation

Rabcd = Cabcd +
2

n− 2
(ga[cRd]b − gb[cRd]a)−

2

(n− 1)(n− 2)
Rga[cgd]b, (2.28)

where R is the scalar curvature, defined as the trace of the Ricci tensor, i.e. R = Ra
a, and

the square brackets indicates anti-symmetrization operations. The Weyl tensor is also called
conformal tensor, because behaves in a very simple manner under conformal transformations
of the metric [69].

In essence, Einstein’s equation (2.18) says

“curvature of spacetime” = “energy density of matter”

Thus, Einstein provided us with a truly remarkable and beautiful theory of gravitation.
The effects of gravitation are fully expressed in terms of the structure of spacetime and the
structure of spacetime is related to the distribution of matter [71]. It should be mentioned
that in practice it has been difficult to obtain exact solutions of Einstein’s equation. The
Weyl tensor (2.28) has ten independent components, however, is determined only indirectly
from the field equations. These components may therefore be understood as representing
“free components” of the gravitational field that also arise from non-local sources. In seeking
to interpret any exact solution physically, these components need to be investigated explicitly
[40], as we shall do next.

A spacetime is said to be conformally flat if its Weyl tensor vanishes, i.e. if Cabcd = 0.
Otherwise, gravitational fields are usually classified according to the Petrov-Penrose clas-
sification of their Weyl tensor. This is based on the number of its distinct principal null
directions and the number of times these are repeated.

It is frequently important, at any event (or point in spacetime), to determine the com-
ponents of vectors or tensors in particular directions. For this, it is first appropriate to
introduce a normalized orthonormal tetrad (t, x, y, z ), composed of a timelike and three
spacelike vectors. From these, it is convenient to construct a null tetrad (k, l,m, m̄), with
the two null vectors k = 1√

2
(t+ z) and l = 1√

2
(t− z) and the complex vector m = 1√

2
(x− iy)

and its conjugate m̄ = 1√
2
(x+ iy), which span the 2-space orthogonal to k and l. These null

tetrad vectors are mutually orthogonal except that kalb = −1 and mam̄
a = 1. With these
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conditions, the metric tensor can be expressed in terms of its null tetrad components in the
form

gab = −kalb − lakb +mam̄b + m̄amb. (2.29)

Such a null tetrad may be Lorentz transformed into the following ways:

k′ = k, l′ = l + Lm̄+ L̄m+ LL̄k, m′ = m+ Lk, (2.30)

k′ = k +Km̄+ K̄m+KK̄l, l′ = l, m′ = m+KL, (2.31)

k′ = Bk, l′ = B−1l, m′ = eiΦm, (2.32)

where L and K are complex and B and Φ are real parameters. Together, these represent
the six-parameter Lorentz group transformations.

The ten independent components previously mentioned of the Weyl tensor (2.28) are
determined by the five complex scalar functions defined as

Ψ0 = Cκλµνk
κmλkµmν ,

Ψ1 = Cκλµνk
κlλkµmν ,

Ψ2 = Cκλµνk
κmλm̄µlν ,

Ψ3 = Cκλµνl
κkλlµm̄ν ,

Ψ4 = Cκλµνl
κm̄λlµm̄ν .

(2.33)

By considering the equation of geodesic derivation in a suitably adapted frame, these
components (in vacuum spacetime) may be shown generally to have the following physical
meanings:

Ψ0 is a transverse component propagating in the l direction,

Ψ1 is a longitudinal component in the l direction,

Ψ2 is a Coulomb-like component,

Ψ3 is a longitudinal component in the k direction,

Ψ4 is a transverse component propagating in the k direction.

A null vector k is said to be a principal null direction of the gravitational field if it satisfies
the property

k[ρCκ]λµ[νkσ]k
λkµ = 0. (2.34)

If k is a member of the null tetrad defined above, then the condition (2.34) is equivalent
to the Ψ0 = 0. It may then be noted that, under a transformation (2.31) of the tetrad
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which keeps l fixed, but changes the direction of k, the component Ψ0 of the Weyl tensor
transforms as

Ψ0 = Ψ′0 − 4KΨ′1 + 6K2Ψ′2 − 4K3Ψ′3 +K4Ψ′4. (2.35)

The condition for k to be a principal null direction ( i.e. that Ψ = 0) is thus equivalent
to the existence of a root K such that

Ψ′0 − 4KΨ′1 + 6K2Ψ′2 − 4K3Ψ′3 +K4Ψ′4 = 0. (2.36)

Since this is a quartic expression in K, there are four (complex) roots to this equation,
although these do not need to be distinct.

Each root of (2.36) corresponds to a principal null direction which can be constructed
using (2.31), and the multiplicity of each principal null direction is the same as the multi-
plicity of the corresponding root. For a principal null direction k of multiplicity 1, 2, 3 or 4,
it can be shown that, respectively

k[ρCκ]λµ[νkσ]k
λkµ = 0 ⇔ Ψ0 = 0, Ψ1 6= 0,

Cκλµ[νkσ]k
λkµ = 0 ⇔ Ψ0 = Ψ1 = 0, Ψ2 6= 0,

Cκλµ[νkσ]k
µ = 0 ⇔ Ψ0 = Ψ1 = Ψ2 = 0, Ψ3 6= 0,

Cκλµνk
µ = 0 ⇔ Ψ0 = Ψ1 = Ψ2 = Ψ3 = 0, Ψ4 6= 0.

If a spacetime admits four distinct principal null directions (pnds), it is said to be alge-
braically general, or of type I. Otherwise it is algebraically special. The different algebraic
types can be summarized as follows:

type I: four distinct pnds
type II: one pnd of multiplicity 2, others distinct
type D: two distinct pnds of multiplicity 2
type III: one pnd of multiplicity 3, other distinct
type N: one pnds of multiplicity 4
type O: conformally flat

If either of the basis vectors k or l are aligned with principal null directions, either Ψ0 = 0

or Ψ4 = 0, respectively. If the vector k is aligned with the repeated principal null direction
of an algebraically special spacetime, then Ψ0 = 0 = Ψ1. If k and l are both aligned with
the two repeated principal null directions of a type D spacetime, then the only non-zero
component of the Weyl tensor is Ψ2. For a type N spacetime with repeated principal null
direction k, the only non-zero component of the Weyl tensor is Ψ4 [40].
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The Plebański-Demiański family of solutions of the Einstein field equations associated
with the gravitational fields of isolated massive objects is known to completely exhaust the
Petrov type D spacetimes. The expanding and twisting axially symmetric solutions are char-
acterized by seven parameters which under certain circumstances are related to mass, angular
momentum, cosmological constant, electric and magnetic charges, NUT parameter and ac-
celeration. This includes black hole spacetimes like Kerr-NUT-(A)dS spacetimes and the
C-metric describing accelerating sources. The non-accelerating Plebański-Demiański solu-
tions possess the outstanding property that they allow separable Hamilton-Jacobi equations
and, thus, integrability of the geodesic equation. This also extends to higher dimensions.
Higher dimensional solutions of this type became popular in the connection of string theories
and braneworld models [52].

As was explained in the Introduction chapter, the aim of this thesis is to calculate the
entangled quantum state (1.1) when two particles travels over a Plebański-Demiański space-
time. As a secondary objetive, here will be obtained an expression for the Bell’s inequality
(2.13) to know how each parameter of the Plebański-Demiański spacetime affects the in-
equality and the perfect anticorrelation of the two particles.



Chapter 3

Methodology

It is usual to find examples in relativity theory that employ fictitious observers who send
and receive signals. These “observers” should not be thought of as human beings, but rather
as ordinary physical emitters and detectors. Their role is to label and locate events in
spacetime. The speed of transmission of these signals is bounded by the velocity of light c
because information needs a material carrier, and the latter must obey the laws of physics.

However, the mere existence of an upper bound on the speed of propagation of physical
effects does not do justice to the fundamentally new concepts that were introduced by Albert
Einstein. He showed that simultaneity had no absolute meaning, and that distant events
might have different time orderings when referred to observers in relative motion. Relativistic
kinematics is all about information transfer between observers in relative motion [72].

3.1 Spin for curved spacetime

The EPR paradox previously mentioned seems to show that at the quantum level there
is a violation of locality of physical events, suggesting that the measurement of spin in a
particular direction, affects the quantum state (in this case the spin) of the second particle
in the same direction or axis, regardless of the distance between the two particles, thus
obtaining the effect that act at distance and called quantum entanglement, which can be
described is terms of a quantum correlation of both systems.

It is necessary to clarify the nature of this non-locality considering the EPR effect on
a pair of spinor particles propagating in an external gravitational field. It is not evident
that the correlation should exist in this case because there is no “Natural” correspondence
between the two regions spatially separated in curved spacetime. In Ref. [73] the authors
conclude that nonlocal quantum correlation EPR is indeed a correlation between the results

29
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of measuring two spatially separated systems. That is, this phenomenon apparently nonlocal
is preceded by 1) the establishment of quantum correlation between two systems in a starting
point and then 2) the correlation is carried out during the propagation of particles of two
spatially separated points. Both operations are local and therefore the final correlation is
prepared in the journey of the particles by local processes.

These authors demonstrates that the determination of correlation can be made only in
terms of the world-lines of the particles, and in general terms, a perfect correlation EPR can
not exist in gravitational fields. They concluded that the reason for, this is that different
local processes are superimposed coherently given by the different particle trajectories.

These same observations are indicated in the work of Terashima and Ueda [54], which
shows that the entropy in the spin of a pair of entangled particles increases very rapidly in
the vicinity of the horizon of a Schwarzschild black hole when are moving in a circular orbit.
This means that the EPR correlation is lost between the particles and the spin can not be
used as a qubit1 within intense gravitational field in quantum information processing.

Later, these same authors extend this work in [31] and they show that the acceleration
and gravity effects deteriorate the EPR correlation in the direction of the spins that would
be equal in a non-relativistic theory, and that there is a decrement in the violation of Bell
inequalities.

Also they find that near the horizon of a Schwarzschild black hole a small uncertainty in
identifying the positions of the observers, lead to a fatal error in identifying the direction of
measurement necessary to maintain the perfect correlation EPR, because there are a very
fast spin precession near horizon.

This implies that in order to maintain a non-local quantum communication in curved
space-time using a pair of EPR particles, it is important the proper selection of the 4-vector
velocity of the particles and the frame system that they are referred to. By this means is
possible to compensate for the effects of gravity on the twisted pair. We shall see later these
effects of the pair of particles velocity and the reference systems.

Thus, this thesis extends the work of Terashima and Ueda by adding more physical and
theoretical parameters to curved spacetime used by them, obtaining more complicated black
holes than those previously analyzed in the literature. We will see that these parameters
impact the spacetime curvature, as well as defining new event horizons.

1Qubit is an acronym for “quantum bit”. In classical computation a bit is the basic unit of information
and it can have one of two possible values, 0 or 1. Similarly in quantum information, a qubit can also have
the values 0 or 1 or a superposition of both simultaneously.
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3.1.1 Special Relativity Quantum states: Lorentz transformations

First it is necessary to address the problem of describing the spin of a particle in the scheme
of Special Relativity. To do this we define the quantum state |φ〉 of a massive particle from
a classical non-relativistic frame with spin j,

|φ〉 = |pa(x), σ;x〉, (3.1)

where x represents the position, pa(x) the lineal 4-momentum and σ ∈ {−j, −j+1, ..., j} are
the spin component of the particle measured in one of the axes in the static inertial frame
of the particle [74].

The physical observables linked with quantum objects are represented by hermitian op-
erators that act over the quantum states [61]. It is said that an operator A is hermitian if
its eigenvalues are real, that is, A satisfies

A = A†,
〈φ|A|φ〉 = 〈φ|A|φ〉∗.

(3.2)

Figure 3.1: Description of the quantum state |φ〉 in an inertial frame in relation
with another inertial frame (primed).

Through operators is how we can, for example, translate a quantum state from a frame
of reference to another, do evolve over time, know the momentum, determine its spin, or any
other observable. In particular we are interested in describing the same state from different
frames of reference, that is moving relative to each other with constant velocity.

Let propose the following scenario, an observer in the inertial frame measures a quantum
state in its frame. Also, another inertial observer moving relative to the first one measures
the same state and both observers must coincide in their measures (see Figure 3.1). It is
important to remember that the observations correspond to statistical probabilities given by
quantum states, defined by the product 〈φ|A|φ〉, such that the operator A connects state
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|φ〉 in an inertial frame to another one moving inertial system |φ′〉, i.e.

|φ〉 → |φ′〉 = A|φ〉. (3.3)

Thus it is desirable that both observers agree on their observations regardless of the state
of inertial motion they have, which means 〈φ|φ〉 = 〈φ′|φ′〉. With equation (3.3) therefore we
can see that

〈φ|φ〉 = 〈φ|A|φ〉, (3.4)

and therefore we expect that the operator A must be a unitary operator.
A unitary operator U is a symmetry operation that changes the point of view of the

experimenter (reference system) but does not change the results of possible experiments.
This operator is defined in a Hilbert space, acts linearly and its adjoint satisfies [75]

U†U = UU† = 1. (3.5)

As an example, let consider now a massive particle with massM traveling with a velocity
v in x direction with respect to a laboratory. A second observer moves away from the
laboratory towards z with velocity V . This situation is described in Fig. 3.2.

In the framework of the particle 4-momentum is given by the momentum at rest
kµ = (Mc, 0, 0, 0). In this frame of reference the state (3.1) is defined by2 |k, σ〉 and it
is characterized for the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian H, the momentum operator P and
the z component of the total angular momentum by the operator J, that is,

H|k, σ〉 = Mc2|k, σ〉,
P|k, σ〉 = 0,

J3|k, σ〉 = σ~|k, σ〉.
(3.6)

Because that the momentum kµ is invariant under the group of spatial rotations SO(3),
a rotation is represented by the unitary matrix D(j)(R) with dimension (2j + 1),

U(R)|k, σ〉 =
∑
σ′

D
(j)
σ′σ(R)|k, σ′〉, (3.7)

where j is an integer or a half integer and −j ≤ σ ≤ j. Note that j is the spin of the particle
and σ is its component in the z-axis because the orbital angular momentum is not present
in the particle frame [76].

2For simplicity it is omitted the position index x from |pa(x), σ;x〉.
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Figure 3.2: A particle has an quantum state |k, σ〉 and travels in x direc-
tion as seen by a “fixed” observer in a laboratory. There the state is measure as
|p, σ〉 = U(L(p))|k, σ〉. Then a moving inertial observer in z-axis relative to the labo-
ratory (primed system) measure the state of the same particle as |p′, σ′〉 = U(Λ)|p, σ〉.

However, in the laboratory reference frame, the 4-momentum of the particle is
pµ = (

√
|~p|2 +M2c2, p1, p2, p3), which is obtained by a standar Lorentz transformation

L(p)µν over the rest momentum ku, that is, pµ = L(p)µνk
ν , where µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 and

the repeated index are added according to the Einstein summation convention. The Lorentz
transformation is expressed as [76],

L(p)0
0 = γ,

L(p)0
i = L(p)i0 = pi/Mc,

L(p)ik = δik + (γ − 1)pipk/|~p|2,
(3.8)

where γ =
√
|~p|2 +M2c2/Mc and the index can take the spatial coordinates values i, j = 1,

2, 3. In Appendix A the previous transformations are obtained.
Thus, the state of the particle is |p, σ〉 = U(L(p))|k, σ〉measured by a laboratory observer,

where U(L(p)) is the unitary operator which correspond to L(p)µνk
ν . This means that

both reference frames (of the particle and of the laboratory) are connected by a unitary
transformation defined by a Lorentz transformation. In this operation the spin z-component
is not affected because the particle and the laboratory have their reference frames connected
only by a coordinate transformation in the x-axis (see Fig. 3.2).

But for an observer moving in the z direction, it is necessary to proceed carefully to
compare the spin of the particle with respect to the laboratory and the other inertial observer.
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Then, consider an additional observer moving in z direction with V velocity from the
perspective of the laboratory and let Λµ

ν its Lorentz transformation that connect the ref-
erence frame of the laboratory with the reference frame of the moving observer (see Fig.
3.2). For this moving observer, the state of the particle is described by U(Λ)|p, σ〉 =

U(L(Λp))U(W (Λ, p))|k, σ〉, where we will define

W (Λ, p)µν = [L−1(Λp)ΛL(p)]µν , (3.9)

as the Wigner rotation [29]. In Appendix B.1 is shown how to get it.
It is important to emphasize that the Wigner rotation is an element of the special group

rotations SO(3), because it leaves the momentum kµ without changes [76], that is, k′ =

W (Λ, p)k. This group of rotations is called the little group of Wigner for massive particles,
that is, is the group that leaves the 4-momentum invariant in the particle reference frame [74].
We shall see that the Wigner rotation is essential for the description of the spin entangled
quantum states under a curved spacetime influence, because in this background it is not
clear in what direction must be measured the spin, as previously mentioned. The Wigner
rotation will be the instrument that we will use to link the direction of the spin from one
place to another, because it will be the guide to indicate how much the initial coordinate
system has rotated with respect to the final state, that is, how the measure instrument is
moving away from the original position in the curve spacetime.

From Eq. (3.7) follows

U(Λ)|p, σ〉 =
∑
σ′

D
(j)
σ′σ(W (Λ, p))|Λp, σ′〉, (3.10)

where Λp are the spatial components of the 4-momentum under the operation of Lorentz
transformations, that is„ pµ′ = Λµ

νp
ν . The term D

(j)
σ′σ(W (Λ, p)) is the spinor matrix (2j +

1) × (2j + 1) of the rotation group SO(3) and W (Λ, p) is called the Wigner rotation angle
[74]. We will work with spinor 2 × 2 matrices for our analysis of particles with spin. We
shall see in section 3.2.1 the application of this.

So, lets take the case of a massive particle with a half-spin with 4-momentum pµ =

(Mc cosh ξ,Mc sinh ξ, 0, 0) in the laboratory reference frame (see Fig. 3.2). The speed is
described by ξ and is related to the velocity v by the hyperbolic relation v/c = tanh ξ (see
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A.9 of Appendix A). In this case, as it is shown in (A.10), the Lorentz transformation is3

L(p)µν =


cosh ξ sinh ξ 0 0

sinh ξ cosh ξ 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

 . (3.11)

An additional observer comes on the scene and moves away from the laboratory in the
z-axis (see Fig. 3.2). Following the Appendix A is possible to get the Lorentz transformation
that describe this extra observer4, that is,

Λµ
ν =


coshχ 0 0 − sinhχ

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

− sinhχ 0 0 coshχ

 . (3.12)

It is important to note that the function L(p)µν acts over the momentum ku of the
particle, meanwhile Λµ

ν acts over the description of the position.
Thereby, the Wigner rotation (3.9) is reduced to a simple rotation around y-axis, where

the rotation angle, that we shall call δ, is given by

tan δ =
sinh ξ sinhχ

cosh ξ + coshχ
. (3.13)

In the Appendix B.2 it can review the steps to get this angle of rotation. In the non-
relativistic limit, when ξ → 0 and χ → 0, the angle δ → ξχ/2. This implies that everyday
speeds (i.e. non-relativistic), the moving observer will measure a negligible spin rotation
with respect to the observer in the laboratory, which we already expected. On the other
hand, if ξ = χ = 0 the angle δ = 0 and there is no Wigner transformation as expected. This
is the case of “static” observers that do not have movement respect the particle reference
frame.

However, when the observers and their reference frames move away at near speed light
velocity, that is ξ → ∞ and χ → ∞, we get that the denominator of the Eq. (3.13) tends
to zero and therefore δ = π/2. Then, there is no possible to get a finite Wigner rotation.

3The sign that precedes the hyperbolic function sinh ξ is positive now, in contrast to Eq. (A.10) that was
negative. This is because now we start from the particle reference frame and we connect with the laboratory
reference frame with L(p)µν , which “moves away” from the left of the particle. In the Appendix A the
reference frame O′ moves away from the right of O.

4Now the sign of sinhχ is negative according to Eq. (A.10).
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This ultimately means that a coordinate transformation between the reference frames cannot
be established, as can be seen more clearly in Wigner rotation of the equations (B.16) and
(B.17).

Finally, Eq. (3.10) tells us which is the quantum vector state of the particle that the
observer measure in the z-axis. This state is composed of the sum of the matrix components
of spinors D(j)

σ′σ that has been rotated an angle δ which is defined by W (Λ, p). That is, in
order to compare the original state of the particle against his/her own recessional speed,
the moving observer can calculate the state of the particle (momentum and spin) at the
beginning and then in the final position as moves away. This equation of states for the case
of special relativity can be found in the references [23, 76].

In the next section we will discuss the case of the observers that are no longer moving
inertially, but they are accelerating, i.e., subject to general relativity.

3.1.2 Local inertial frames

In the previous section we saw that inertial observers do not get the same measurement of
the spin component in a particular direction, but among these observers there is a rotation
of coordinates given by the Wigner rotation (3.10). Ultimately however, they can connect
the description of quantum states throughout unitary Lorentz transformations.

For the case of General Relativity, where spacetime is curved, it is not possible to define
a coordinate system that is equivalent from one point to another one.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, in General Relativity, the spacetime curvature is obtained
as derivatives of gµν(x), which is the solution of the Einstein field equations

Gµν = Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν = 8πTµν , (3.14)

where the Einstein tensor Gµν is related to the mass and energy distribution Tµν on the
spacetime itself [69].

Therefore it is possible to define a differential element that allow us to measure lengths
and time intervals in the spacetime throughout the curvature defined by the matter distri-
bution in Eq. 3.14).

Then, in spherical coordinates, the axial metric is defined by:

ds2 = g00dt
2 + 2g03dtdφ+ g11dr

2 + g22dθ
2 + g33dφ

2, (3.15)

where g30 = g03, the coordinate t are related to the time axis, r to the radial coordinate, θ
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to the radial angle and φ for the azimutal angle.
Moreover, the elements of the inverse of the metric are defined by

g00 =
g33

g33g00 − g2
03

,

g03 = g30 = − g03

g33g00 − g2
03

,

g11 =
1

g11

,

g22 =
1

g22

,

g33 =
g00

g33g00 − g2
03

.

(3.16)

In order to define the spin in the curved spacetime we introduce a local inertial reference
frame in each point through an vierbein5 that complies the next conditions [77]:

ea
µ(x)eb

ν(x)gµν(x) = ηab,

eaµ(x)ea
ν(x) = δµ

ν ,

eaµ(x)eb
µ(x) = δab,

(3.17)

where the latin indexes are Lorentz indexes and take the values of 0, 1, 2, 3; the greek indexes
correspond to the four coordinates of General Relativity (t, r, θ, φ), and the repeated indexes
follow the Einstein sum convention.

The term ea
µ is defined to be the matrix that transforms from a general coordinate

system xµ to the local inertial frame xa at each point. The vierbein is a 4× 4 matrix, with
16 independent components. The inverse vierbein is denoted by eaµ.

For example, the 4-momentum pµ(x) in the general coordinate system can be transformed
into the local inertial frame at xµ via the relation pa(x) = eaµ(x)pµ(x).

The choice of the local inertial frame is not unique, since the inertial frame remains
inertial under the Lorentz transformation. The choice of the vierbein therefore has the same
degree of freedom known as the local Lorentz transformation. It is this degree of freedom
that transforms the spin of a particle. Namely a 1

2
-spin particle in a curved spacetime

is defined as a particle whose one-particle states furnish the 1
2
-spin representation of the

Lorentz transformation, not of the general coordinate transformation. Note that the Dirac
field in the curved spacetime is spinor under the Lorentz transformation, whereas it is a
scalar under the general coordinate transformation. Usually, the definition of a particle is
not unique in quantum field theory in curved spacetime, because we cannot uniquely choose

5From german “4 legs". This is the reference frame that it is mounted on the particle instant by instant.
That was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter.
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the time coordinate to define the positive energy [54]. However, in the present formulation,
our particle is specified by the choice of the vierbein, since e0

µ generates a preferred global
time coordinate from the local inertial time coordinate (the 0-axis).

3.1.3 Quantum states in classical backgrounds: Wigner rotations

Since the spin of a particle is defined locally relative to the local inertial frame, we must
consider the change of the spin when a particle moves form one point to another one in
curved spacetime. We have already seen in Section 3.1.1 how to compare the quantum state
of a particle for inertial frames through Lorentz transformations. But for accelerated frames
in curve spacetime the process is quite different as we shall see.

Figure 3.3: Laboratory frame for curved spacetime. The observer’s local laboratory
(small box with man) at the curved spacetime point x, defined by the orthonormal
vierbein eaµ(x). The three spatial axes ei(x), i = (1, 2, 3) are located at the origin of
the observer’s laboratory, while e0(x) = uobs(x) is the temporal axis, defined as his

4-velocity, or the tangent to his geodesic trajectory (image credit: [78]).

Let us consider how the spin changes as we move from one point in curved spacetime to
another along an arbitrary word line trajectory. Let our particle initially be at a spacetime
point with coordinate x and 4-momentum p(x) = mu(x). At a small proper time dτ later
the particle has moved along its trajectory with tangent u to the point with coordinates
x′ = x + u(x)dτ and new 4-momentum p(x) + δp(x) (see Fig. 3.3). Since the spin of the
particle is defined locally with respect to the observer’s reference frame, and defined by the
tetrad that is carried along with him at the laboratory’s origin, the 4-momentum changes in
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the form of6

δpa(x) = λab(x)pb(x)dτ, (3.18)

where λab(x) is a infinitesimal local Lorentz transformation (see Appendix A),

Λa
b(x) = δab(x) + λab(x)dτ. (3.19)

From the definition of the local 4-momentum in the observer’s reference frame as projec-
tion of the world 4-momentum onto the local axes pa(x) = eaµ(x)pµ(x) we have

δpa(x) = δpµ(x)eaµ(x) + pµ(x)δeaµ(x), (3.20)

where the term δpµ(x) is the chance of the world 4-momentum components pµ(x) as the
particles moves from xµ → x′µ in the underlying curved spacetime, and the term δeaµ(x)

is the change in the vierbein components eaµ(x) which are used to project the world 4-
momentum components onto the observer’s local laboratory axes, pµ(x)→ pa(x).

The first term is simply given by

δpµ(x) = uν(x)Oνpµ(x)dτ = maµ(x)dτ, (3.21)

where we have used the definition of the 4-momentum in terms of the 4-velocity, i.e. p(x) =

mu(x), and the definition of the acceleration,

aµ(x) = uν(x)Oνuµ(x),

ab(x) = aµ(x)eµ
b(x).

(3.22)

The symbol Oµ denotes the covariant derivative for a contravariant vector V ν , that is,

OµV ν =
∂V ν

∂xµ
+ V σΓνσµ, (3.23)

where
Γνσµ =

1

2

(
∂gνσ
∂xµ

+
∂gσµ
∂xν

− ∂gνµ
∂xσ

)
(3.24)

are the Christoffel’s symbols.
Since pµ(x)pµ(x) = −m2 and pµ(x)aµ(x) = 0 (particles no subject to no-external forces

6Note the latin indices because we are working in local inertial frame for infinitesimal proper time dτ .
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traveling on a geodesic), where m is the mass of the particle, we can write Eq. (3.21) as

δpµ(x) = − 1

m
[aµ(x)pν(x)− pµ(x)aν(x)]pν(x)dτ. (3.25)

For the second term in Eq. (3.20), the change in the local inertial frame (vierbein com-
ponents) is given by

δeaµ(x) = Oµeaµ(x)dτ,

= uν(x)Oνeaµ(x)dτ,

= −uν(x)ων
a
b(x)ebµ(x)dτ,

= χab(x)ebµ(x)dτ,

(3.26)

where the term χab(x) = −uνωνab(x) was defined as the change in the local inertial frame
along uµ, and

ωµ
a
b(x) = −ebν(x)Oµeaν(x) = eaν(x)Oµebν(x) (3.27)

is the connection one-form or spin connection. The second equality in Eq. (3.27) results
from the first definition in Eq. (3.17) and Oµgνρ(x) = 0, giving χab(x) = −χba(x).

Returning back to Eq. (3.20), collecting the previous results from equations (3.25) and
(3.26), we obtain

δpa(x) = λab(x)pb(x)dτ, (3.28)

where λab(x) is the infinitesimal local Lorentz transformation

λab(x) = − 1

m
[aa(x)pb(x)− pa(x)ab(x)] + χab(x). (3.29)

We can now calculate the components of the local Wigner rotation (3.10), but for curved
spacetimes, which determines how the spin of the particle precesses locally as the particle
moves from xµ → x′µ, as previously mentioned.

From the definition of the Wigner rotation Eq. (3.9), we can perform the calculation to
first order in dτ to get the infinitesimal Wigner rotation using

W a
b(x) = δab + ϑab(x)dτ, (3.30)

where ϑ0
0(x) = ϑ0

i(x) = ϑi0(x) = 0 (see [78] for an extensive calculation review) and

ϑik(x) = λik(x) +
λi0(x)pk(x)− λk0(x)pi(x)

p0(x) +m
. (3.31)
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For a particle of spin-j the rotation matrix D(j)
σ′σ(W (x)) of Eq. (3.10) is given by

D
(j)
σ′σ(W (x)) = I + i[ϑ23J1 + ϑ31J2 + ϑ12J3]dτ, (3.32)

where [Ji, Jj] = −iεijkJk are the commutation relations for SU(2) with the constant flat
spacetime spin-j matrices Ji.

For the case of spin-1
2
, in our modem, we have Ji = 1

2
σi where σi are the usual flat

spacetime constant Pauli matrices. The infinitesimal unitary transformation of the state Eq.
(3.1) as the particle moves from xµ → x′µ is given by Eq. (3.10)

U(Λ(x))|pi(x), ↑〉 =

(
I +

i

2
ϑ23(x)dτ

)
|pi(x′), ↑〉

−1

2
(ϑ31(x)− iϑ23(x)) dτ |pi(x′), ↓〉,

(3.33)

U(Λ(x))|pi(x), ↓〉 =
1

2
(ϑ31(x) + iϑ23(x)) dτ |pi(x′), ↑〉

+

(
I − i

2
ϑ23(x)dτ

)
|pi(x′), ↓〉,

(3.34)

where we have used the notation σ = {1
2
,−1

2
} = {↑, ↓}.

The next step is to iterate the formula for infinitesimal local Wigner rotation to obtain
the finite rotation between an initial and final point in spacetime, that is {x(τi), x(τf )}, for
a finite proper time. By a Dyson serie (like in time-dependent perturbation theory), we can
break up the trajectory into N infinitesimal time steps of length τf,i/N where

τf,i =

∫ τf

τi

dτ =

∫ τf

τi

[gµν(x)dxµdxν ]1/2 (3.35)

is the total proper time between the two events, and

xµk = xµ(τi + kτf,i/N). (3.36)

Therefore the finite Wigner rotation is given by

W a
b(xf , xi) = lim

N→∞

N∏
k=0

[
δab + ϑab(xk)

kτf,i
N

]
= T exp

[∫ τf

τi

ϑab(x(τ))dτ

]
.

(3.37)

In the last expression the time ordering operator T is required since, in general, the
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infinitesimal local Wigner rotations ϑab(x(τ)) do not commute at different positions xµ(τ)

along the trajectory. The exponential refers not to the exponential of each component but
to that of the whole matrix.

The Eq. (3.37) is finally the expression needed to calculate the finite Wigner rotation in
a curved spacetime.

Before continue with the spin precession of the entangled particles, it is important to
review a particular feature of the curved axialsymmetrical spacetimes, which induce a addi-
tional correction in the dynamics of the particles.

3.1.4 Frame-dragging

There is another effect that an axialsymmetrical metric induces over particles traveling in
this kind of spacetimes. When a rotation black hole is considered, it is important to be
aware that the spacetime itself around the black hole is rotating too. Therefore any object
is under the influence of this effect. This phenomena is known as “frame-dragging” and it
has to be considered in any analysis where transformation of coordinates are involved.

Thus, consider a freely falling test particle with four-velocity uµ in the exterior of a
rotating black hole. For an observer at infinite, this particle has two conserved quantities:
the relativistic energy per unit mass E = −ut and the angular momentum per unit mass
Lz = uφ. Both quantities has an key relevance for understanding the dynamics of spin
particles in an arbitrary spacetime.

We will see in Section 4.1 that in general, gµν is independent of φ, but the trajectory of
the particle still conserves angular momentum uφ. Furthermore, the presence of g03 6= 0 in
the metric introduces a new effect on the particle trajectories [79]. It is worth to mention in
advance that Section 4.1 analyzes the Plebański-Demiański Spacetime, which, as we already
said, is the most important family of Type D solutions among the solutions of the Einstein-
Maxwell equations. Thus the analysis of frame-dragging in this section is valid for extensive
range of real spacetimes. In this section we will see how this effect has an relevant influence
for particles and over the spacetime itself.

From the ordinary definition of the four-velocity of any particle, we know that

dt

dτ
= ut = g00ut + g03uφ,

dφ

dτ
= uφ = g03ut + g33uφ.

(3.38)

We consider also that the test particle would be falling from infinity with originally zero
angular momentum, i.e. uφ = 0. Despite the fact that initially the particle falls radially
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with no angular momentum, it will acquire an angular motion during the in fall [80], that
is, from (3.38) the angular velocity as seen by a distant observer is given by

ω(r, θ) =
dφ

dt
=
dφ/dτ

dt/dτ
=
uφ

ut
=
g03

g00
. (3.39)

Equation (3.39) stands for a rotating relativistic body influences the surrounding matter
through its rotation. The metric element g03 6= 0 introduces an axial symmetry in a static
spacetime, and it is interpreted as a rotation of the spacetime itself, like a Kerr black hole
for example. Thus a particle dropped in a rotating black hole from infinity (large distances)
is dragged just by the influence of gravity so that it acquires an angular velocity ω in the
same direction of rotation of the black hole. This effect decreases with distance [79]. From
a physical point of view we can interpret this phenomenon as a dragging of the local inertial
frames by the rotating hole.7

Therefore we have showed that for a rotating spacetime, any free falling particle acquires
angular moment. This effect is known as frame-dragging [80]. Consider now a particle in
circular orbit around the rotating black hole (ur = uθ = 0). From Eqs. (3.38) we get

uφfd = −g03

g33

utfd = ωutfd, (3.40)

where we now identify uµfd as the velocity of the particle due this frame-dragging.8 Using
the normalization condition for velocities uµuµ = −1, it can be shown that

utfd =

√ −g33

g00g33 − (g03)2
. (3.41)

Both Eqs. (3.40) and (3.41) constitute the components of the four-velocity of a test
particle due the frame-dragging as seen by a distant observer in the general frame.

Then, after some arrange the terms, the four-velocity due the frame-dragging for a free-
falling particle, as seen by the same distant observers, is given as

uµfd =

√ −g33

g00g33 − (g03)2

(
1, 0, 0,−g03

g33

)
. (3.42)

On the other hand, we shall see later that the spin precession angle is calculated by
infinitesimal Lorentz transformations of the velocity of a particle in a local inertial frame,
because the spin is only defined in this kind of frames. Thus, in order to find the velocity

7We shall see below that this effect due the axial symmetry appears too in more general spacetimes.
8The subindex “fd” will be used to identify the local inertial velocity due the frame-dragging effect.
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of a particle in a local inertial frame, we will consider a convenient set of hovering observers
that will be useful to measure or prepare the relevant spin states.

But first, the contravariant four-velocity of these hovering observers9 as seen at infinity
is

uµh = (dt/dτ, 0, 0, 0) = ((−g00)−1/2, 0, 0, 0), (3.43)

and their covariant four-velocity is obtained by lowering indices, that is

uµh =

(
−√−g00, 0, 0,

g03√−g00

)
. (3.44)

It is worth to mention that this hovering observer is at rest in their local frame
(uah = ηabeb

µuµh) too, because the selected vierbein (3.17) ensures this condition. By both
requirement (hovering observers at rest in general frame Eq. (3.43) and at local frame)
we can be sure that the measures of the local infinitesimal Lorentz transformations of spin
precession will be correct, which shall be a medullar point in Section 3.1.5.

Now, the energy of a particle with respect to the local hovering observer with four-velocity
uµh is the time component of the four-momentum of the particle in the observer’s frame of
reference. It is obtained by projecting the four-momentum muµfd of the test particle on the
four-velocity of the hovering observer, that is

uµfduµh = −E = −γfd, (3.45)

where γfd = (1 − v2
fd)
−1/2 is the usual relativistic gamma factor and vfd the local velocity

(speed) of the particle subject to the frame-dragging. E is interpreted as the relativistic
energy per unit mass of the particle relative to a hovering observer.

The scalar product (3.45) is an invariant and its value is independent of the coordinate
system used to evaluate it. That means that this physical quantity will be connected by a
Lorentz transformation between two different local frames, even though one or both of the
frames may be accelerating.

The local frame-dragging velocity is then obtained from Eq. (3.45), and can be expressed
as hyperbolic relativistic functions by tanh η = vfd. That is, the local inertial velocity due
the frame-dragging and measured by a hovering observer will be

uafd = (cosh η, 0, 0, sinh η). (3.46)

Further on we will see that it is a suitable way of expressing the frame-dagging velocity
9The subindex “h” will be used for “hovering observers”.
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when this effect shall be incorporated on spin precession angle in Section 3.2.1.
Finally, the hyperbolic functions are obtained after some algebra from equations (3.42,

3.43, 3.45) and are equivalent to

vfd = tanh η =
g03√

(g03)2 − g00g33

,

γfd = cosh η =

√
g00g33 − (g03)2

g00g33

,

sinh η =

√
−(g03)2

g00g33

.

(3.47)

3.1.5 Spin precession

As previously mentioned at the beginning in Sec. 1.2, in the present work it is considered two
observers and an EPR particles source on the equator plane θ = π/2 of a black hole. The
observers are placed at azimuthal angles φ = ±Φ and the EPR source is located at angle
φ = 0. The observers and the EPR source are assumed to be hovering satisfying Eq. (3.43)
over the black hole in order to keep them “at rest" in the Boyer-Linquist coordinate system
(4.4). The EPR source emits a pair of entangled particles in opposite directions, describing
a circular orbit on the equator at constant radio. The vierbein (4.6) works as a reference
frame to prepare the spin state in the EPR source and to measure the new quantum states
of the particles from the perspective of the hovering observers. This vierbein is defined at
each point of spacetime since the observers, and consequently, the EPR source is accelerated
on the equator and keeping a constant radius, in such a way that they are not influenced by
the frame-dragging, as previously stated. The gedanken experiment depicting this situation
is shown in Fig. 3.4.

Now we will introduce another kind of observers that are mounted in a frame that is
rotating around the black hole due the frame-dragging, These observers are known as zero
angular momentum observers (ZAMO).

A ZAMO has a local velocity described by Eq. (3.46), as seen by the hovering observers.
Moreover it has angular speed ω = −g03/g33, maintaining their r and θ coordinates constant.
The events at the same time t are simultaneous for them, that means the world-lines of this
kind of observers are orthogonal to the surface of constant t (i.e. dxµu

µ
fd = 0), and the

angular momentum of any particle is conserved in their local inertial frame [33, 80], that is
why they called like that.

Due this last feature, we will adopt a ZAMO observer as a preliminary step before we
calculate the total local inertial velocity of entangled particles measured by the hovering
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Figure 3.4: An EPR gedanken experiment in an axially symmetric spacetime.
Two hovering observers (indicated by gray circles) and a static EPR source (gray
square and hovering too) are located at φ = ±Φ and 0, respectively. The expanding
and twisting Plebański-Demiański metric, represents a spacetime described through
seven parameters: mass m, electric and magnetic charges e, g, rotation parameter
a, cosmological constant Λ, NUT-like parameter l, acceleration-like parameter α.
Both entangled particles feel a frame-dragging with respect the observers and they
leave the source with a local velocity tanh(ζ ± η), which the positive sign stands for
the particle traveling in the same direction than the rotation and the negative sign

corresponds to the opposite one.
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observer.
From the perspective of a ZAMO, the local velocity of the entangled particles is given by

uaEPR = (cosh ζ, 0, 0, sinh ζ), (3.48)

where vEPR = tanh ζ is the speed of particles in the local inertial frame of the ZAMO.
When the particles leave behind the EPR source, their local velocity uaEPR remains con-

stant in any ZAMO’s frame with the same radius r and angle θ.
Now, from the point of view of a hovering observer, the particles have a local inertial

frame velocity given by the relativistic addition of the velocity of the ZAMO (3.46) plus
the velocity of the particles measured by ZAMOs (3.48). That is, we define a total velocity
tanh ξ, where ξ = ζ ± η is the total speed of the particle in the local inertial frame (see
Fig. 3.4). The plus sign corresponds to the particle traveling in direction of the rotation of
the black hole, meanwhile the minus sign is for the other particle that travels in opposite
direction. In this way, the gravitational and frame-dragging effects are taken in account.

After the pair of entangled spin-1/2 particles is generated at the EPR source, they leave
it and follow a circular path around a black hole. In spherical coordinates on the equatorial
plane θ = π/2, the velocity of the particles has two relevant components, the temporal
one and the spatial one with φ-coordinate at constant radius r. Thus, for the hovering
observer, the motion is measured by the proper-velocity with v = tanh ξ. That is, ua =

(cosh ξ, 0, 0, sinh ξ). Applyng the vierbein Eq. (3.17) to transforms for local frame to general
frame, the general contravariant four-vector velocity is

ut = e0
t cosh ξ + e3

t sinh ξ,

uφ = e3
φ sinh ξ,

(3.49)

which satisfies the normalization condition uµuµ = −1.
In the Sec. 3.2.1 the frame-dragging will be incorporated on the local inertial frame

velocity ua affecting the previous local velocity transformation and then the total velocity
will be written as ua± = (cosh ξ±, 0, 0, sinh ξ±). Here, the argument ξ± = ζ ± η, contains ζ,
which is now related to the velocity of the EPR process instead of ξ.

In order the particles describe circular motion, we must apply an external force that
compensates both the centrifugal force and the gravity.10 The acceleration due to this
external force is obtained from Eq. (3.22). Thus, on the equatorial plane the acceleration

10In this work it is not relevant the kind of mechanical system needed to apply this external force, either
a rocket or some interaction force fields. The important fact here is that the particles are forced to keep a
circular orbit by a unknown means.
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becomes
ar = (e0

t)2Γ1
0 0 cosh2 ξ

+
[
(e3

t)2Γ1
0 0 + (e3

φ)2Γ1
3 3 + 2e3

te3
φΓ1

0 3

]
sinh2 ξ

+2e0
t(e3

φΓ1
0 3 + e3

tΓ1
0 0) sinh ξ cosh ξ.

(3.50)

Once the frame-dragging velocity is incorporated into acceleration, it is interesting to
note that (3.47) does not affect the structure of (3.50), i.e., the covariant derivatives in
Eq. (3.22) act only over coordinates t and φ, and those variables are not present on frame-
dragging velocity. In the rest of this work, there will be no place where the frame-dragging
does affect another computation.

The change of the local inertial frame consists of a boost along the 1-axis and a rotation
about the 2-axis calculated by

χab = −uνωνab, (3.51)

where the connection one-forms ωνab was defined in Eq. (3.27).
In our particular situation, the connections of interest are given by:

ωt
0

1 = e1
re0

tΓ
0
0 1 + e1

re0
φΓ3

0 1,

ωt
1

3 = e3
te1

rΓ
1
0 0 + e3

φe1
rΓ

1
0 3,

ωφ
0

1 = e1
re0

tΓ
0
1 3 + e1

re0
φΓ3

1 3,

ωφ
1

3 = e3
te1

rΓ
1
0 3 + e3

φe1
rΓ

1
3 3.

(3.52)

The relevant boost is described by

χ0
1 = −e0

te1
r(e0

tΓ
0
0 1+e0

φΓ3
0 1) cosh ξ−e1

r
[
e3
φ(e0

tΓ
0
1 3 + e0

φΓ3
1 3) + e3

t(e0
tΓ

0
0 1 + e0

φΓ3
0 1)
]

sinh ξ,

(3.53)
while the rotation about the 2-axis is given by

χ1
3 = −e0

te1
r(e3

tΓ1
0 0+e3

φΓ1
0 3) cosh ξ−e1

r

[
e3
t(e3

tΓ1
0 0 + e3

φΓ1
0 3) + e3

φ(e3
tΓ1

0 3 + e3
φΓ1

3 3)
]

sinh ξ.

(3.54)
The infinitesimal Lorentz transformation Eq. (3.29) can be calculated easily by adding

the rotation of the local four-momentum pa(x) = mua(x) on the plane traced by the general
four-vectors of velocity and acceleration, thus the boost along the 1-axis and the rotation
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about the 2-axis are respectively

λ0
1 = e1

r

[
(e0

t)2Γ1
0 0 cosh2 ξ + ((e3

t)2Γ1
0 0 + (e3

φ)2Γ1
3 3 + 2e3

te3
φΓ1

0 3) sinh2 ξ

+ 2e0
t(e3

φΓ1
0 3 + e3

tΓ1
0 0) sinh ξ cosh ξ

]
cosh ξ

−e0
te1

r(e0
tΓ

0
0 1 + e0

φΓ3
0 1) cosh ξ

−e1
r
[
e3
φ(e0

tΓ
0
1 3 + e0

φΓ3
1 3) + e3

t(e0
tΓ

0
0 1 + e0

φΓ3
0 1)
]

sinh ξ,

λ1
3 = −e1

r

[
(e0

t)2Γ1
0 0 cosh2 ξ + ((e3

t)2Γ1
0 0 + (e3

φ)2Γ1
3 3 + 2e3

te3
φΓ1

0 3) sinh2 ξ

+ 2e0
t(e3

φΓ1
0 3 + e3

tΓ1
0 0) sinh ξ cosh ξ

]
sinh ξ

−e0
te1

r(e3
tΓ1

0 0 + e3
φΓ1

0 3) cosh ξ

−e1
r

[
e3
t(e3

tΓ1
0 0 + e3

φΓ1
0 3) + e3

φ(e3
tΓ1

0 3 + e3
φΓ1

3 3)
]

sinh ξ.

(3.55)

The change of the spin is obtained by computing Eq. (3.31). In particular, the rotation
about the 2-axis through a certain angle reads:

ϑ1
3 = −e1

r

[
(e0

t)2Γ1
0 0 cosh2 ξ + ((e3

t)2Γ1
0 0 + (e3

φ)2Γ1
3 3 + 2e3

te3
φΓ1

0 3) sinh2 ξ

+ 2e0
t(e3

φΓ1
0 3 + e3

tΓ1
0 0) sinh ξ cosh ξ

]
sinh ξ

−e0
te1

r(e3
tΓ1

0 0 + e3
φΓ1

0 3) cosh ξ

−e1
r

[
e3
t(e3

tΓ1
0 0 + e3

φΓ1
0 3) + e3

φ(e3
tΓ1

0 3 + e3
φΓ1

3 3)
]

sinh ξ

+
(

sinh ξ
cosh ξ+1

){
e1
r

[
(e0

t)2Γ1
0 0 cosh2 ξ + ((e3

t)2Γ1
0 0 + (e3

φ)2Γ1
3 3 + 2e3

te3
φΓ1

0 3) sinh2 ξ

+ 2e0
t(e3

φΓ1
0 3 + e3

tΓ1
0 0) sinh ξ cosh ξ

]
cosh ξ

−e0
te1

r(e0
tΓ

0
0 1 + e0

φΓ3
0 1) cosh ξ

− e1
r
[
e3
φ(e0

tΓ
0
1 3 + e0

φΓ3
1 3) + e3

t(e0
tΓ

0
0 1 + e0

φΓ3
0 1)
]

sinh ξ
}
.

(3.56)
Finally, from the vierbein given in Eq. (4.6), it can be shown, after some algebra, that

the previous expression (3.56), can be expressed only in terms of the metric components

ϑ1
3 = − cosh(2ξ)

2g00

√
g11[(g03)2 − g00g33]

(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)
− sinh(2ξ)

4g00[(g03)2 − g00g33]
√
g11

[
g00

(
g33

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g33

∂r

)
+ 2g03

(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)]
.

(3.57)
Thus the complete rotation matrix due the infinitesimal Lorentz transformations is given

by

ϑab(x) =


0 0 0 0

0 0 0 ϑ1
3

0 0 0 0

0 −ϑ1
3 0 0

 . (3.58)
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3.2 EPR correlation and Bell inequalities

3.2.1 EPR correlation

As previously mentioned in Section 3.1, in the case of the curved spacetime, the one-particle
quantum states |pa(x), σ;x〉 transforms under a local Lorentz transformation as [29, 30]

U(Λ(x))|pa(x), σ;x〉 =
∑
σ′

D
(1/2)
σ′σ (W (x))|Λpa(x), σ′;x〉, (3.59)

where σ represents the spin state and W a
b(x) ≡ W a

b(Λ(x), p(x)) is the so called local finite
Wigner rotation.

If a particle moves along a path xµ(τ) from xµi (τi) to xµf (τf ), we can iterate Eq. (3.37) for
infinitesimal transformations, where the time-ordering operator T = 1, the term ϑab(x(τ))

is defined by Eq. (3.58) and uφdτ = Φ. After a proper time Φ/uφ±, each particle reaches the
corresponding observer. Thus, the Wigner rotation becomes a rotation about the 2-axis

W a
b(±Φ, 0) = exp

(∫ Φ

0

ϑab(x)

ϕ1
3(x)

dφ

)
= exp

(
Φ

uφ
ϑab

)
. (3.60)

Then, for matrix expansion series

exp(
Φ

uφ
ϑab) = I +

Φϑab
uφ

+
1

2!

(
Φϑab
uφ

)2

+
1

3!

(
Φϑab
uφ

)3

+
1

4!

(
Φϑab
uφ

)4

+ · · ·

=


1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

+


0 0 0 0

0 0 0 Φϑ13
uφ

0 0 0 0

0 −Φϑ13
uφ

0 0

+ 1
2!


0 0 0 0

0 0 0 Φϑ13
uφ

0 0 0 0

0 −Φϑ13
uφ

0 0


2

+ 1
3!


0 0 0 0

0 0 0 Φϑ13
uφ

0 0 0 0

0 −Φϑ13
uφ

0 0


3

+ 1
4!


0 0 0 0

0 0 0 Φϑ13
uφ

0 0 0 0

0 −Φϑ13
uφ

0 0


4

+ · · ·

(3.61)
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Then, summing up term by term of each element of matrix we get

exp( Φ
uφ
ϑab) =

1 0 0 0

0 1− 1
2!

(Φϑ13
uφ

)2 + 1
4!

(Φϑ13
uφ

)4 + · · · 0 (Φϑ13
uφ

)− 1
3!

(Φϑ13
uφ

)3 + 1
5!

(Φϑ13
uφ

)5 + · · ·
0 0 1 0

0 −(Φϑ13
uφ

) + 1
3!

(Φϑ13
uφ

)3 − 1
5!

(Φϑ13
uφ

)5 + · · · 0 1− 1
2!

(Φϑ13
uφ

)2 + 1
4!

(Φϑ13
uφ

)4 + · · ·

 .

(3.62)
Therefore we can identify to power series for sine and cosine, that is,

W a
b(±Φ, 0) =


1 0 0 0

0 cos Θ 0 ± sin Θ

0 0 1 0

0 ∓ sin Θ 0 cos Θ

 , (3.63)

where the angle of rotation is given by Θ = Φϑ1
3/u

φ and ϑ1
3 of Eq. (3.57), that is

Θ =
Φ

2
√
−(g00)3g11

{(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)
cosh(2ξ)

sinh(ξ)

+

[
g00

(
g00

∂g33

∂r
− g33

∂g00

∂r

)
+ 2g03

(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)]
cosh(ξ)√

(g03)2 − g00g33

}
.

(3.64)
The total argument Φ is obtained by integrating out δφ = uφdτ , and in this case, the
operator T is not needed because ϑab is time-independent during the motion. Therefore, the
velocity uφ represents a trivial rotation about the 2-axis, i.e. uφ = ϕ1

3 = −ϕ3
1, since the

curved spacetime defines the parallel transport needed to compare local inertial frames in
two different points.

In Sec. 3.1.5 we saw that tanh ξ = tanh(ζ±η), where the ± sign depends on the direction
of motion of each particle. Therefore we can define the four-momentum of the particle as
seen by each hovering observer. Thus, the spin-singlet state for entangled particles is given
by

|ψ〉 =
1√
2

[|pa+, ↑; 0〉|pa−, ↓; 0〉 − |pa+, ↓; 0〉|pa−, ↑; 0〉], (3.65)

where the sign on the lineal momentum stand for the direction of each particle and the
arrows corresponds to the up and down of spin direction, as was mentioned in Sec. 1.2. For
notational simplicity it was written only the evaluation at φ = 0 in the arguments of the
position.
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Thus the Wigner rotation from Eq. (3.37) can be written as

W a
b(±Φ, 0) =


1 0 0 0

0 cos Θ± 0 ± sin Θ±

0 0 1 0

0 ∓ sin Θ± 0 cos Θ±

 . (3.66)

Once again, the sign of the angle Θ± depends if the motion of the entangled particle is
in direction (or in its opposite sense) of the frame-dragging. Thus one has

Θ+ =
Φ

2
√
−(g00)3g11

{(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)
cosh(2ζ + 2η)

sinh(ζ + η)

+

[
g00

(
g00

∂g33

∂r
− g33

∂g00

∂r

)
+ 2g03

(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)]
cosh(ζ + η)√
(g03)2 − g00g33

}
,

Θ− =
Φ

2
√
−(g00)3g11

{(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)
cosh(2ζ − 2η)

sinh(ζ − η)

+

[
g00

(
g00

∂g33

∂r
− g33

∂g00

∂r

)
+ 2g03

(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)]
cosh(ζ − η)√
(g03)2 − g00g33

}
.

(3.67)
The required Wigner rotation is given in the following form

D
(1/2)
σ′σ (W (±Φ, 0)) = exp

(
∓iσy

2
Θ±

)
, (3.68)

where σy is the Pauli matrix.
Therefore, each particle state is transformed through the corresponding Wigner rotation,

and the new total quantum state is given by |ψ′〉 = W (±Φ)|ψ〉. Consequently in the local
inertial frame at the corresponding positions φ = Φ and −Φ, each particle state can be
written as

|pa±, ↑;±Φ〉′ = cos
Θ±
2
|pa±, ↑;±Φ〉 ± sin

Θ±
2
|pa±, ↓;±Φ〉, (3.69)

|pa±, ↓;±Φ〉′ = ∓ sin
Θ±
2
|pa±, ↑;±Φ〉+ cos

Θ±
2
|pa±, ↓;±Φ〉. (3.70)

Thus the entangled state is described by the combination

|ψ〉′ = 1√
2

[
cos

(
Θ+ + Θ−

2

)
(|pa+, ↑; Φ〉|pa−, ↓;−Φ〉 − |pa+, ↓; Φ〉|pa−, ↑;−Φ〉)

+ sin

(
Θ+ + Θ−

2

)
(|pa+, ↑; Φ〉|pa−, ↑; Φ−〉+ |pa+, ↓; Φ〉|pa−, ↓;−Φ〉)

]
.

(3.71)
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Now, in order to eliminate the spurious effect of the evident rotation of the local inertial
frames leading to angles ±Φ, one has to compensate the rotation. That can be achieved as
one perform a second transformation

|pa±, ↑;±Φ〉′′ = cos
Φ

2
|pa±, ↑;±Φ〉 ± sin

Φ

2
|pa±, ↓;±Φ〉, (3.72)

|pa±, ↓;±Φ〉′′ = ∓ sin
Φ

2
|pa±, ↑;±Φ〉+ cos

Φ

2
|pa±, ↓;±Φ〉. (3.73)

It easy to see that this quantum state reads

|ψ〉′′ = 1√
2

[cos ∆(|pa+, ↑; Φ〉′|pa−, ↓;−Φ〉′ − |pa+, ↓; Φ〉′|pa−, ↑;−Φ〉′)

+ sin ∆(|pa+, ↑; Φ〉′|pa−, ↑; Φ−〉′ + |pa+, ↓; Φ〉′|pa−, ↓;−Φ〉′)].
(3.74)

Where ∆ = (Θ+ + Θ−)/2− Φ, that can be simplified as by [81],

∆ = Φ

[
(2A sinh ζ +B cosh ζ) cosh η − A sinh ζ cosh η

cosh2 η − cosh2 ζ
− 1

]
, (3.75)

where

A =
1

2
√
−(g00)3g11

(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)
,

B =
1

2
√
−(g00)3g11[(g03)2 − g00g33]

[
g00

(
g00

∂g33

∂r
− g33

∂g00

∂r

)
+ 2g03

(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)]
.

(3.76)
The spin precession angle ∆ contains the gravitational, acceleration and frame-dragging

effects that deteriorate the perfect anti-correlation of the entangled particles [31]. It can be
observed in the Eq. (3.74) that the spin-singlet state is mixed up with the spin-triplet state,
which it is easy to proof when ∆ → 0, that is, in the plane spacetime and low speed. This
is because while the spin-singlet state is invariant under spatial rotations, it is not invariant
under Lorentz transformations (3.55). It is evident that this formula can be applied to any
axially symmetric black hole, and in the next chapter it will be applied to the type-D solution
of Einstein equations.

As it was pointed out in [31], this deterioration is a consequence of the manifest difference
between the rotation matrix element ϑ1

3 and trivial rotation ϕ1
3. It is important to note

that the entanglement is still invariant under local unitary operations, and then it does
not mean to put away the nonlocal correlation. Because the relativistic effect arises from
acceleration, gravity and frame-dragging, the perfect anticorrelation can still be employed
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for quantum communication, by rotating the direction of measurement about the 2-axis
through the angles ∓Θ in the local inertial frames of the hovering observers. The parallel
transport in general relativity (3.51) does not give the directions that maintain the perfect
anticorrelation, because the rotation matrix elements (3.58) and the components of the
change in local inertial frame (3.51) are not equal.

3.2.2 Bell’s inequalities

In previous sections it was observed the importance of the hovering observers as systems of
reference for the measurement of the infinitesimal Lorentz transformation and subsequently
the Wigner rotation, in order to obtain the spin precession angle.

Moreover, it is from the perspective of these observers that the velocity of the entangled
particles are measured in first instance. Thus, the hovering observers can in principle adjust
their local frame in order to measure the perfect anti-correlation in the entangled spin of
the particles. All they have to do is to calculate the spin precession (3.75) for the particular
position r where they are placed. Therefore they can rotate their instruments of measure-
ment against the angle ∆ calculated, thereby compensating the dynamical and gravitational
spacetime effects. Hence they can reestablish the quantum communication for instance.

Nevertheless as we will see, near the horizon of the black hole, and the static limit and
the asymptotic region defined by the frame-dragging coupling, this precession angle ∆ would
oscillate too fast, making impossible any compensation, plus the fact that any small variation
of the position Φ will be reflected as a huge uncertainty in the ∆ calculus, that is

δΘ = δΦ

∣∣∣∣1 +
∆

Φ

∣∣∣∣ . (3.77)

And then, in order to adjust the EPR correlation δΘ by the observers, it must be less
than π [31], therefore there must satisfy

δΦ < π

∣∣∣∣1 +
∆

Φ

∣∣∣∣−1

. (3.78)

By this means, a decrement in Bell’s inequity degree of violation follows by the dynamic
and gravitational effects of the spacetime determinated by

〈Q′S ′〉+ 〈R′S ′〉+ 〈R′T ′〉 − 〈Q′T ′〉 = 2
√

2 cos2 ∆, (3.79)

where the trivial rotations of the local inertial frames ±Φ has been discarded, and the spin
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components of one particle are measured in the directions

Q′ = (cos Φ, 0, − sin Φ),

R′ = (0, 1, 0),

S ′ = (
− cos Φ√

2
,
−1√

2
,
− sin Φ√

2
),

T ′ = (
cos Φ√

2
,
−1√

2
,
− sin Φ√

2
).

(3.80)

Then, the hovering observers must take into account all the effects reviewed in previous
sections, i.e. gravity, acceleration and frame-dragging. As Terashima-Ueda shown [31], the
component of one particle at φ = Φ must be measured in the (cos Θ, 0, − sin Θ) direction,
or also in the (0, 1, 0) direction, in the local inertial frame.

The spin for the other particle at φ = −Φ. must be measured in the
(− cos Θ, − 1, − sin Θ)/

√
2 direction, or also in the (cos Θ, − 1, sin Θ)/

√
2 direction.

It is important to emphasize once again that if the observers are located near the horizon
or the asymptotic static limits, it should be almost impossible to keep their positions at
Φ, and a small uncertainty on δΦ will reflect in an uncertainty on δΘ in equation (3.77).
This error in Θ decreases the degree of violation in Bell’s inequality as 2

√
2 cos2 δΘ, and this

error must be greater than 2 in order to restore the maximum violation of the inequality.
Therefore, the quantities from Eq. (3.77), δΦ and r, must be adjusted at least

δΦ <
√

2

∣∣∣∣1 +
∆

Φ

∣∣∣∣−1

. (3.81)

If these quantities cannot be adjusted, the uncertainty in position Φ must be high and
it should not be possible to compensate the direction of the measure instruments of the
observers to extract the maximum violation of Bell’s inequality. Contrary to equation (3.78)
that only accounts the precession of the spin, the equation (3.81) takes care of the posi-
tion of the observers to get reliable measurements for any suitable use of the perfect EPR
anticorrelation.

In Section 4.5 we will see the effects of spacetime curvature over the perfect anticorrelation
and the precession angle.



Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Plebański-Demiański spacetime

The complete family of expanding solutions of the original Plebański-Demiański spacetime
[34] is characterized by seven parameters which are not all directly related to the physical
parameters of a black hole. A new look of this metric Refs. [39, 40], allowed to give a Boyer-
Lindquist form of the Plebański-Demiański metric in terms of the the physical parameters,
namely: a mass-like parameter m, a cosmological constant Λ, a rotation-like parameter a, a
NUT-like parameter l, the electric and magnetic charges e and g, and an acceleration-like
parameter α (or the twist parameter ω).

4.1.1 Metric and Tetrad

Thus the line element can be represented in real coordinates describing the spacetime with
non-vanishing cosmological constant of a rotating and accelerating mass with the three types
of charge, electric, magnetic and gravitomagnetic. The metric is given by

ds2 =
1

Ω2

(
−D
ρ2

(dt− (a sin2 θ + 2l(1− cos θ))dφ)2 +
ρ2

D
dr2

+
P

ρ2
(adt− (r2 + (a+ l)2)dφ)2 + ρ2 sin2 θ

P
dθ2

)
,

(4.1)

56
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with
ρ2 = r2 + (l + a cos θ)2,

Ω = 1− α

ω
(l + a cos θ)r,

P = sin2 θ(1− a3 cos θ − a4 cos2 θ),

D = (κ+ e2 + g2)− 2mr + εr2 − 2n
α

ω
r3 −

(
α2

ω2
κ+

Λ

3

)
r4,

(4.2)

and where

a3 = 2a
α

ω
m− 4al

α2

ω2
(κ+ e2 + g2)− 4

Λ

3
al,

a4 = −a2α
2

ω2
(κ+ e2 + g2)− Λ

3
a2,

ε =
κ

a2 − l2 + 4l
α

ω
m− (a2 + 3l2)

(
α2

ω2
(κ+ e2 + g2) +

Λ

3

)
,

n =
κl

a2 − l2 − (a2 − l2)
α

ω
m+ (a2 − l2)l

(
α2

ω2
(κ+ e2 + g2) +

Λ

3

)
,

κ =
1 + 2lα

ω
m− 3l2 α

2

ω2 (e2 + g2)− l2Λ
1

a2−l2 + 3l2 α
2

ω2

.

(4.3)

In addition, for the rest of this work, we will consider the physics parameters and space-
time metric expressed in normalized geometric units, that is, by defining the gravitational
constant as G = 1 and the speed of light as c = 1.

For simplicity and for continuation of Chapter 3, it is suitable to work with equation
(4.1) as the line element Eq. (3.15), that is:

ds2 = g00dt
2 + 2g03dtdφ+ g11dr

2 + g22dθ
2 + g33dφ

2, (4.4)

with a non-diagonal element induced by the axial symmetry of the metric are:

g00 =
−D + Pa2

Ω2ρ2
,

g0idx
i =

1

Ω2

[
D

ρ2
(a sin2 θ + 2l(1− cos θ))− P

ρ2
a(r2 + (a+ l)2)

]
dφ,

gijdx
idxj =

ρ2

Ω2D
dr2 + ρ2 sin2 θ

Ω2P
dθ2 +

1

Ω2

[
−D
ρ2

(a sin2 θ + 2l(1− cos θ))2

+
P

ρ2
(r2 + (a+ l)2)2

]
dφ2.

(4.5)

We shall use it for this and the next section, and in this work the signature (−1, 1, 1, 1) is
adopted, i.e. ηab = (−1, 1, 1, 1) is the Minkowski metric .

In order to describe the motion of spinning particles in a curved spacetime, the local
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inertial frame at each point is defined by a vierbein chosen as [52]:

e0
µ(x) =

1√−g00

(1, 0, 0, 0), e0
µ =
√−g00

(
1, 0, 0,

g03

g00

)
,

e1
µ(x) =

1√
g11

(0, 1, 0, 0), e1
µ =
√
g11(0, 1, 0, 0),

e2
µ(x) =

1√
g22

(0, 0, 1, 0), e2
µ =
√
g22(0, 0, 1, 0),

e3
µ(x) =

√ −g00

g2
03 − g00g33

(
−g03

g00

, 0, 0, 1

)
, e3

µ =

√
g2

03 − g00g33

−g00

(0, 0, 0, 1.),

(4.6)

where µ runs over the spacetime coordinates {t, r, θ, φ}. It is easy to show that this vierbein
satisfy the standard conditions of equations (3.17).

4.1.2 Spin precession

In the present section we study the spin precession angle of the spin-1/2 systems of entangled
particles in the spacetime black hole described by the Plebański-Demiański metric (4.1) with
frame-dragging (3.47).

From the last chapter, it is easy to show that the coefficients functions A and B of
equation (3.76) on equator (θ = π/2) are

APD =
a
√
D

2(r2 + l2)(D − a2)3/2
[(r2 + l2)D′ − 2r(D − a2)],

BPD =
1

2(r2 + l2)(D − a2)3/2
[4Dr(D − a2)− (a2r2 +Dr2 +Dl2 + a2l2)D′],

(4.7)

where
D′ =

∂D

∂r
= −4

(
α2κ

ω2
+

Λ

3

)
r3 − 6nαr2

ω
+ 2εr − 2m. (4.8)

Moreover, the frame-dragging local inertial frame velocity is given by

cosh ηPD = (r2 + l2)

√
D

(D − a2) [(r2 + a2 + 2al + l2)2 − (a+ 2l)2D]
, (4.9)

Thus, the coefficients APD, BPD, the spin precession angle ∆PD and the frame-dragging
cosh ηPD are finally written in terms of the 7 parameters arising in the metric and which have
a direct physical interpretation. It is well known from Refs. [39, 40] that the metric (4.1)
represents a pair of accelerating black holes with the rotation, NUT parameter,cosmological
constant parameters, charge and mass. It is also known that in this situation there are
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two very different spacetime solutions. The first case is the one with |l| ≥ |a|, which has
non-singular curvature, this gives rise to an accelerating NUT solution with rotation. This
also corresponds to the right branch of the diagram 1 of Ref. [39, 40]. In the second case
with |l| ≤ |a| we have an accelerating and rotating black hole including also the rest of the
parameters. The type of solutions arising here corresponds to the left branch and they are
of singular nature. It can be shown that the coefficients APD, BPD and ∆PD have the correct
asymptotic limits.

We will analyze the spin precession angle associated of these two branches of these Type
D solutions of the Einstein equations. We start from the right branch and follows with the
left one. The more evident contribution to the spin precession angle will come from the
exterior event, the cosmological and the acceleration horizons (obtained from the condition
that the quartic polynomial in D of the parameters (4.2) has at least two real roots which
define the inner and outer horizons. The other vanishing terms define the cosmological and
acceleration horizons). We will see that the main contribution to ∆PD comes from precisely
these horizons. Beside of the horizon contribution, we will have an additional possibly non-
trivial contribution coming from the frame-dragging at cosh ηPD = cosh ζ in Eq. (3.75). In
order to give a more detailed account of the entanglement behavior on these horizons we
shall study below the different limiting cases.

4.2 Previous results: Schwarzschild spacetime

As Terashima and Ueda showed [31] for a Schwarzschild black hole, the acceleration and
gravity deteriorate the EPR correlation for particles in a circular motion on the equatorial
plane. We summarize their results by describing in four important regions relative the black
hole plotted in Fig. 4.1.

Region I: r → ∞, v → 0, or far away the black hole (no gravitational effects) and
static particles. This region corresponds to the non-relativistic limit, where
there are no corrections to quantum mechanics and where EPR proposed their
gedanken experiment [1]. The precession angle vanishes (∆ = 0) and we get
the maximal violation of Bell’s inequality.

Region II: r → ∞, v → 1, it is still far away from the black hole but relativistic cor-
rections should be taken into account, which were also studied by Terashima
and Ueda in Ref. [76]. The angle ∆ is positive and becomes infinite. It is no
possible to maintain perfect anti-correlation and the particles cannot be used
for quantum communication.
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Region III: r → rs, where rs = 2m is the Schwarzschild radius (event horizon). Indepen-
dently of local inertial velocity of the particles, the precession angle becomes
infinite (∆→ −∞). The static observers cannot extract the EPR correlation
from circularly moving particles unless they have infinite accuracy in their
own positions. To exploit the EPR correlation on and beyond the horizon,
the observers must choose a four-velocity and a non-singular vierbein at the
horizon, and thus the observers must fall into the black hole together with the
particles.

Region IV: Although acceleration and gravity deteriorate the EPR correlation as
Terashima and Ueda showed, it is still possible to find a combination of local
inertial velocity and position with respect to the black hole keeps the perfect
anti-correlation. They defined a path where at radius r = r0 the angle ∆

vanishes. We will identify this path as an additional region and it is between
the other three regions.

Figure 4.1: The angle ∆/Φ for a Schwarzschild black hole as function of 2m/r and
v, which is asymptotic to the event horizon rs = 2m, indicated by a dotted line.

Dashed line depicted the path r = r0 which the spin precession ∆ vanishes.

Between these regions one can find values of the angle (positive or negative) ∆, which
deteriorates the perfect anti-correlation in the directions that would be the same as each
other if the spacetime were flat.
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4.3 Examples: Non-accelerating Kerr-Newman-(Anti)de

Sitter-NUT Black Hole

The Kerr-Newman-de Sitter-NUT (KNdSNUT) spacetime is included in this large family of
type D solutions. The KNdSNUT spacetime represents a non-accelerating black hole with
massm, electric and magnetic charges e and g, a rotation parameter a and a NUT parameter
l in a de Sitter or anti-de Sitter background which non-zero cosmological constant Λ.

After setting the acceleration parameter equals to zero (α = 0), the parameters in equa-
tion (4.2) become

a3 = −4Λ
3
al,

a4 = −Λ
3
a2,

κ = (1− l2Λ)(a2 − l2),

ε = 1−
(

1

3
a2 + 2l2

)
Λ,

n = 1 +
1

3
(a2 − kl2)lΛ.

(4.10)

Thus, the metric (4.1) is reduced to

ds2 = −D
ρ2

[dt− (a sin2 θ+ 4l sin2 θ

2
)dφ]2 +

ρ2

D
dr2 +

P

ρ2
[adt− (r2 + (a+ l)2dφ)]2 +

ρ2

P
sin2 θdθ2,

(4.11)
where

ρ2 = r2 + (l + a cos θ)2,

P = sin2 θ

(
1 +

4

3
Λal cos θ +

1

3
Λa2 cos2 θ

)
,

D = a2 − l2 + e2 + g2 − 2mr + r2 − Λ

[
(a2 − l2)l2 + (

1

3
a2 + 2l2)r2 +

1

3
r4

]
.

(4.12)

We can notice that as D → 0, the metric coefficient g11 →∞ and the metric fails to be
strongly asymptotically predictable. This apparent singularity arise because the coordinate
system are not valid at the radius r+, which solve the equation D = 0. This singularity
can be removed by a different choice of coordinates. In this work we consider particles only
orbiting black holes and then we shall not remove the singularities considering r+ as the
event horizon of a black hole. Later, we will see that this horizon has relevance when spin
precession angle is calculated.

For the Kerr-Newman-de Sitter-NUT spacetime, the spin precession angle ∆KNdSNUT of
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equation (3.75) has coefficients

AKNdSNUT =
a
√
D

2(r2 + l2)(D − a2)3/2

[
(r2 + l2)D′ − 2r(D − a2)

]
,

BKNdSNUT =
1

2(r2 + l2)(D − a2)3/2

[
4Dr(D − a2)− (a2r2 +Dr2 +Dl2 + a2l2)D′

]
,

(4.13)
where

D′ =
∂D

∂r
= −4

3
Λr3 +

[
2− Λ

(
2

3
a2 + 4l2

)]
r − 2m, (4.14)

and the relevant frame-dragging local inertial frame velocity Eqs. (3.46) and (3.47) can be
expressed as

cosh ηKNdSNUT = (r2 + l2)

√
D

(D − a2) [(r2 + a2 + 2al + l2)2 − (a+ 2l)2D]
. (4.15)

From this point it is easy to recover the Schwarzschild spin precession by setting
a, e, g, l,Λ = 0. Then, the coefficients and frame-dragging are reduced to A = 0,
B = (r − 3m)/

√
(r2 − 2m) and cosh η = 1. After a few algebra, expression (3.75) is re-

duced to
∆S = Φ

(
r − 3m√
r2 − 2mr

cosh ζ − 1

)
, (4.16)

which is precisely Eq. (51) from Ref. [31].
In the next subsections we will analyze the spin precession in different limiting cases in

the parameters of the general solution. The plots presented below are dimensionless (unless
the contrary is specified), the parameters presented are rates of the relevant parameter
with respect to the mass m. Thus the mass parameter is used as a reference to express
the charge and angular momentum ratio, represented by e/m for electric charge, a/m for
angular momentum. One of the axis plots v = vEPR for the local inertial velocity due the
EPR process and 0 < m/r < 1 plots distance, with 0 corresponding to r distance at infinite
and 1 for r = m, which is the smaller distance reached for extreme black holes.

4.3.1 Reissner-Nordström

This case corresponds to a Schwarzschild black hole with non-vanishing charges e and g,
after setting l, Λ and a to zero. The Reissner-Nordström spacetime is also a spherically
symmetric solution.
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The spin precession angle is then reduced to

∆RN = Φ

(
r2 − 3mr + 2e2 + 2g2

r
√
r2 − 2mr + e2 + g2

cosh ζ − 1

)
, (4.17)

where the functions A and B are

ARN = 0, BRN =
r2 − 3mr + 2e2 + 2g2

r
√
r2 − 2mr + e2 + g2

(4.18)

and cosh ηRN = 1.

a) e = 0.3m b) e = 0.99m

Figure 4.2: The precession angle ∆/Φ for a Reissner-Nordström black hole for two
values of charge e. They are asymptotic to the horizon r = r+ (dashed line), which

is below the Schwarzschild radius rs = 2m (dotted line).

The angle ∆ on Eq. (4.18) is plotted in Fig. 4.2 as function of the distance and local
velocity v = vEPR. When m/r → 0 the experiment is placed far away from the black hole
(r →∞), and m/r = 1 corresponds to the limit of distance that we can reach for an extreme
black hole with charge e = m, where, for simplicity, e represent the sum of both charges,
electric and magnetic ones. When v = 0 the particles are static in the EPR source and
for v → 1 they are ultra-relativistic particles. In Fig. 4.2 the precession angle is plotted
independently from the observer position angle Φ. For e = 0 we recover all results of the
spin precession for a Schwarzschild black hole and the horizon is at r = 2m.

The plots are quite similar as in the Schwarzschild case (compare with Fig. 4.1). Analo-
gous and interesting effects of spin precession can be compared with [31] using the previous
reviewed regions:
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Region I: The situation is identical to the Schwarzschild black hole. The spacetime is
Minkowskian and ∆→ 0.

Region II: Far away from the horizon r+ with v 6= 0 we recover the spin precession found
in special relativity and the plot is asymptotic (see Fig. 4.2), i.e. limr→∞∆ =

cosh ζ − 1 in agreement to [76].

Region III: A new effect occurs near the black hole horizon. This effect corresponds to
a shifting of horizon compared with the Schwarzschild case, from r = 2m to
r = r+ = m +

√
m2 − e2. As the charge e is increased, we reach values of r

below the Schwarzschild horizon, it means that we can calculate values of ∆

at r = r+ < 2m (see Fig. 3.4 where the horizon would be located at r = 2m).
The lowest value of r that we can reach is when e = m for a extreme black
hole, whose horizon is at r = r+ = m. These values of r are not allowed for
the Schwarzschild case. From Fig. 4.2 we see how the horizon is shifted as
the charge is increased. ∆ → −∞ as the horizon is reached, no matter the
velocity of the particles considered. EPR correlation then is totally lost. The
same behavior of ∆ was present in Schwarzschild radius in Ref. [31].

The divergence of the spin precession originates from the fact the vierbein
(4.6) and the four-velocity (3.49) become singular at the horizon r+. These
singularities are connected with the breakdown of the coordinate system (t,
r, θ, φ).

Figure 4.3: Parametric plot of position m/r and local inertial velocity v for path
r0 that keep a perfect anti-correlation (∆ = 0) for a Reissner-Nordström black hole.

Region IV: It is still possible to keep circular orbits in the path r = r0, with perfect anti-
correlation ∆ = 0. Thus, for a particular position, the local inertial velocity
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of particles vEPR must be tuned at the beginning from the source. In Fig. 4.3
r0 is plotted for three suitable values of charge e in function of position m/r
and local inertial velocity v. We can see that for large distances (m/r → 0) is
possible to have the perfect anti-correlation with low values of v. Meanwhile
the horizon is reached, we must increase the local velocity of the particles to
keep the perfect anti-correlation.

As in the Schwarzschild case, near the horizon there is a not null precession
angle (∆ 6= 0), independently of the velocity of the particle. Then it is not
possible to have a perfectly anti-correlated orbits. In Fig. 4.3 the limit circular
orbits correspond to the point where r0 ends on the top of the figure. For large
values of e, we can have perfect anti-correlated orbits closer to the horizon,
but there is no possible to find a r0 below the Schwarzschild radius.

4.3.2 Kerr

Now we consider an axially symmetric spacetime with rotation parameter a. It corresponds
to the Kerr spacetime. This parameter can be related to the rotation of a black hole and
it is responsible for the dragging around of the spacetime near the hole discussed in Section
3.1.4.

If we review the metric of eq. (4.1) and simplify it setting the parameters e = g = l =

Λ = 0, we obtain [69, 82]

ds2 = −D
Σ

(dt− a sin2 θdφ)2 +
Σ

D
dr2 + Σdθ2 +

sin2 θ

Σ
[adt− (r2 + a2)dφ]2, (4.19)

where
D = r2 − 2mr + a2,

Σ = r2 + a2 cos2 θ.
(4.20)

When D → 0 the metric coefficient g11 →∞, and then Eq. (4.19) becomes problematic,
the metric fails to be strongly asymptotically predictable, and thus it does not describe
physical processes [69]. Therefore, this metric has physical meaning when a2 ≤ m2, which is
consequence of solving D = r2 − 2mr + a2 = 0 in g11.

This component of the metric establishes two possible values of r for the Kerr black holes

r± = m±
√
m2 − a2, (4.21)

whose horizon is denoted by r+. As in the Schwarzschild case, r > r+ is the region where
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we can obtain sensible causal information of the system.
An important difference in Kerr spacetime is that the horizon is below the Schwarzschild

radius rs = 2m, as can be seen from r+ equation. When a2 = m2 it is called extreme Kerr
black hole, hence r+ = r− and the horizon is placed at r = m.

Another feature of Kerr-like spacetime is the static limit surface. Consider a stationary
particle, i.e. r = constant, θ = constant and φ = constant. Thus, from spacetime metric
(4.19) we have

− dτ 2 = g00dt
2. (4.22)

Then, for g00 ≥ 0 this condition cannot be fulfilled, so a massive particle cannot be
stationary within the surface g00 = 0, because, as we already know, such particle will acquire
four-velocity due the frame-dragging (3.38). Photons however can satisfy this condition and
only they can be stationary at the static limit. This is the reason why it is called static
surface.

Solving the condition g00 = 0 for r gives us the radius of the static limit surface

rst = m+ (m2 − a2 cos2 θ)1/2. (4.23)

It is important to emphasize that the static limit surface is not a horizon [80]. Later,
we shall see why this is no a horizon for spin precession angle, but a limit for keeping the
perfect anti-correlation.

The spin precession has the same form of (3.75), but with different coefficients A and B,
that is, from equation (3.75) with coefficients (4.7) and parameters e = g = l = Λ = 0 the
spin precession angle is reduced to

∆K = Φ

[
−2
√
Dam sinh ζ + (H −mD) cosh ζ

(r2 − 2mr)3/2
cosh ηK +

√
Dam

(r2 − 2mr)3/2

sinh ζ cosh ηK

cosh2 ηK − cosh2 ζ
− 1

]
,

(4.24)
where

D = r2 − 2mr + a2, (4.25)

H = r3 − 4mr2 + 4m2r − a2m, (4.26)

cosh ηK =
r
√
D√

(r − 2m)(r3 + a2r + 2ma2)
6= 1, (4.27)
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with the coefficients A and B being

AK = −
√
Dam

(r2 − 2mr)3/2
, BK =

H −mD
(r2 − 2mr)3/2

. (4.28)

The precession angle is plotted in Fig. 4.4 for two values of angular momentum parameter
a, as a function of distance and local velocity v = vEPR. The distance is parameterized bym/r
which means the experiment is placed at infinite when m/r → 0, and m/r = 1 correspond
to a extreme black hole, i.e. a = m. When v = 0 the particles are static at the EPR source
and for v → 1 they are ultra-relativistic. The precession angle was plotted independently
from the observer position angle Φ. For a = 0 we recover all results of Schwarzschild spin
precession [31] as expected.

a) a = 0.3m b) a = 0.99m

Figure 4.4: The precession angle ∆/Φ for a Kerr black hole for two values of angular
momentum parameter a. They are asymptotic to the static limit rst = 2m and along

a path v = vfd. The peaks represent an asymptotic infinite wall.

The plot is quite similar to Fig. 4.1, but with important differences. The effects due the
acceleration and gravity analyzed by regions are:

Region I: Again the situation is identical to the Schwarzschild’s black hole. The frame-
dragging has no contribution because it decreases with distance. Therefore
the spacetime is Minkowskian and ∆→ 0 as v = vEPR → 0.

Region II: There are no new effects. The frame-dragging has no contribution and the
angle ∆ is asymptotic to infinite when v → 1 for ultra-relativistic particles.

Region III: In the Schwarzschild and Reissner-Nordström spacetime, the divergence of the
spin precession (∆→ −∞) was at the horizon. Now, the divergence is present
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in two locations, one of them at the static limit surface and the other one is
through the path defined by vEPR = vfd.

The first divergence in Eq. (4.24) is related to the static limit surface. As men-
tioned in Section 3.1.4, any particle acquire velocity due the frame-dragging
as it falls to the black hole. When this particle reaches the static limit surface
at r = 2m for equatorial plane, its velocity tends asymptotically to speed of
light. In the left part of Eq. (4.24) it is easy to see why precession angle
diverges when distance is evaluated at 2m. The divergence of the spin preces-
sion in the Kerr spacetime originates from the fact that the frame-dragging
component (4.27) of the four-velocity (3.49) becomes singular at the static
limit rst. This feature contrasts with the Reissner-Nordström case, where the
singularities were connected with the breakdown of the coordinate system (t,
r, θ, φ) at r+.

Previously it was mentioned that the static limit is not a horizon. Beyond
rst it is still possible to get entangled particles in circular orbits. The region
inside the interval r+ 6 r < 2m has a similar behavior as Region I and II (see
in particular Fig. 4.4 b) where is more clear this feature). Frame-dragging has
no effect and the precession angle ∆K is asymptotic near the static limit at
2m and also for particles with vEPR → 1.

But near the horizon r+ the function (4.24) is well defined. This is an unex-
pected result if we compare with Scharzschild and Reissner-Nordström cases,
where the horizon represents an asymptotic limit.

For r < r+ the coordinate system breakdowns and we are unable to find the
precession angle for orbital particles.

The second divergence corresponds to a coupling between the EPR velocity
and the frame-dragging. In Fig. 4.4 is represented by peaks an asymptotic
infinite “wall". This wall follows a curved path defined by cosh2 ζ = cosh2 η

in (4.24), which is easy to verify that corresponds to vEPR = vfd.

When the velocity of the first particle equals the velocity of the frame-
dragging, ∆K becomes asymptotically infinity. Physically, one particle re-
mains static because vEPR equals vfd, meanwhile, the other particle continues
his travel, as seen by the hovering observer. The static particle never reaches
the observer, and therefore it is not possible to know the anti-correlation be-
tween the particles.

This situation represents a particular feature for Kerr-like spacetime. In
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Schwarzschild, Reissner-Nordström and Ref. [32] the plots were very smooth
until their functions reach their horizons. Here, the plot presents this infinite
wall following the path which corresponds to the velocity that experience a
free falling particle due the frame-dragging (see Fig. 4.5 a).

a) Frame-dragging velocity, v = vfd b) Path r0 for Kerr spacetime

Figure 4.5: Frame-dragging velocity and perfect anticorrelation path for Kerr black
hole. a) Local inertial velocity due the frame-dragging for three values of a. The
infinite wall in Fig. 4.4 follow the path traced by this plot when vEPR = vfd. b)
Parametric plot of position m/r and local inertial velocity v for path r0 that keep a

perfect anti-correlation (∆ = 0) for a Kerr black hole.

Region IV: We can see in Fig. 4.5 b) that away from black hole, there is a low velocity
that keeps the perfect anti-correlation, as in the Schwarzschild and Reissner-
Nordström cases. As r → rst there is a non-vanishing precession angle, inde-
pendently of the velocity of the particle vEPR. Perfectly anti-correlated orbits
cannot be kept and r0 has a limit value as in the Reissner-Nordström space-
time. We can see this limit value when r0 ends on the right top the Fig. 4.5 b).
Near the static limit, the contribution of the frame-dragging allows three val-
ues of vEPR for the same value of angular momentum parameter a. This new
effect is not present either in the Schwarzschild or Reissner-Nordström cases
and in the previous work [32] was not mentioned. When the static limit is
reached, the velocity due the EPR process must be the speed of light in order
to get a perfect anti correlated particles.
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4.3.3 Kerr-Newman

We are now in position to analyze the complete Kerr-Newman spacetime and its effects on
entangled particles.

Simplifying Eq. (3.75) the spin precession angle is reduced to

∆KN = Φ

{
cosh η

r(D − a2)3/2

[
AKN cosh ζ −BKN sinh ζ

(
2 cosh2 ζ − cosh2 η − sinh2 η

cosh2 ζ − cosh2 η

)]
− 1

}
,

(4.29)
where

AKN = D2 − (a2 +mr − e2 − g2)D − a2r2 + a2mr,

BKN = a
√
D(e2 + g2 −mr),

cosh η =
r2
√
D√

(D − a2)[(r2 + a2)2 − a2D]
,

D = r2 − 2mr + a2 + e2 + g2.

(4.30)

From Eq. (4.29) it can be shown that Region I and II have the same behavior for a
Minkowski spacetime. This is not surprising result since as we have seen in previous cases
of this section, a and e decreases with distance.

For Region III the static limit (4.23) is reduced to rst = m +
√
m2 − e2 on the equator,

which coincides with the horizon of the Reissner-Nordström spacetime. The static limit rst
represents again an asymptotic limit for calculation of the precession angle ∆ in the Kerr-
Newman black holes. Contrary to Kerr spacetime where the static limit is placed at r = 2m,
now it is below and this limit depends in the charge of black hole, depicted by a dotted line
in Fig. 4.6. In this figure, 4.6a) and 4.6b) have the same horizon (4.21), as well as 4.6c) and
4.6d) between them. In a) rst is too close to r+ that dotted line cannot be distinguish. Fig.
a) and c) have the same rst because the electric charge parameter e is equal for both.

Once again, we can observe the infinite wall path due the coupling of vEPR with vfd. This
asymptotic path is not constrained either to the region r > 2m or above the horizon, but
above the static limit.

Like in Kerr spacetime, the region between r+ 6 r < 2m is not affected by the frame-
dragging and ∆ tends asymptotically to infinity near rst. Finally the coordinate system
breakdown when r equals r+.

4.3.4 NUT

There is still a controversy if the NUT parameter can be considered a gravo-magnetic
monopole parameter of the central mass, or a twisting property of the surrounding spacetime
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a) a = 0.01m, e = 0.99m b) a = 0.99m, e = 0.01m

c) a = 0.14m, e = 0.99m d) a = 0.99m, e = 0.14m

Figure 4.6: The precession angle ∆/Φ for a Kerr-Newman black hole for a pair of
values of a and e, that keep r+ constant (dashed line). The dotted line represents
the static limit surface on equatorial plane. The plots are asymptotic at r = rst and
along a path vEPR = vfd. The peaks represent an asymptotic infinite wall. In a) rst

is too close to r+ that dotted line cannot be distinguish.
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[83]. For the purpose of this work we considered NUT parameter as similar as Kerr param-
eter, which induce a dynamic curvature of the spacetime due the frame-dragging. This is
more clearly when equation (3.75) is reduced by setting the parameters e = g = a = Λ = 0,

∆NUT = Φ

(
r3 − 3mr2 − 3l2r +ml2

(r2 + l2)
√
r2 − 2mr − l2

cosh ζ cosh η − 1

)
, (4.31)

where
cosh η =

r2 + l2√
r4 − 2l2r2 + 8ml2r + 5l4

. (4.32)

and where functions A and B was

ANUT = 0, BNUT =
r3 − 3mr2 − 3l2r +ml2

(r2 + l2)
√
r2 − 2mr − l2

. (4.33)

This equation (4.31) is quite similar to Schwarzschild spin precession angle, but now it
has integrated an additional factor due the frame-dragging of NUT. We must remember that
the NUT metric is also an axial-symmetrical and because of that, there is this additional
factor.

The equation (4.31) is asymptotic to infinity as r → m ±
√
m2 + l2. The positive root

represents the outer Schwarzschild-NUT horizon.
Although the cosh η term, with is due the frame-dragging, has a fourth degree polynomial

in the denominator, this quartic function does not have real roots. An elementary numerical
analysis shows that the roots o do not exist if one assumes that m and l are real and positive
numbers. Therefore the frame-dragging contribution to the NUT spin precession angle does
not has any asymptotic singularity for any value of r.

The NUT spin precession angle Eq. (4.31) is plotted in Fig. 4.7 for two values of vEPR.
The distance once and again is parameterized by m/r which means the experiment is placed
at infinite when m/r → 0; and the NUT parameter is plotted as m/l, where m/l → 0

represents a infinitely large value this parameter.
We can see from Fig. 4.7 that for very large distance (m/r → 0), the metric effects

vanish and the special relativity effects over entanglement prevail, like it was for Region I
and II in Schwarzschild case.

The most important feature that we can see is as NUT parameter increase, i.e. m/l→ 0,
the horizon shifts to larger distance and it is observed in the bottom of the plot as infinitely
asymptotic negative values of spin precession ∆. In fact when the NUT parameter is too
large, there is almost impossible to keep a perfect anticorrelation, even at slow motion.
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a) l = 0.1m b) l = 2.0m

Figure 4.7: The precession angle ∆/Φ for a NUT black hole for two values of NUT
parameter l as a function of distance m/r. Large values of the NUT parameter l

shift the position of the Schwarzschild horizon event to rNUT.

4.3.5 Schwarzschild-(Anti)de Sitter Black Hole

This is a spherically symmetric spacetime too, and has a cosmological observer (see Fig.
3.4). The Schwarzschild-de Sitter spacetime represents a black hole in asymptotically de
Sitter space [84]. A positive cosmological constant Λ (de Sitter) is related to an accelerated
universe, meanwhile negative value (anti-de Sitter) is related to negative vacuum energy and
positive pressure. The spin precession angle in this case is given by

∆(A)dS = Φ

 r − 3m√
r2 − 2mr − 1

3
Λr4

cosh ζ − 1

 , (4.34)

where functions A and B are

A(A)dS = 0, B(A)dS =
r − 3m√

r2 − 2mr − 1
3
Λr4

. (4.35)

For a distance near the black hole and positive Λ (de Sitter), is easy to show that the spin
precession angle behaves in the same manner as in the case of Schwarzschild spacetime (see
[31]) due the smallness of the cosmological constant. Nevertheless the cosmological constant
has a significant effect only for a large distances which are of the order of 1026m [85]. Here
the Regions I and II differs.

We can see in Fig. 4.8-a) that for positive Λ, the spin precession angle is asymptotic
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a) de Sitter spacetime
Λ = 1.11× 10−56[km−2],

1× 1026 < r < 5.4× 1026[m]

b) anti-de Sitter spacetime
Λ = −1.11× 10−56[km−2],

0 < m/r < 1

Figure 4.8: The precession angle ∆/Φ for a Schwarzschild-de Sitter and anti-de Sit-
ter spacetime. Both share a Schwarzschild horizon, but de Sitter has a cosmological

horizon at 1026m.

at the cosmological horizon, meanwhile for negative Λ (anti-de Sitter) in Fig. 4.8-b), the
cosmological constant has despicable effects and the precession angle has the same behavior
of the Schwarzschild spacetime previously mentioned.

4.4 Examples: Accelerating and rotating black holes

In Ref. [86] was shown that, when Λ = 0, the metric (4.1) represents an accelerating and
rotating charged pair of black holes with a generally non-zero NUT parameter. We shall
consider in this section the vacuum case (Λ = e = g = l = 0) where the background is
Minkowski.

As Ref. [86] pointed out we can see that the parameters α and ω are related to the the
acceleration and rotation of the source (mass m) respectively.

Therefore, with an arbitrary α and using the remaining scaling freedom to put ω = a,
the Plebański-Demiański metric is simplified to

ds2 =
1

Ω2

(
−D
ρ2

[dt− a sin2 θdφ]2 +
ρ2

D
dr2

+
P

ρ2
[adt− (r2 + a2)dφ]2 + ρ2 sin2 θ

P
dθ2

)
,

(4.36)
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where the parameters (4.2) are reduced to

ε = 1− a2α2,

n = aαm,

P = sin2 θ
(
1− 2αm cos θ + a2α2 cos2 θ

)
,

(4.37)

and
ρ2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ,

Ω = 1− αr cos θ,

D = a2 − 2mr + (1− a2α2)r2 + 2α2mr3 − α2r4.

(4.38)

The metric (4.36) has four singularities when θ = π/2, that is, we can factorize D as

D = (r − r+)(r − r−)(1− α2r2), (4.39)

where
r± = m±

√
m2 − a2. (4.40)

As we can remember, r± are the locations of the outer and inner horizons of the non-
accelerating Kerr black hole. The other pair of horizons are related to the acceleration and
is familiar in the context of the C-metric as an acceleration horizon:

rAcc =
1

α
. (4.41)

On the other hand, after some calculation, the coefficients for the spin precession angle
are

AAccRot =
a
√
D

2r(D − a2)3/2
[rD′ − 2(D − a2)],

BAccRot =
1

2r(D − a2)3/2
[4D(D − a2)− r(a2 +D)D′].

(4.42)

where
D′ =

∂D

∂r
= −2m+ 2(1− a2α2)r + 6α2mr2 − 4α2r3. (4.43)

And the frame-dragging velocity is

cosh ηPD = r2

√
D

(D − a2) [(r2 + a2)2 − a2D]
. (4.44)

But the horizons (4.40) and (4.41) have no physical relevance on the spin precession angle
because equations (4.42) are not singular at these points. The horizons take importance when
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the effect of each parameter is analyzed one by one.
We reviewed this kind of behavior for Kerr-Newman spacetime in our last work [33],

where the Schwarzschild horizon and the frame-dragging effect produce an asymptotic spin
precession angle instead of Kerr horizon.

It is easy to show that we can recover the Kerr spacetime results reviewed in previous
section, after setting no acceleration (α = 0). Therefore, we shall consider the effect of
acceleration over the spin precession angle.

4.4.1 C-metric

From the pair of accelerated and rotating black holes represented by the metric (4.36), we
can consider the limit when a → 0. In this case, the metric has the form of the C-metric
and thus the parameters (4.42) reduce to

AC−metric = 0, BC−metric =
α2mr2 + r − 3m√

(r2 − 2mr)(1− α2r2)
, cosh η = 1. (4.45)

Then, the spin precession angle for the C-metric is

∆C−metric = Φ

(
α2mr2 + r − 3m√

(r2 − 2mr)(1− α2r2)
cosh ζ − 1

)
. (4.46)

It is easy to see that this equation reduces to Schwarzschild case (4.16) when α = 0.
In addition, we can see from equation (4.46) that is asymptotically predictable at the

Schwarzschild radius and the acceleration horizon also, that is ∆C−metric →∞ as r → α−1.
In Fig. 4.9 it is plotted the effect of acceleration α over the spin precession angle ∆C−metric

as function of the distance and local velocity of the particles. The acceleration is parameter-
ized in function of acceleration per unit mass. As mentioned in Ref. [86], the acceleration
can only have positive values. We can observe the same effects of the velocity of the particles
that was already seen in all previous cases, that is, for high local velocity of the particles
vEPR, the ∆C−metric increases.

The C-metric also has an horizon and corresponds to the Schwarzschild radius, that can
be clearly observed in Eq. (4.46). But as was mentioned, there is another horizon due the
acceleration parameter as r → α−1.

The above behavior can suggest some insight about the physical interpretation of the
acceleration parameter. In fact, because the acceleration horizon (4.41), we can see that a
very small acceleration will have an important effect until a long distance is reached, even
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a) α = 0.01m b) α = 0.20m

Figure 4.9: The precession angle ∆/Φ for C-metric for two values of the accel-
eration parameter α as function of distance m/r and local velocity v = vEPR. The

dotted line is placed at Schwarzschild radius r = 2m.

when there is expected a flat spacetime with no effect over the spin precession angle. In
reference [87] was noted that when α 6= 0, it is difficult to uniquely determine the mass of
each individual black hole since the spacetime is not globally asymptotically flat and one
cannot expect to distinguish effects due to acceleration from those due to gravitational fields.
By the calculation of the spin precession angle could be possible to distinguish indirectly the
mass effects from those of the acceleration ones.

4.5 Uncertainties in observers’ positions

As mentioned in Section 3.2.2 the uncertainty in the position will reflect in an increase (or
decrease) of the violation of Bell’s inequalities Eq. (3.78), and it should not be possible
to compensate the direction of the measure instruments of the observers to extract the
maximum violation of these inequalities.

It is important to note the near the Reissner-Nordström horizon, the static limit and
infinitely wall path of Kerr and Kerr-Newman, the spin precession angle is asymptoticly
divergent and is not possible to reach the maximum violation of Bell’s inequality. In the
same way, at the cosmological horizon of de Sitter could not get the perfect anticorrelation.
In all these cases, any small variation in the position of the observers near the horizons will
translate as a great variation in the measure of the spin precession angle, making virtually
impossible adjust again the measure instruments of the observers.
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For these cases it could be able to use free falling observers and different veirbeins in
order to avoid dynamical and gravitation effects implied on spin precession angle. A future
work could research these kind of observers.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this thesis, it was constructed an algorithm to calculate in a general way the spin precession
angle of a EPR pair of spin-1/2 massive particles moving on the equator for very general
axially symmetric spacetime without reference to any specific metric.

However even for the most general case, before applying it to Type D solutions, it was
showed that when the frame-dragging is taken into account, then an additional velocity over
particles must be incorporated. Therefore, hovering observers were introduced in order to
have a fixed reference frames that ensures reliable directions to compare the measurements of
the 1/2-spin quantum states. The total velocity measured by these observers was identified
as the addition of the velocity of a ZAMO, plus the local velocity of the particles measured
by the ZAMO. These ZAMOs co-rotate the black hole due the frame-dragging and were
used as a preliminary step before calculating the total local inertial velocity of the particles
moving on the equator of the black hole. Therefore it was obtained a general algorithm to
calculate the total spin precession angle, which was measured from the perspective of these
hovering observers. The result does not assume a particular coordinate system but only
depends on the axially symmetric metric coefficients.

From the point of view of the hovering observers, there is a Wigner rotation Eq. (3.37) for
each particle, because both particles travel with different velocities due the frame-dragging
of the spacetime.

After that, these results were applied to the most general Type D Plebański-Demiański
black hole. It was obtained the general expression for the spin precession angle ∆PD, that
describe the spacetime effects that deteriorate the perfect-anticorrelation of the entangled
particles compared if they would be in the Minkowski spacetime, through the A and B coef-
ficients (4.7) and the frame-dragging velocity cosh ηPD (4.9). Both coefficients and cosh ηPD

are non-vanishing and they depend on the seven physical parameters arising in the Plebański-
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Demiański metric.
It is important to mention again that the spin-singlet state is mixed up with the spin-

triplet state, which it is easy to proof when ∆ → 0 in the Eq. (3.74). This mixture is due
exclusively by the effect of the curvature of spacetime on the quantum state of the particles

The explicit expression of ∆PD in terms of the physical parameters can be written down
but it is a huge expression. Thus it was prefered to write down a short formula, in terms of
the quartic function D and its derivative D′ with respect to r. It was studied two branches
of this case according to Refs. [39, 40]. The first one correspond with α = 0 and the second
one with l = 0.

The first case (with α = 0 and l 6= 0), corresponding to the non-accelerating Kerr-
Newman-(Anti)de Sitter-NUT black hole, contains only six parameters and it is quite similar
to the Plebański-Demiański case. It was studied different limits and it was computed the
spin precession angle for different subfamilies of solutions. Among these cases it was included
the Kerr solution with NUT and the NUT solution with rotation. Another cases included
in the analysis were the Kerr, Schwarzschild-NUT, Schwarzschild(Anti)-de Sitter, Reissner-
Nordström and Schwarzschild black holes.

In the Reissner-Nordström case, the electric charge parameter produces a shifting of the
event horizon position from r = 2m to r = r+ as being contrasted with the Schwarzschild
spacetime. But this horizon is still an asymptotic limit for the calculation of spin precession.

In the Kerr spacetime, the angular momentum parameter establishes the commonly
named static limit surface, where two interesting physical processes occur: some results
coincide with the Schwarzschild radius and it represents one limit for calculation of the pre-
cession angle, and the frame-dragging has the maximal value there, making massive particles
ultra-relativistic and the spin precession angle ∆→∞.

A remarkable difference was found when particles are close to the rotating black hole
event horizon r+. The precession angle is well defined, which contrasts with Scharzschild
and Reissner-Nordström cases, where it tends to infinity.

Another effect in Kerr spacetime occurs when the velocity of the particles due the EPR
process coincides with the velocity of the frame-dragging. One of the particles keeps their
position relative to the hovering observer, meanwhile the other particle reach one observer.
Then, the spin precession angle goes to infinity.

Another asymptotic limit is at r = 2m because the equation of the spin precession angle
is singular at this point, which was already observed for the Schwarzschild case.

For the Kerr-Newman spacetime, the static limit coincides with the horizon of the
Reissner-Nordström spacetime, but this limit does not represent an asymptotic limit for
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the spin precession angle.
It was still possible to find circular orbits with perfect anti-correlation for a and e pa-

rameters along a path called r0, that is ∆(r = r0) = 0. Moreover, when only the angular
momentum parameter a is considered, it can be reached a perfect anti-correlation close the
static limit with three possible r0 paths for the same value of a. This effect was not present
in the Schwarzschild and Reissner-Nordström cases.

Even that the total electric charge in real black holes should be zero, it was considered
as an arbitrary parameter in order to illustrate its effect on the spin precession. The electro-
magnetic interaction between charged particles and charged black hole was not taken into
account and remain to be explored in a future work.

New results were found for Schwarzschild-NUT spacetime. The precession angle (4.31)
has an asymptotic behavior at the Schwarzschild horizon shifted by NUT parameter i.e. at
rNUT. For Schwarzschild-(Anti)de Sitter spacetime there are also some interesting results in
equations (4.34) and (4.35). For positive Λ there is a large increment of the spin precession
angle at the cosmological horizon, meanwhile for negative Λ, the cosmological constant
has negligible effects and the precession angle has the same behavior of the Schwarzschild
spacetime.

For the second case of metrics previously mentioned, with α 6= 0 and l = 0, there
was analyzed an accelerating and rotating black hole. The subfamily discussed with detail
was the C-metric, which most relevant effect was the acceleration horizon, where the spin
precession angle was asymptotic.

This work showed that the choices of four-velocity of the particles, vierbein and observers
are important to have a reliable measurements of the spin precession angle and obtain the
perfect anti-correlation and the maximal violation of Bell’s inequality. It is important to
remember that as soon as the particles get closer to the event horizon for each case, their
velocities increase very quickly until asymptotically reach speed of light, with a consequential
rapid spin precession. Then, the hovering observers would not be able to adjust the direction
of the measurements of the spin, making virtually impossible any measurements of the
entanglement.

The results presented here derive from the doctoral research work developed in the Divi-
sion of Graduate Studies, Faculty of Physics and Mathematics at the Universidad Autónoma
de Nuevo León. Thus this thesis consists of the analysis and results presented in the two
articles published during the doctoral fellowship. Each article contributes to this work as
follows:
Physics Essays, 03/ 2013 26 (1):86
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Entangled spinning particles in charged and rotating black holes, [33]

• The inclusion of frame-dragging in the computation of particle velocities of section
3.1.4.

• Selection of hovering observers and ZAMOs for the computation of spin precession for
an axialsymmetrical spacetime of section 3.1.5.

• Results of spin precession for Reissner-Nordström and Kerr-Newman black holes of
sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2 and 4.3.3.

• Plots 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6.

Classical and Quantum Gravity, 01/2013; 30:235012
Quantum entanglement in Plebański-Demiański spacetimes, [81]

• General spin precession angle of Eq. (3.75).

• Results of spin precession for non-accelerating Kerr-Newman- anti)de Sitter-NUT and
accelerating-rotating black holes of sections 4.3 and 4.4.

• Plots 3.4, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9.

The argument presented in this research is strictly geometrical, because the quantum state
is obtained through Lorentz transformations due the translation of states from one point
to another. Although it was extensively analyzed the effects of the curvature of spacetime
on entangled quantum states, it remains to determine the underlying mechanism of this
interaction between the gravitational field and the states of the particles. An important line
of research could use the results presented here in a quantum field theory of gravity.

Another line of researchn, that may be of interest, is in those regions close to a black
hole and it still has no precession, as shown in Fig. 4.3. The inclusion of different physical
parameters such as NUT and acceleration could create regions that compensate the effects
between them, thus creating conditions to keep a perfect anticorrelation. Similarly it could
be investigated systems with different mass-energy distributions, such binary black holes and
metrics with arbitrary mass distribution.

In the present work it was considered only Type D solution with a congruence of geodesic
curves with non-vanishing expansion and twisting. It would be interesting to study analytic
continuations of these solutions in order to find the interior solution supporting the spin
precession below the event horizons and the static limit surface and above the cosmological
and acceleration horizons. Coordinates of the Kruskal-Szekeres type should be found for
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these metrics. It would be interesting also to extend the analysis presented here to arbitrary
non-equatorial orbits.

It is also known another different Type D solutions for the case of expansion but non-
twisting. Among these solutions are the Robinson-Trautman Type D and the A-metrics.
Moreover Type D solutions with non-expanding and non-twisting that emerge are the Kundt
Type D and the B-metrics. It would be very interesting to generalize the results found in the
present work to the description of entangled particles moving in these backgrounds. Future
works would explore these scenarios.



Appendix A

Lorentz Transformations

A Lorentz transformation is a global coordinate transformation that connect two frames O
and O′, where the system O′ moves respect to O without rotation and constant velocity. This
implies that the primed coordinates xµ′ of O′ is given in terms or elements of the original
system O and its coordinates xµ. It is said that they are linked by a lineal transformation
or affine transformation1

xµ
′
= Λµ

νx
ν + aµ, (A.1)

donde Λµ
ν y aµ son constantes.

If aµ = 0, then the spatial origin of O matches with O′ when t = t′ = 0 and the
Lorentz transformation is called homogeneous, meanwhile for aµ 6= 0 it is said that is an
nonhomogeneous transformation. This last one is also called Poincaré transformation and
the homogeneous transformations are simply called Lorentz transformations.

The constant Λµ
ν is a spacetime rotation equivalent to a “boost” in the direction of motion

followed by a spatial rotation. This is in fact the Lorentz transformation.

Figure A.1: Boost in x direction.

In order to get the equation (3.8) we follow the example of [88] and we consider the case
1An affine transformations is a lineal transformation that include a shift of origin between one system

and the other one.
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of a Lorentz transformation with a boost in the x direction as it is shown in Fig. A.1. The
origin of O′ moves along the x-axis of the system O in the positive direction with a constant
velocity v relative to O. The axis of O and O′ coincides at a initial time t = t′ = 0. Therefore
the transformation is homogeneous and can take the form

t′ = Bt+ Cx,

x′ = A(x− vt),
y′ = y,

z′ = z.

(A.2)

Now, the first postulate of Special Relativity stays [68]:

The speed of light is the same in all inertial frames.

This implies that the measurement of spacetime intervals ds2 are the same, regardless of
the reference frame where we measure them, that is2

ds2 = −c2dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 = −c2(dt′)2 + (dx′)2 + (dy′)2 + (dz′)2. (A.3)

Therefore, by replacing Eq. (A.2) in the last equation we get

B2c2 − A2v2 = c2, BCc2 + A2 = 0, C2c2 − A2 = 1. (A.4)

After solving this system of equations we get

A = B = γ, C = −(v/c2)γ, (A.5)

where
γ = (1− v2/c2)−1/2. (A.6)

Thus, the boost (A.2) takes the form

t′ = γ(t− xv/c2),

x′ = γ(x− vt),
y′ = y,

z′ = z.

(A.7)

2Note that the signature is ηab = diag(−,+,+,+), which applies throughout the whole thesis.
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This system of equation can be expressed as a matrix array
ct′

x′

y′

z′

 =


γ −vγ/c 0 0

−vγ/c γ 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1



ct

x

y

z

 (A.8)

If we select3 tanh ξ ≡ v/c we find that γ = cosh ξ and then the boost can be written as

t′ = ct cosh ξ − x sinh ξ,

x′ = x cosh ξ − ct sinh ξ,

y′ = y,

z′ = z,

(A.9)

and the Lorentz transformation matrix, i.e. the boost Λµ
ν is

Λµ
ν =


cosh ξ − sinh ξ 0 0

− sinh ξ cosh ξ 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

 , (A.10)

where sinh ξ = −vγ/c.
In this way the Lorentz transformation also can be expressed as

L(p)0
0 = cosh ξ = γ,

L(p)0
1 = − sinh ξ = −vxγ/c = p1/Mc = L(p)1

0,

L(p)1
1 = cosh ξ = γ = δ11 + (γ − 1)p1p1/

(
(p1)2 + (p2)2 + (p3)2

)
,

L(p)2
2 = 1 = δ22 + (γ − 1)p2p2/

(
(p1)2 + (p2)2 + (p3)2

)
,

L(p)3
3 = 1 = δ33 + (γ − 1)p3p3/

(
(p1)2 + (p2)2 + (p3)2

)
,

L(p)ik = 0 = δik + (γ − 1)pipk/|~p|2, para i, k = 2, 3,

(A.11)

where
vx = v,

vy = vz = p2 = p3 = 0,

|~p| =
√

(p1)2 + (p2)2 + (p3)2,

γ = (1− v2
x/c

2)−1/2 =
√
|~p|2 +M2c2/Mc.

(A.12)

3This substitution by hyperbolic functions was introduced by the very first time by Hermann Minkonski
[89] in 1908 in his article “The Basic Equations of Electromagnetic Processes in Moving Bodies”.
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�

This is the boost in x-direction. It is easy to show that Eq. (3.8) has this form for a
boost in any selected direction, after following the previous procedure.



Appendix B

Wigner Rotation

B.1 Wigner rotation definition

In the Section 3.1.1 we have a particle with a quantum state |k, σ〉 described in its own
frame. The particle leaves the laboratory frame in x-direction with a speed v. In the frame
of the laboratory the quantum state is |p, σ〉 = U(L(p))|k, σ〉.

Later, an observer moves away from the laboratory in z-direction with speed V . Then,
we want to get the unitary operator U(Λ) that describe the quantum state of the particle
with respect the a moving observer, where Λ is the Lorentz transformation which connects
the moving observer frame with the laboratory frame.

Thus, the quantum state must be described by

|p′, σ′〉 = U(Λ)|p, σ〉, (B.1)

where the primed state of the left is the state that see the moving observer, meanwhile the
unprimed state is the laboratory description.

Now we can introduce the equivalence of the state in laboratory frame, that is, |p, σ〉 =

U(L(p))|k, σ〉, then
|p′, σ′〉 = U(Λ)U(L(p))|k, σ〉. (B.2)

As we now, the product of two unitary operators is another unitary operator [75] which
satisfy the condition U(T2)U(T1)|ψ〉 = U(T2T1)|ψ〉. Therefore

|p′, σ′〉 = U(ΛL(p))|k, σ〉. (B.3)

Thus, it is possible to introduce a product of two unitary operators which effect is null,
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that is, U(T−1)U(T )|ψ〉 = |ψ〉. This is equivalent to multiply by a unitary matriz, i.e.
U(T−1)U(T ) = U(T−1T ) = 1. Thus, we can apply this kind of operator in Eq. (B.3).

|p′, σ′〉 = U
(
L(Λp)−1L(Λp)

)
U(ΛL(p))|k, σ〉, (B.4)

where Λp is the Lorentz transformation that connects the 4-momentum pµ
′ , which is mea-

sured by the moving observer with el 4-momentum measured by the laboratory pµ. That is,
pµ

′
= Λµ

νp
ν = (Λp)µ.

Now we can separate and arrange terms of Eq. (B.3) in order to get

|p′, σ′〉 = U(L(Λp)−1)U(L(Λp))U(Λ)U(L(p))|k, σ〉
= U(L(Λp))

[
U
(
L(Λp)−1ΛL(p)

)]
|k, σ〉. (B.5)

Finally it can be expressed as

|p′, σ′〉 = U(L(Λp))U(W (Λ, p))|k, σ〉, (B.6)

�

This way it is proved thatW (Λ, p) = L(Λp)−1ΛL(p) in Eq. (3.9). The product of Lorentz
transformationsW (Λ, p) is known as Wigner rotation, in honor of the work of Eugene Wigner
of 1939 On unitary representations of the inhomogeneous Loretz group [29].

The previous procedure can be summarized in the flow chart of the Figure B.1.

B.2 Wigner rotation for two inertial observers

In order to get the equation (3.13) from the Wigner rotation (3.9) for inertial observers, we
will follow the flow chart of Fig. B.1.

In the “rest” frame of a particle1, the 4-momentum is described by

kµ = (Mc, 0, 0, 0). (B.7)
1That is, the 4-momentum of the particle that an observer mounted in the particle measures itself.
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Figure B.1: Flow chart from Lorentz transformations to Wigner rotation.
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A Lorentz transformation (see Appendix A)

L(p) =


cosh ξ sinh ξ 0 0

sinh ξ cosh ξ 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

 (B.8)

is then applied to get the 4-momentum pµ = L(p)µνk
ν of the laboratory that moves away

relative to the particle in x-direction to the left, with speed tanh ξ = v/c, that is,

pµ = (Mc cosh ξ,Mc sinh ξ, 0, 0). (B.9)

After that in a similar way, an another Lorentz transformation

Λ =


coshχ 0 0 − sinhχ

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

− sinhχ 0 0 coshχ

 (B.10)

is applied now over pµ to get the 4-momentum pµ
′

= Λµ
νp
ν of the particle as a inertial

observer measures it when he/she moves away from the laboratory in the positive z-direction,
with speed tanhχ = V/c:

pµ
′
= Mc(coshσ, cos θ sinhσ, 0, sin θ sinhσ), (B.11)

where in a convenient way [23] it has been substituted

coshσ = coshχ cosh ξ,

sinhσ =
√

cosh2 χ cosh2 ξ − 1,

sin θ = − sinhχ cosh ξ/ sinhσ,

cosh θ = sinh ξ/ sinhσ.

(B.12)

The 4-momentum pµ
′ we call Λp. Next we apply to this momentum the standard Lorentz

transformation L(Λp), which takes k → Λp from the rest directly. From Eq. (3.8) we know
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that p1 = cos θ sinhσ and p3 = sin θ sinhσ, thus

L(Λp) =


coshσ cos θ sinhσ 0 sin θ sinhσ

cos θ sinhσ 1 + (cosh σ − 1) cos2 θ 0 (coshσ − 1) cos θ sin θ

0 0 1 0

sin θ sinhσ (coshσ − 1) cos θ sin θ 0 1 + (coshσ − 1) sin2 θ

 . (B.13)

But its inverse matrix is the transformation of our interest to get the Wigner rotation,
therefore

L−1(Λp) =


coshσ − cos θ sinhσ 0 − sin θ sinhσ

− cos θ sinhσ 1 + (cosh σ − 1) cos2 θ 0 (coshσ − 1) cos θ sin θ

0 0 1 0

− sin θ sinhσ (coshσ − 1) cos θ sin θ 0 1 + (coshσ − 1) sin2 θ

 . (B.14)

Then, is easy to show that the L−1(Λp)µν(Λp)
ν = kµ, as is concluded in the Fig. B.1.

In order to calculate the Wigner rotation, there is required the matrix product must
satisfy

ΛL(p) =


cosh ξ coshχ sinh ξ coshχ 0 − sinhχ

sinh ξ coshxi 0 0

0 0 1 0

− sinh ξ sinhχ sinh ξ sinhχ 0 coshχ

 . (B.15)

Thus, the Wigner rotation obtained (3.9) for this case is

W (Λ, p) =


1 0 0 0

0
cosh ξ + coshχ

cosh ξ coshχ− 1
0

sinh ξ sinhχ

cosh ξ coshχ− 1
0 0 1 0

0 − sinh ξ sinhχ

cosh ξ coshχ− 1
0

cosh ξ + coshχ

cosh ξ coshχ− 1

 . (B.16)

In order to confirm that the Wigner rotation is reduced to a rotation around the y-axis,
we can choose a spatial vector zµ = (0, 0, 0, 1), which is mounted in the rest frame of the
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particle. The product W (Λ, p)µνz
ν is given by

Wz =


0

sinh ξ sinhχ

cosh ξ coshχ− 1
0

cosh ξ + coshχ

cosh ξ coshχ− 1

 . (B.17)

This last result represents a pure rotation around the y-axis, because the two boost in
Eq. (B.15) are in the plane xz [23]. This new vector zµ′ = (Wz)µ has components only in
the axes x and z, with an rotation angle δ relative to the reference frame of the particle
defined as

tan δ =
sinh ξ sinhχ

cosh ξ + coshχ
. (B.18)

�
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introduced to ensure static reference frames to measure or prepare the spin state. These
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Abstract: Spin precession for an Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen pair of spin-1/2 massive particles in

equatorial orbits around a Kerr–Newman black hole is studied. Hovering observers are introduced to

ensure static reference frames to measure or prepare the spin state. These observers also guarantee a

reliable direction to compare spin states in rotating black holes. The velocity of the particles due to

frame-dragging is explicitly incorporated by addition of velocities with respect the hovering observers

and the corresponding spin precession angle is computed. The spin-singlet state is proved to be mixed

with the spin-triplet by dynamical and gravity effects, thus it is found that a perfect anticorrelation of

entangled states for these observers is explicitly deteriorated. Finally, an analysis concerning the

different limit cases of parameters of spin precession including the frame-dragging effects is carried

out. VC 2013 Physics Essays Publication. [http://dx.doi.org/10.4006/0836-1398-26.1.86]

Résumé: La précession de spin pour une paire EPR des particules massives avec spin 1/2 en

orbites équatoriales autour d’un trou noir de Kerr–Newman est étudiée. Des observateurs station-

aires sont présents pour assurer des cadres de références fixes pour mesurer et préparer l’état de

spin. Ces observateurs garantissent aussi une direction fiable pour comparer des états de spin dans

des trous noirs en rotation. La vitesse des particules par l’effet Lense-Thirring est explicitement

incorporée par l’addition des vitesses en ce qui concerne les observateurs stationaires et l’angle de

précession de spin correspondant est calculé. L’état de spin singulet est observé pour être mélangé

avec l’état de spin triplet par les effets de la dynamique et de la gravitation, ainsi il a été trouvé

qu’une anti-corrélation parfaite d’états intriqués est explicitement détériorée selon ces observateurs.

Finalement, une analyse concernant les différents cas limites des paramètres de précession de spin

incluant les effets de Lense-Thirring est effectuée.

Key words: Entanglement; EPR Particles; Bell’s Inequality; Spin; Frame-Dragging; Hovering Observers; Black Hole; Kerr–-

Newman Spacetime; Wigner Rotation; Vierbein; Angular Momentum; Charged Body.

I. INTRODUCTION

Entanglement of quantum states is a very interesting

subject which has had a great deal of attention as a funda-

mental issue in physics since Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen

(EPR) famous paper.1 With the work by Bohm–Aharanov2

for spin-entangled particles and Bell’s hidden variables,3 it

was possible to realize that quantum mechanics is the correct

description of the quantum phenomena and eventual experi-

mental results4–6 confirmed this fact. In recent years, a great

deal of research on entangled states has been focused on

quantum communication and teleportation,7–9 quantum

computation,10–13 and quantum cryptography.14,15

More recently the some general behavior of the

entangled behavior of quantum states has been studied in the

literature. The first steps were taken in the context of special

relativity16–21 and later they were integrated within the

framework of general relativity for the Schwarzschild space-

time22 and for the Kerr–Newman spacetime.23

In particular for the case of the Schwarzschild spacetime,

Terashima and Ueda22 considered a pair of spinning particles

in an entangled state moving on equatorial motion. Their

results showed that the acceleration and the gravitational

effects spoiled the EPR correlation precisely in the directions

that are the same than in nonrelativistic theory, and it appa-

rently decreases the degree of the violation of Bell’s inequal-

ity. In the mentioned remarkable paper, they also found that

near the event horizon of the black hole, the spin precession

is extremely fast. Consequently, it can be argued that there

exists a small uncertainty in the identification of the positions

of the observers leading to a fatal error in the identification

of the measurement directions needed to maintain the perfect

EPR correlation. This implies that the choices of the four-

velocity and the vierbein (or tetrad) are very important for

nonlocal communication in a curved spacetime using an

EPR pair of spins.22

The case of a rotating and charged black hole was stud-

ied in Ref. 23. There it was considered an observer at infinity

and a free falling observer and it is found that the EPR corre-

lation is unmeasurable for both cases at the event horizon

and below. The spin precession approaches negatively to

a)felipe.robledopd@uanl.edu.mx
b)compean@fis.cinvestav.mx
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infinity and that result implies an impossibility to extract the

EPR correlation in that region.

The aim of the present paper is to extend previous

work22,23 by considering a different kind of observers (not at

infinity) and by including the frame-dragging effects explic-

itly. For this, we consider Kerr–Newman spacetime in a dif-

ferent coordinate system from that it was used in Ref. 23 and

then we study the effects in the different limiting cases.

The approach we used in the present paper follows

mainly that of Terashima and Ueda22 in analysis, notations,

and conventions. The main idea is to look at the structure

behind a Wigner rotation on the spin quantum state, which is

locally well defined in the nonrelativistic theory. This trans-

formation must preserve quantum probabilities of finding the

spin state in the particular direction measured on a local iner-

tial frame. In order to guarantee this, the transformation

changing quantum state from a point to another one must be

unitary. The Wigner rotation matrix24 precisely achieves

this. The rotation is composed by infinitesimal Lorentz trans-

formations, which consist of a boost along the radial direc-

tion and a rotation in the angle direction of the orbital

particle. Finally, it is found a precession of spin of a particle

moving in curved spacetime due to the acceleration of the

particle by an external force and due to the difference

between local inertial frames at different points.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II is an over-

view of the Kerr–Newman black hole, its particular metric,

their local inertial frames and event horizons. In Section III,

the frame-dragging is discussed and the hovering observers

are introduced. Section IV formulates step by step the spin

precession in circular orbits of massive particles moving in

equator and Section calculates the EPR correlation by

Wigner rotations due to the motion and dragging velocity of

each particle over the rotating spacetime. The relativistic

addition of velocities is performed by the introduction of the

zero angular momentum observers (ZAMOs) as a prelimi-

nary step. Our results are discussed in Section VI in terms of

the limiting values of the different parameters. Then

Reissner–Nordström, Kerr, and Kerr–Newman cases are ana-

lyzed independently and with these results the Bell’s in-

equality is analyzed, closing the section. Conclusions and

final remarks are presented in Section VII.

II. ROTATING AND CHARGED BLACK HOLES: THE
KERR–NEWMAN GEOMETRY

The Kerr–Newman solutions form a three-parameter

family of spacetime metrics, which in Boyer–Lindquist coor-

dinates25,26 is given by

ds2 ¼�
�D
R
ðdt� a sin2 hd/Þ2 þ R

�D
dr2

þ Rdh2 þ sin2 h
R
½adt� ðr2 þ a2Þd/�2; (1)

where

�D ¼ r2 � 2mr þ a2 þ e2;

R ¼ r2 þ a2 cos2 h:
(2)

The three parameters of the family are electric charge e,

angular momentum a, and mass m. The spacetime metric is

expressed in geometric units (G¼ 1 and c¼ 1).

When �D!0 the metric coefficient grr!0, then Eq. (1)

becomes problematic and the metric fails to be strongly

asymptotically predictable, and thus it does not describe

black holes.25 Therefore, this metric has physical meaning

when a2þ e2�m2, which is consequence of solving
�D¼ r2� 2mrþ a2þ e2¼ 0 in grr. This component of the

metric establishes two possible values of r for the

Kerr–Newman black holes,

r6 ¼ m6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2 � a2 � e2
p

; (3)

whose horizon is denoted by rþ. As in the Schwarzschild

case, r> rþ is the region where we can obtain sensible causal

information of the system.

An important difference in Kerr–Newman is that the ho-

rizon is below the Schwarzschild radius rS¼ 2 m, as can be

seen from rþ equation. When a2þ e2¼m2 it is called

extreme Kerr–Newman black hole, hence rþ¼ r� and the

horizon is placed at r¼m.

In order to describe the motion of spinning particles in a

curved spacetime, the local inertial frame at each point is

defined by a vierbein chosen as26

el
0ðxÞ ¼

r2 þ a2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�DR
p ; 0; 0;

affiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�DR
p

� �
; el

1ðxÞ ¼ 0;

ffiffiffiffi
�D
R

r
; 0; 0

 !
;

el
2ðxÞ ¼ 0; 0;

1ffiffiffiffi
R
p ; 0

� �
; el

3ðxÞ ¼
a sin hffiffiffiffi

R
p ; 0; 0;

1ffiffiffiffi
R
p

sin h

� �
:

(4)

It is easy to show that this vierbein satisfies the standard

conditions,27

el
aðxÞe�bðxÞgl�ðxÞ ¼ gab;

ea
lðxÞe�aðxÞ ¼ d�l;

ea
lðxÞe

l
bðxÞ ¼ da

b;

(5)

where the Latin indices are Lorentz indices and take the val-

ues 0, 1, 2, 3; the Greek indices run over the four general-

coordinate labels (t, r, h, /) and Einstein’s sum convention

on the repeated indices is assumed.

In Ref. 23, a similar analysis was carried out, but a dif-

ferent vierbein was chosen, where the frame-dragging effects

were not explicitly taken into account.
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III. FRAME-DRAGGING

Consider a freely falling test particle with four-velocity

ul in the exterior of a Kerr–Newman black hole. The covari-

ant component of a four-velocity in a direction of a given

symmetry (Killing vector field) is a constant. For an observer

at infinite, there are two conserved quantities: the relativistic

energy per unit mass E¼�u/ and the angular momentum

per unit mass Lz¼ u/.

Since gl� is independent of /, the trajectory of the parti-

cle still conserves angular momentum u/. But the presence

of gt/= 0 in the metric introduces an important new effect

on the particle trajectories.28 The free fall test particle will

acquire angular momentum as it is approaching the black

hole. To see this, consider the contravariant four-velocity for

a test particle, which is

dt

ds
¼ ut ¼ gttut þ gt/u/;

d/
ds
¼ u/ ¼ gt/ut þ g//u/:

(6)

This test particle would be falling now from infinite with

originally zero angular momentum, i.e., u/¼ 0. Despite the

fact that initially the particle falls radially with no angular

momentum, it acquires an angular motion during the in

fall,29 that is, from Eq. (6) the angular velocity as seen by a

distant observer is given by

xðr; hÞ ¼ d/
dt
¼ d/=ds

dt=ds
¼ u/

ut
¼ gt/

gtt
: (7)

Equation (7) stands for a rotating relativistic body influ-

ences the surrounding matter through its rotation. Thus a par-

ticle dropped in a Kerr-like black hole from infinity (large

distances) is dragged just by the influence of gravity so that

it acquires an angular velocity x in the same direction of

rotation of the black hole. This effect decreases with dis-

tance.28 From a physical point of view, we can interpret this

phenomenon as a dragging of the local inertial frames by the

rotating hole. This inertial frame rotates with an angular ve-

locity x relative to infinity, hence it is dragged with the rota-

tion of the hole.29

Consider now the same particle in circular orbit around

the rotating black hole (ur¼ u/¼ 0). From Eq. (6), we get

u/
fd ¼ �

gt/

g//
ut

fd ¼ xut
fd; (8)

where we now identify ul
fd as the velocity of the particle due

to this frame-dragging. Using the normalization condition

for velocities ulul¼�1, it can be shown that

ut
fd ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�g//

gttg// � ðgt/Þ2

s
: (9)

Both Eqs. (8) and (9) constitute the components of the

four-velocity of a test particle due to the frame-dragging as

seen by a distant observer in the general frame.

We shall see later that the spin precession angle is calcu-

lated by infinitesimal Lorentz transformations of the velocity

of a particle in a local inertial frame, because the spin is only

defined in this kind of frames. Then, in order to find the veloc-

ity of a particle in a local inertial frame, we will consider a

convenient set of hovering observers that will be useful to

measure or prepare the relevant spin states. But first, as seen

by long distances observers, the contravariant four-velocity is

ul
h ¼ ðdt=ds; 0; 0; 0Þ ¼ ðð�gttÞ�1=2; 0; 0; 0Þ; (10)

and their covariant four-velocity is obtained by lowering

indices, that is,

ulh
¼ � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�gtt

p
; 0; 0;

gt/ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�gtt
p

� �
: (11)

On the other hand, the energy of a particle with respect

to a local observer is the time component of the four-

momentum of the particle in the observer’s frame of refer-

ence. It is obtained by projecting out the four-momentum of

the particle on the four-velocity of the observer, i.e.,

mul(ul)observer¼�E.
Thus, the energy of the particle per unit mass due to the

frame-dragging velocity with respect to a hovering observer

is

ul
fdulh

¼ �Eh ¼ �cfd; (12)

where cfd¼ (1� v2
fd)�1/2 is the usual relativistic gamma fac-

tor, vfd is the local velocity of the particle due to the frame-

dragging, and Eh is the relativistic energy per unit mass of

the particle relative to a stationary hovering observer. It must

not be confused with the energy E as seen by an observer at

infinity, at the beginning of this section.

The local velocity due to the frame-dragging is then

obtained from Eq. (12), and can be expressed as tanh g¼ vfd.

Consequently, the local inertial velocity due to the

frame-dragging and measured by a hovering observer will be

ua
fd ¼ cfdð1; 0; 0; vfdÞ: (13)

The scalar product Eq. (12), the energy per unit mass Eh,

is an invariant because it takes the same value, independently

of the coordinate system used to evaluate it. If we choose

another observer with known velocity 4-vector, like an iner-

tial observer or a free falling observer, he/she will measure

the same energy per unit mass due to the frame-dragging of

the particle, by equivalent projection Eq. (12). This physical

quantity in two local frames of the same event (hovering and

inertial observers for example) will be connected by a Lor-

entz transformation between them even though one or both

of the frames may be accelerating. This follows because the

instantaneous rates of clocks and lengths of rods are not

affected by accelerations and depend only on the relative

velocities.29

Then, gathering previous results for Kerr–Newman met-

ric, we can obtain the local inertial velocity as measured by a

local observer.

The angular velocity Eq. (7) on equator h¼ p/2 is
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x ¼ a
2mr � e2

ðr2 þ a2Þ2 � a2 �D

 !
; (14)

where positive a implies positive x, so the particle

acquires an angular velocity in the direction of the spin of

the hole.

Therefore, as seen by a distant observer, the general

four-velocities components u/
fd and ut

fd can be obtained from

Eqs. (8) and (9), that is,

ul
fd ¼

g//

�D

� �1=2

ð1; 0; 0;xÞ; (15)

and from Eqs. (11), (12), and (15), the relativistic gamma

factor and the local inertial frame velocity are

cfd ¼
r2

ffiffiffiffi
�D
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð�D� a2Þ½ðr2 þ a2Þ2 � a2 �D�

q ;

vfd ¼ a
r2 þ a2 � �D

r2
ffiffiffiffi
�D
p

� �
:

(16)

Finally, from Eq. (13) the local four-velocity due to

frame-dragging measured by a hovering observer is

ua
fd ¼

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð�D� a2Þ½ðr2 þ a2Þ2 � a2 �D�

q
� ðr2

ffiffiffiffi
�D

p
; 0; 0; aðr2 þ a2 � �DÞÞ: (17)

Now if tanhg¼ vfd, Eq. (17) can be re-expressed as

ua
fd ¼ ðcosh g; 0; 0; sinh gÞ; (18)

where

cosh g ¼ r2
ffiffiffiffi
�D
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð�D� a2Þ½ðr2 þ a2Þ2 � a2 �D�

q ;

sinh g ¼ aðr2 þ a2 � �DÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð�D� a2Þ½ðr2 þ a2Þ2 � a2 �D�

q :

(19)

But it can be found a relative motion between the hover-

ing observer and the local frame given by

ua
h¼ gabel

bulh
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�D

�D�a2 sin2 h

s
;0;0;� asinhffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�D�a2 sin2 h
p

0
@

1
A

¼ðcoshj;0;0;�sinhjÞ; (20)

which implies that the hovering observer is not at rest in the

local frame Eq. (4).

We can remove this relative motion by a local Lorentz

transformation and its inverse, that is,

Ka
b ¼

cosh j 0 0 sinh j

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

sinh j 0 0 sinh j

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA
;

Kb
a ¼

cosh j 0 0 � sinh j

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

� sinh j 0 0 sinh j

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA
:

(21)

Therefore, we shall consider a new vierbein ~el
a ¼Ka

beb
l,

expressed by

~el
0ðxÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R

�D� a2 sin2 h

r
;0;0;0

� �
;

~el
1ðxÞ ¼ 0;

ffiffiffiffi
�D
R

r
;0;0

 !
;

~el
2ðxÞ ¼ 0;0;

1ffiffiffiffi
R
p ;0

� �
;

~el
3ðxÞ ¼ � aðr2þ a2� �DÞ sinhffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�DR
p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�D� a2 sin2 h
p ;0;0;

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�D� a2 sin2 h
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�DR
p

sinh

 !
:

(22)

We can confirm that in the new local frame defined by

Eq. (22), the hovering observer is at rest, i.e.,

~ua
h ¼ gab~el

bulh¼ (1, 0, 0, 0). Also it can be confirmed the

local velocity of the freely falling particle ~ua
fd ¼ gab~el

bulfd is

still given by Eq. (17), which is important because we have

to know the velocity due to the frame-dragging measured by

a hovering observer with the right static coordinate frame.

Thus, we shall use the veirbein Eq. (22) from now on.

Another feature of Kerr-like spacetime is the static limit
surface. Consider a stationary particle, i.e., r¼ constant,

h¼ constant, and /¼ constant. Thus, from spacetime metric

Eq. (1), we have

�ds2 ¼ gttdt2: (23)

Then, for gtt � 0 this condition cannot be fulfilled, so a

massive particle cannot be stationary within the surface

gtt¼ 0, because, as we already know, a particle will acquire

four-velocity due to the frame-dragging Eq. (6). Photons can

satisfy this condition and only they can be stationary at the

static limit. This is the reason why it is called static surface.

Solving the condition gtt ¼ 0 for r gives us the radius of

the static limit surface

rst ¼ mþ ðm2 � e2 � a2 cos2 hÞ1=2: (24)

This radius is showed in Fig. 1 as rst and is above the ho-

rizon rþ as we can see. It is important to emphasize that the

static limit surface is not a horizon.29 Later, we shall see why
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this is not a horizon for spin precession angle, but a limit for

keeping the perfect anticorrelation.

IV. SPIN PRECESSION IN A KERR–NEWMAN
BLACK HOLE

Now we consider massive particles with spin-1/2 in a

Kerr–Newman black hole moving in a circular motion with

radius r on the equatorial plane h¼p/2. In spherical coordi-

nates, the relevant velocity vector has two components, the

temporal and the /-coordinate at constant radius. The veloc-

ity vector field in Minkowski’s flat-space determines the

motion by the proper-velocity with v¼ tanhn¼ (1� 1/c2)1/2,

where c¼ (1� v2)�1/2.

Following Ref. 22, we will use the local velocity

ua¼ (coshn, 0, 0, sinhn). Any local vector can be described

on a general reference frame through a vierbein transforma-

tion. Local velocity then transforms as ul ¼ ~el
aua. Then a

general contravariant 4-velocity is obtained as

ut ¼ rffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�D� a2
p cosh n� aðr2 þ a2 � �DÞ

r
ffiffiffiffi
�D
p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�D� a2
p sinh n;

u/ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�D� a2
p

r
ffiffiffiffi
�D
p sinh n;

(25)

and the covariant vector can be obtained by lowering indices

of contravariant velocity by ul¼ gl�u
�. These velocities sat-

isfy the normalization condition ulul¼�1 which ensure

that any material particle travels with velocity lower than

speed of light1.

For the particle moving in orbital motion, we must apply

an external force against the centrifugal force and the grav-

ity. The acceleration due to this external force is given by

alðxÞ ¼ u�ðxÞr�u
lðxÞ: (26)

On equatorial plane the acceleration yields

ar ¼ 1

r3ð�D� a2Þ
½��Dðe2 � mrÞ cosh2 n

þ 2
ffiffiffiffi
�D

p
aðe2 � mrÞ cosh n sinh n

� ða2ð�Dþ r2 � mrÞ � �D2Þ sinh2 n�: (27)

In Section V, the frame-dragging velocity will be incor-

porated into velocity Eq. (25). The incorporation of the

frame-dragging Eq. (17) leaves unchanged the structure of

acceleration Eq. (26). This fact is due to the frame-dragging

velocity ua
fd is independent of t and /. Thus the covariant

derivatives of ut and u/ with respect to t and / are not

modified.

The change in the local inertial frame will be measured

by va
b and consists of a boost along the 1-axis and a rotation

about the 2-axis and it is given by

va
b ¼ �u�xa

�b; (28)

where x�
a
b are the connection one-forms which are defined

as

xa
lb ¼ �~e�bðxÞrl~ea

�ðxÞ ¼ ~ea
�ðxÞrl~e�bðxÞ: (29)

In our particular situation, these connection components

are easily computed,

x0
t1¼�

ðe2�mrÞ
ffiffiffiffi
�D
p

r3
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�D�a2
p ; x1

t3¼
aðe2�mrÞ
r3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�D�a2
p ;

x0
/1¼

aðe2�mrÞ
ffiffiffiffi
�D
p

r3
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�D�a2
p ; x1

/3¼
a2r2� �Dr2þma2r�a2e2

r3
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�D�a2
p :

(30)

Therefore, the relevant boosts are described by the function,

v0
1 ¼

e2 � mr

r2ð�D� a2Þ
ð
ffiffiffiffi
�D

p
cosh n� a sinh nÞ; (31)

while the rotation about the 2-axis is given by

v1
3¼�

1

r2ð�D�a2Þ

� aðe2�mrÞcoshnþ½a
2ð�Dþr2�mrÞ� �D2�ffiffiffiffi

�D
p sinhn

� �
:

(32)

Next step is to relate the boost and rotation2 with the

rotation of the local four-momentum on the plane traced by

the general four-vectors of velocity and acceleration. Then

we can compute the infinitesimal Lorentz transformation

given by

FIG. 1. An EPR gedanken experiment in the Kerr–Newman spacetime with

an angular momentum parameter a. Two hovering observers (indicated by

gray circles) and a static EPR source (gray square) are located at /¼6U
and 0, respectively. Both entangled particles are subject to the frame-

dragging ua
fd and leave the source with a local velocity

v¼ tanhn¼ tanh(f 6 g) with regard to the hovering observers, which have

plus sign for traveling on favor the rotation of black hole and minus for the

opposite direction.

1By the relativistic addition of velocities, the frame-dragging velocity will

be incorporated on ua
6¼ (coshn6, 0, 0, sinhn6) in Sec. V, with the argu-

ment n redefined by n6¼ f6g. The positive sign corresponds to a particle

corotating with respect to the rotation of the hole and negative for counter-

rotation. 2Which represent the change on the local inertial frame along ul(x).
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ka
bðxÞ ¼ �

1

m
½aaðxÞpbðxÞ � paðxÞabðxÞ� þ va

b; (33)

where the local four-momentum defined as pa(x)¼ (mcoshn,

0, 0, msinhn).

The boost along the 1-axis and the rotation about the

2-axis are, respectively,

k0
1 ¼ �

sinh n

r2
ffiffiffiffi
�D
p
ð�D� a2Þ

� ½A sinh n cosh n� Bðcosh2 nþ sinh2 nÞ�;

k1
3 ¼

cosh n

r2
ffiffiffiffi
�D
p
ð�D� a2Þ

� ½A sinh n cosh n� Bðcosh2 nþ sinh2 nÞ�;

(34)

where

A ¼ �D2 � ða2 þ mr � e2Þ�D� a2r2 þ a2mr;

B ¼ a
ffiffiffiffi
�D
p
ðe2 � mrÞ:

(35)

Thus, we can get the change of the spin which is

expressed as

#i
kðxÞ ¼ ki

kðxÞ þ
ki

0ðxÞpkðxÞ � kk0ðxÞpiðxÞ
p0ðxÞ þ m

: (36)

In our case, it becomes a rotation about the 2-axis

through an angle,

#1
3¼

1

r2
ffiffiffiffi
�D
p
ð�D�a2Þ

½Asinhncoshn�Bðcosh2 nþsinh2 nÞ�:

(37)

Then, the complete rotation matrix due to the infinitesi-

mal Lorentz transformations is given by

#a
bðxÞ ¼

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 #1
3

0 0 0 0

0 �#1
3 0 0

0
BB@

1
CCA: (38)

In nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, the only kine-

matic transformations of reference frames that are allowed to

consider are translations and rotations, which are explicitly

unitary. In relativistic quantum mechanics, one should also

consider boosts, which are explicitly nonunitary. Regardless

of this, the particle states undergoes an effective momentum

dependent local unitary rotation under boosts governed by

the little group of Wigner rotation for massive particles,

which leaves the appropriate local rest momentum invariant.

This group is SO(3) for massive particles which is the group

of ordinary rotations in 3D.16

In the case of the curved spacetime, the quantum state of

one particle jpa(x),r;xi transforms under a local Lorentz

transformation as

UðKðxÞÞjpaðxÞ; r; xi ¼
X
r0

D
ð1=2Þ
r0r ðWðxÞÞjKpaðxÞ; r0; xi;

(39)

where r represents the spin state. The local Wigner rotation

is calculated by Wa
b(x):Wa

b(K(x),p(x)).

If a particle moves along a path xl(s) from xl
i(si) to

xl
f(sf), the iteration of the infinitesimal transformation for a

finite proper time gives the corresponding finite Wigner

rotation,

Wa
bðxf ; xiÞ ¼ lim

N!1

YN
k¼0

da
b þ #a

bðxðkÞÞ
h

N

� �

¼ T exp

ðsf

si

#a
bðxðsÞÞds

� �
;

(40)

as proved in Ref. 22. Then a total argument U is computed

by integrating out d/¼ u/ds, and the operator T is not

needed because #a
b is constant during the motion3. Therefore,

the velocity u/ represents a trivial rotation about the 2-axis,

u/ � u1
3 ¼ �u3

1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�D� a2
p

r
ffiffiffiffi
�D
p sinh n; (41)

since the curved spacetime defines the parallel transport

needed to compare local inertial frames from one point to

another.

Thus, the Wigner rotation becomes a rotation about the

2-axis,

Wa
bð6U; 0Þ ¼ exp

ðU

0

#a
bðxÞ

u1
3ðxÞ

d/

� �
¼ exp

U
u/
#a

b

� �

¼

1 0 0 0

0 cos H 0 6 sin H

0 0 1 0

0 � sin H 0 cos H

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA;

(42)

where #a
b comes from Eq. (38), the angle of rotation is given

by H¼U#1
3/u/ and #1

3 for the Kerr–Newman spacetime was

given by Eq. (37), that is,

H ¼ U

rð�D� a2Þ3=2
½A cosh n� Bðcoth n cosh n� sinh nÞ�:

(43)

V. EPR CORRELATION

In the present work, we consider two observers and an

EPR source on the equator plane h¼p/2, at a fixed radius

above horizon (r> rþ), with azimuthal angles 6U for

observers and 0 for the EPR source. The observers and the

EPR source are assumed to be hovering Eq. (10) over the

black hole in order to keep them “at rest” in the

Boyer–Linquist coordinate system (t, r, h, /) and to use the

static local inertial frame Eq. (22) to measure or prepare the

spin state. The inertial frame is defined at each instant since

3The Kerr metric is the unique stationary axial-symmetric vacuum solution

as the Carter–Robinson theorem asserts29 and then #a
b is independent of the

time coordinate.
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the observers and EPR source are accelerated to keep staying

at constant radius, and they are not influenced by the frame-

dragging.

The EPR source emits a pair of entangled particles in op-

posite directions. The particles adopt a circular orbit in the

corotating frame of the black hole due to the frame-dragging

Eq. (15). This frame corresponds to have a ZAMOs. The

world line of these observers is orthogonal to the surface of

constant t, that is, dxlul
fd¼ 0. They have angular velocity x

as seen by a distant observer and the angular momentum of a

particle is conserved in its local inertial frame. We will adopt

a ZAMO observer as a preliminary step before we calculate

the total local inertial velocity measured by the hovering ob-

server. The local inertial velocity of the particles with con-

stant four-momenta leaving the source by EPR process is

vEPR¼ tanhf from the point of view of a ZAMO, thus,

ua
EPR ¼ ðcosh f; 0; 0; sinh fÞ: (44)

Therefore, from the point of view of a hovering ob-

server, the particles will have a local velocity given by the

relativistic addition of the velocity of ZAMOs Eq. (18)

measured by this hovering observer, plus the local velocity

of the particles measured by ZAMOs Eq. (44), that is,

tanhn¼ tanh(f 6 g), where n comes from Section IV.

Once the particles leave the EPR source, one travels in

direction of rotation of the black hole, and the other one trav-

els in the opposite direction. Then, the final constant four-

momenta is given by pa
6(x)¼ (mcosh(f 6 g), 0, 0,

msinh(f 6 g)) measured by a hovering observer.

This incorporation of velocity due to the frame-dragging

redefines Eq. (25) and all calculations of Section IV are con-

sequently affected by the motion of the EPR particles. But

the general structure is not modified and there appear no new

terms, as previously mentioned for the acceleration

computation.

Now, the spin-singlet state is defined by

jwi ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2
p ½jpa

þ; "; 0ijpa
�; #; 0i � jpa

þ; #; 0ijpa
�; "; 0i�; (45)

where for keeping a simple notation it was written only the

u coordinate in the argument. All the previous considera-

tions are depicted in a gedanken experiment shown in Fig. 1.

After a proper time U/u/
6, each particle reaches the cor-

responding observer. The Wigner rotation Eq. (42) becomes

Wa
bð6U; 0Þ ¼

1 0 0 0

0 cos H6 0 6 sin H6

0 0 1 0

0 � sin H6 0 cos H6

0
BB@

1
CCA; (46)

where the angle H6 is given by Eq. (43) with n substituted

by n6¼ f 6 g. The sign depends on whether the motion of

the entangled particle is in the same direction (or in the op-

posite sense) of the frame-dragging, that is,

H6 ¼
U

rð�D� a2Þ3=2
½A coshðf6gÞ

� Bðcothðf6gÞ coshðf6gÞ � sinhðf6gÞÞ�: (47)

The Wigner rotation is represented in terms of the Pauli’s

matrix ry as

D
ð1=2Þ
r0r ðWð6U; 0ÞÞ ¼ exp �i

ry

2
H6

� �
: (48)

Therefore, each particle state is transformed by the cor-

responding Wigner rotation, and the new total state is given

by jw0i ¼W(6U)jwi. Hence, in the local inertial frame at

/¼þU and �U, each particle state is transformed sepa-

rately by

jpa
6; "; 6Ui0 ¼ cos

H6

2
jpa

6; "; 6Ui6 sin
H6

2
jpa

6; #; 6Ui;

(49)

jpa
6;#;6Ui0 ¼�sin

H6

2
jpa

6;";6Uiþcos
H6

2
jpa

6;#;6Ui;

(50)

and the entangled state is described by

jwi0 ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2
p cos

Hþ þH�
2

� �
ðjpa
þ;";Uijpa

�;#;�Ui
�

�jpa
þ;#;Uijpa

�;";�UiÞ þ sin
Hþ þH�

2

� �

�ðjpa
þ;";Uijpa

�;";U�iþ jpa
þ;#;Uijpa

�;#;�UiÞ
�
:

(51)

This result includes the trivial rotation of the local iner-

tial frames 6U, and it can be eliminated by rotating the basis

at /¼6U about the 2-axis through the angles +U, respec-

tively, consequently we have

jpa
6; "; 6Ui00 ¼ cos

U
2
jpa

6; "; 6Ui6 sin
U
2
jpa

6; #; 6Ui;

(52)

jpa
6; #; 6Ui00 ¼ � sin

U
2
jpa

6; "; 6Ui þ cos
U
2
jpa

6; #; 6Ui:

(53)

In this basis, the state is written as follows:

jwi00 ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2
p ½cos Dðjpa

þ; "; Ui
0jpa
�; #;�Ui0

� jpa
þ; #; Ui

0jpa
�; ";�Ui0Þ

þ sin Dðjpa
þ; "; Ui

0jpa
�; "; U�i

0

þ jpa
þ; #; Ui

0jpa
�; #;�Ui0Þ�; (54)

where D¼ (HþþH�)/2�U. After some computations, the

angle D is simplified and it yields

D ¼ U
cosh g

rð�D� a2Þ3=2

�
A cosh f� B sinh f

(

� 2 cosh2 f� cosh2 g� sinh2 g

cosh2 f� cosh2 g

� ��
� 1

	
: (55)
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This is precisely the general relativistic effect that deterio-

rates the perfect anticorrelation in the directions that would

be the same as each other if the spacetime were flat with non-

relativistic particles. The spin-singlet state is mixed with the

spin-triplet state. This is because while the spin-singlet state

is invariant under spatial rotations, it is not invariant under

Lorentz transformations Eq. (34).

This deterioration of the perfect anticorrelation is conse-

quence of the manifest difference between the rotation matrix

element #1
3 and trivial rotation /1

3. It is important to note that

the entanglement is still invariant under local unitary opera-

tions, and then it does not mean to spoil the nonlocal correla-

tion. Because the relativistic effect arises from acceleration

and gravity, the perfect anticorrelation can be still employed

for quantum communication, by rotating the direction of mea-

surement about the 2-axis through the angles +H in the local

inertial frames of the hovering observers. The parallel trans-

port in general relativity Eq. (28) does not give the directions

that maintain the perfect anticorrelation, because the rotation

matrix elements Eq. (38) and the components of the change in

local inertial frame Eq. (28) do not coincide.

VI. KERR–NEWMAN SPIN PRECESSION RESULTS

As Terashima and Ueda showed22 for a Schwarzschild

black hole, the acceleration and gravity deteriorate the EPR

correlation for particles in a circular motion in equatorial

plane. We summarize their results by describing in four im-

portant regions relative to the black hole plotted in Fig. 2.

• Region I: r ! 1, v ! 0, or far away the black hole (no

gravitational effects) and static particles. This region corre-

sponds to the nonrelativistic limit, where there are no cor-

rections to quantum mechanics and where EPR proposed

their gedanken experiment.1 The precession angle vanishes

(D¼ 0) and we get the maximal violation of Bell’s

inequality.
• Region II: r!1, v! 1, it is still far away from the black

hole but relativistic corrections should be taken into

account, which were also studied by Terashima and Ueda

in Ref. 17. The angle D is positive and becomes infinite. It

is not possible to maintain perfect anticorrelation and the

particles cannot be used for quantum communication.
• Region III: r! rs, where rs¼ 2 m is the Schwarzschild ra-

dius (event horizon). Independently of local inertial veloc-

ity of the particles, the precession angle becomes infinite

(D ! �1). The static observers cannot extract the EPR

correlation from circularly moving particles unless they

have infinite accuracy in their own positions. To exploit

the EPR correlation on and beyond the horizon, the observ-

ers must choose a four-velocity and a nonsingular vierbein

at the horizon, and thus the observers must fall into the

black hole together with the particles.
• Region IV: Although acceleration and gravity deteriorate

the EPR correlation as Terashima and Ueda showed, it is

still possible to find a combination of local inertial velocity

and position respect to the black hole that keeps the perfect

anticorrelation. They defined a path where at radius r¼ r0

the angle D vanishes. We will identify this path as an addi-

tional region and it is between the other three regions.

Between these regions one can find values of the angle

(positive or negative) D, which deteriorates the perfect anti-

correlation in the directions that would be the same as each

other if the spacetime were flat.

We shall compare the Schwarzschild and Kerr–Newman

spacetimes and we will find interesting differences. Also,

with the results of Section V, we will analyze the influence

of each parameter on the spin precession. There will be re-

markable differences among these regions.

The parameters presented in figures are rates of the rele-

vant parameter with respect to m, thus the mass parameter is

used as a reference to express the charge and angular mo-

mentum ratio, represented by e/m for electric charge, a/m for

angular momentum. One of the axis plots v¼ vEPR for

the local inertial velocity due to the EPR process and

0<m/r< 1 for distance, with 0 corresponding to r at infinite

and 1 for r¼m, which is the smaller distance reached for

extreme black holes.

A. Reissner–Nordström case

This case corresponds to a Schwarzschild black hole

with a nonvanishing charge e. From the Kerr–Newman

spacetime, when a¼ 0, we recover the Reissner–Nordström

solutions and spin precession Eq. (55) reduces to

DRN ¼ U
r2 � 3mr þ 2e2

r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 � 2mr þ e2
p cosh f� 1

� �
: (56)

This expression has physical meaning when e�m,

which is a direct consequence from the event horizon Eq. (3)

for black holes.

The angle D on Eq. (56) is plotted in Fig. 3 as function of

the distance and local velocity v¼ vEPR. When m/r ! 0 the

experiment is placed far away from the black hole (r ! 1),

and m/r¼ 1 corresponds to the limit of distance that we can

reach for an extreme black hole with charge e¼m. When

FIG. 2. The angle D/U for a Schwarzschild black hole as function of 2m/r
and v, which is asymptotic to the event horizon rs¼ 2m, indicated by a dot-

ted line. Dashed line depicted the path r¼ r0 which the spin precession D
vanishes.
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v¼ 0 the particles are static in the EPR source and for v! 1,

they are ultrarelativistic particles. In Fig. 3, the precession

angle is plotted independently from the observer position

angle U. For e¼ 0, we recover all results of the spin preces-

sion for a Schwarzschild black hole and the horizon is at

r¼ 2 m.

The plots are quite similar as in the Schwarzschild case

(compare with Fig. 2). Analogous and interesting effects of

spin precession can be compared with Ref. 22 using the pre-

vious reviewed regions:

• Region I: The situation is identical to the Schwarzschild

black hole. The spacetime is Minkowskian and D! 0.
• Region II: Far away from the horizon rþ with v= 0, we

recover the spin precession found in special relativity and

the plot is asymptotic (see Fig. 3), i.e., limr!1D¼ coshf�1

in agreement to Ref. 17.
• Region III: A new effect occurs near the black hole horizon.

This effect corresponds to a shifting of horizon compared

with the Schwarzschild case, from r¼ 2 m to

r¼ rþ¼mþ (m2� e2)1/2. As the charge e is increased, we

reach values of r below the Schwarzschild horizon, it means

that we can calculate values of D at r¼ rþ< 2 m (see Fig. 1

where rst¼ 2 m). The lowest value of r that we can reach is

when e¼m for an extreme black hole, whose horizon is at

r¼ rþ¼m. These values of r are not allowed for the

Schwarzschild case. From Fig. 3, we see how the horizon is

shifted as the charge is increased. D ! �1 as the horizon

is reached, no matter the velocity of the particles considered.

EPR correlation then is totally lost. The same behavior of D
was present in Schwarzschild radius in Ref. 22.

The divergence of the spin precession originates from

the fact the vierbein Eq. (22) and the four-velocity Eq. (25)

become singular at the horizon rþ. These singularities are

connected with the breakdown of the coordinate system (t, r,
h, /).

• Region IV: It is still possible to keep circular orbits in the

path r¼ r0, with perfect anticorrelation D¼ 0. Thus, for a

particular position, the local inertial velocity of particles

vEPR must be tuned at the beginning from the source, In

Fig. 4, r0 is plotted for three suitable values of charge e in

function of position m/r and local inertial velocity v. We

can see that for large distances (m/r!0), it is possible to

have the perfect anticorrelation with low values of v.

Meanwhile, the horizon is reached, we must increase the

local velocity of the particles to keep the perfect

anticorrelation.

As in the Schwarzschild case, near the horizon there is a

not null precession angle (D= 0), independently of the ve-

locity of the particle. Then it is not possible to have a per-

fectly anticorrelated orbits. In Fig. 4, the limit circular orbits

correspond to the point where r0 ends on the top of the

FIG. 3. The precession angle D/U for a Reissner–Nordström black hole for two values of charge e. They are asymptotic to the horizon r¼ rþ (dashed line),

which is below the Schwarzschild radius rs¼ 2m (dotted line).

FIG. 4. Parametric plot of position m/r and local inertial velocity v for path

r0 that keep a perfect anticorrelation (D¼ 0) for a Reissner–Nordström black

hole.
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figure. For large values of e, we can have perfect anticorre-

lated orbits closer to the horizon, but there is no possible to

find a r0 below the Schwarzschild radius.

B. Kerr case

Now we consider a rotating black hole without charge. It

corresponds to the Kerr spacetime. The spin precession has

the same form of Eq. (55), but with different coefficients A
and B, that is, after setting e¼ 0, we get

DK ¼ U
cosh g

rðr2 � 2mrÞ3=2

�
AK cosh f� BK sinh f

(

� 2 cosh2 f� cosh2 g� sinh2 g

cosh2 f� cosh2 g

� ��
� 1

	
; (57)

where

AK ¼ r4 � 5mr3 þ 6m2r2 � 2a2mr;
BK ¼ �amr

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 � 2mr þ a2
p

:
(58)

The precession angle is plotted in Fig. 5 for two values

of angular momentum parameter a, as a function of distance

and local velocity v¼ vEPR. The distance is parameterized by

m/r which means the experiment is placed at infinite when

m/r ! 0, and m/r¼ 1 correspond to a “extreme” black hole,

i.e., a¼m. When v¼ 0, the particles are static at the EPR

source and for v ! 1, they are ultrarelativistic. The preces-

sion angle was plotted independently from the observer posi-

tion angle U. For a¼ 0, we recover all results of

Schwarzschild spin precession in Ref. 22 as expected.

The plot is quite similar to Fig. 2, but with important dif-

ferences. The effects due to the acceleration and gravity ana-

lyzed by regions are:

• Region I: Again the situation is identical to the Schwarzs-

child’s black hole. The frame-dragging has no contribution

because it decreases with distance. Therefore, the space-

time is Minkowskian and D! 0 as v¼ vEPR! 0.

• Region II: There are no new effects. The frame-dragging

has no contribution and the angle D is asymptotic to infi-

nite when v! 1 for ultrarelativistic particles.
• Region III: In the Schwarzschild and Reissner–Nordström

spacetime, the divergence of the spin precession (D!�1)

was at the horizon. Now, the divergence is present in two

locations, one of them at the static limit surface and the other

one is through the path defined by vEPR¼ vfd.

The first divergence in Eq. (57) is related to the static

limit surface. As mentioned in Section III, any particle ac-

quire velocity due to the frame-dragging as it falls to the

black hole. When this particle reaches the static limit sur-

face at r¼ 2m for equatorial plane, its velocity tends

asymptotically to speed of light. In the left part of Eq. (57),

it is easy to see why precession angle diverges when dis-

tance is evaluated at 2m. The divergence of the spin pre-

cession in the Kerr spacetime originates from the fact that

the frame-dragging component Eq. (17) of the four-

velocity Eq. (25) becomes singular at the static limit rst.

This feature contrasts with the Reissner–Nordström case,

where the singularities were connected with the breakdown

of the coordinate system (t, r, h, /) at rþ.

Previously, it was mentioned that the static limit is not

a horizon. Beyond rst, it is still possible to get entangled

particles in circular orbits. The region inside the interval

rþ� r< 2m has a similar behavior as Region I and II (see

in particular Fig. 5(b) where is more clear this feature).

Frame-dragging has no effect and the precession angle DK

is asymptotic near the static limit at 2m and also for par-

ticles with vEPR! 1.

But near the horizon rþ the function (57) is well

defined. This is an unexpected result if we compare with

Scharzschild and Reissner–Nordström cases, where the ho-

rizon represents an asymptotic limit.

For r< rþ, the coordinate system breaks down and we

are unable to find the precession angle for orbital particles.

The second divergence corresponds to a coupling

between the EPR velocity and the frame-dragging. In

Fig. 5, it is represented by peaks an asymptotic infinite

FIG. 5. The precession angle D/U for a Kerr black hole for two values of angular momentum parameter a. They are asymptotic to the static limit rst¼ 2m and

along a path v¼ vfd. The peaks represent an asymptotic infinite wall.
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“wall.” This wall follows a curved path defined by

cosh2f¼ cosh2g in Eq. (57), which is easy to verify that

corresponds to vEPR¼ vfd.

When the velocity of the first particle equals the veloc-

ity of the frame-dragging, DK, becomes asymptotically in-

finity. Physically, one particle remains static because vEPR

equals vfd, meanwhile, the other particle continues his

travel, as seen by the hovering observer. The static particle

never reaches the observer, and therefore it is not possible

to know the anticorrelation between the particles.

This situation represents a particular feature for Kerr-

like spacetime. In Schwarzschild, Reissner–Nordström and

Ref. 23, the plots were very smooth until their functions

reach their horizons. Here, the plot presents this infinite

wall following the path which corresponds to the velocity

that experience a free falling particle due to the frame-

dragging (see Fig. 6(a)).

• Region IV: We can see in Fig. 6(b) that away from black

hole, there is a low velocity that keeps the perfect anticor-

relation, as in the Schwarzschild and Reissner–Nordström

cases. As r! rst there is a nonvanishing precession angle, in-

dependently of the velocity of the particle vEPR. Perfectly

anticorrelated orbits cannot be kept and r0 has a limit value

as in the Reissner–Nordström spacetime. We can see this

limit value when r0 ends on the right top of the Fig. 6(b).

Near the static limit, the contribution of the frame-dragging

allows three values of vEPR for the same value of angular mo-

mentum parameter a. This new effect is not present in the

Schwarzschild and Reissner–Nordström cases and in the pre-

vious work in Ref. 23 neither. When the static limit is

reached, the velocity due to the EPR process must be the

speed of light in order to get a perfect anticorrelated particles.

C. Kerr–Newman case

We are now in position to analyze the complete

Kerr–Newman spacetime and its effects on entangled par-

ticles. From Eq. (55), it can be shown that Region I and II

have the same behavior for a Minkonski spacetime. This is

not a surprising result, as we have seen in previous cases of

this section a and e decreases with distance.

For Region III, the static limit Eq. (24) is reduced to

rst¼mþ (m2 – e2)1/2 on the equator. It coincides with the ho-

rizon for a Reissner–Nordström spacetime. The static limit

rst represents again an asymptotic limit for calculation of the

precession angle D in the Kerr–Newman black holes. Con-

trary to Kerr spacetime where the static limit is placed at

r¼ 2m, now it is below and this limit depends in the charge

of black hole, depicted by a dotted line in Fig. 7. In this,

Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) have the same horizon Eq. (3) as well as

7(c) and 7(d) between them. In (a) rst is too close to rþ that

dotted line cannot be distinguished. Figures 7(a) and 7(c)

have the same rst because the electric charge parameter e is

equal for both. Once again, we can observe the infinite wall

path due to the coupling of vEPR with vfd. This asymptotic

path is not constrained to the region r> 2m nor above the ho-

rizon, but above the static limit.

Like in Kerr spacetime, the region between rþ� r< 2m
is not affected by the frame-dragging and D tends asymptoti-

cally to infinity near rst. Finally, the coordinate system break-

down when r equals rþ.

D. Uncertainties in observers’ positions
and Bell’s inequality

When the hovering observers measure the spin of each

entangled particle, in principle they could adjust the direc-

tion of the measure by Eq. (55) to get the perfect anticorrela-

tion. As we have seen, near the static limit and on the infinite

wall path the precession angle D will change very fast, mak-

ing impossible to keep a position U without uncertainty for

the hovering observers. As observed in Ref. 22, the error of

the angle H to keep the perfect EPR correlation is given by

dH ¼ dU 1þ D
U










; (59)

and near these asymptotic limits, dH must be less than p. If

not, the hovering observers cannot set the directions of mea-

surement in order to extract the EPR correlation. To utilize

FIG. 6. (a) Local inertial velocity due to the frame-dragging for three values of a. The infinite wall in Fig. 5 follow the path traced by this plot when vEPR¼ vfd.

(b) Parametric plot of position m/r and local inertial velocity v for path r0 that keep a perfect anticorrelation (D¼ 0) for a Kerr black hole.
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the EPR correlation for quantum communication, dU and r
must satisfy

dU < p 1þ D
U











�1

: (60)

When rst is reached for the Kerr–Newman spacetime, dU
must vanish because the velocity of the spin precession Eq.

(25) is infinite due to the frame-dragging. Therefore, on the

static limit, the hovering observers will not obtain the right

EPR correlation from the particles, unless they can keep their

positions U without uncertainty.

From the perspective of Bell’s inequality, our previous

results give rise to a decrement in the degree of the violation

of that inequality, that is,

hQ0S0i þ hR0S0i þ hR0T 0i � hQ0T 0i ¼ 2
ffiffiffi
2
p

cos2 D; (61)

where the trivial rotations of the local inertial frames 6U has

been discarded, the spin component of one particle is meas-

ured in the (cosU, 0, �sinU) direction (component Q0) or in

the (0, 1, 0) direction (component R0), and the spin compo-

nent of the other is measured in the (�cosU, �1, sinU)/
ffiffiffi
2
p

direction (component S0) or in the (cosU, �1, sinU)/
ffiffiffi
2
p

direc-

tion (component T 0) as in Ref. 22 were established.

In order to use Eq. (61) for entanglement process (see

Introduction), the hovering observers must take into account

all reviewed effects due to the gravity, the frame-dragging

and acceleration. As Ref. 22 showed, the spin component of one

particle must be measured in the (cosH, 0, �sinH) direction or

in the (0, 1, 0) direction in the local inertial frame at /¼U. For

the other particle, the spin component must be measured in the

(�cosH, �1, �sinH)/
ffiffiffi
2
p

direction or in the (cosH, �1, sinH)/ffiffiffi
2
p

direction in the local inertial frame at /¼�U.

Finally, as soon the observers are placed near the asymp-

totic limits, it will be almost impossible to keep their position

U, i.e., a small uncertainty dU translates to an uncertainty in

dH from Eq. (59). This error in H decreases the degree of vio-

lation as 2
ffiffiffi
2
p

cos2dH, and this error must be greater than two

in order to restore the maximal violation of Bell’s inequality.

Thus, from Eq. (59), dU and r must be adjusted at least,

dU <
ffiffiffi
2
p

1þ D
U











�1

: (62)

FIG. 7. The precession angle D/U for a Kerr–Newman black hole for a pair of values of a and e, that keep rþ constant (dashed line). The dotted line represents

the static limit surface on equatorial plane. The plots are asymptotic at r¼ rst and along a path vEPR¼ vfd. The peaks represent an asymptotic infinite wall. In

(a) rst is too close to rþ that dotted line cannot be distinguished. a) a¼ 0.01m, e¼ 0.99m, b) a¼ 0.99m, e¼ 0.01m, c) a¼ 0.14m, e¼ 0.99m, d) a¼ 0.99m,

e¼ 0.14m.
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It is important to note that near the horizon for

Reissner–Nordström and the static limit and the infinite wall

path for Kerr and Kerr–Newman, the precession angle is

asymptotically divergent and there is no possible the maxi-

mal violation of Bell’s inequality. Thus free falling observers

and different vierbeins can be chosen to avoid this diver-

gence of spin precession angle.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we constructed an equation that describe the

spin precession of a pair of entangled massive spin 1/2-par-

ticles, under the gravitational and acceleration effects of the

neighborhood of a charged and rotating black hole. Because

the rotation of this compact relativistic object, the frame-

dragging should be taken into account for the complete

description of this spacetime. We considered the effects of the

frame-dragging as an additional velocity over the entangled

particles and later we incorporated this velocity in the compu-

tation of spin precession angle. Hovering observers were con-

sidered in order to have suitable reference frames that ensure

reliable directions to compare the 1/2-spin quantum states.

The total velocity measured by the hovering observers

was performed as the addition of the velocity of a ZAMO

describing the frame-dragging velocity, plus the local veloc-

ity of the EPR particles measured by the ZAMO. These

ZAMOs corotates the black hole due to the frame-dragging

and they were used as a preliminary step before calculating

the total local inertial velocity measured by the hovering ob-

server. With this local velocity, it was possible to calculate

the infinitesimal Lorentz transformations and therefore the

boost and rotations that produce the Wigner rotation for the

particles.

From the point of view of the hovering observers, there

is a Wigner rotation for each particle, because both particles

travel with different velocities due to the frame-dragging of

the spacetime. After these considerations, we arrived to Eq.

(55) that describe the spacetime effects that deteriorate the

perfect anticorrelation of the entangled particles compared if

they would be in the Minkowski spacetime.

We found that the perfect anticorrelation of the particles

is deteriorated due to the acceleration and gravitational

effects, as previous works found,16,17,22 but now the charge

and rotation parameter affect in particular ways the infinitesi-

mal Lorentz transformations and therefore new features

arise. These features contain new effects compared with the

Schwarzschild spacetime22 and Ref. 23 results. But as

expected, in the case of a¼ 0 and e¼ 0, our results recover

the equations of Ref. 22.

In the Reissner–Nordström case, the electric charge pa-

rameter produces a shifting of the event horizon position

from r¼ 2m to r¼ rþ as being contrasted with the Schwarzs-

child spacetime. But this horizon is still an asymptotic limit

for the calculation of spin precession.

In the Kerr spacetime, the angular momentum parameter

establishes the commonly named static limit surface, where

two interesting physical processes occur: it coincides with

the Schwarzschild radius and represents one limit for calcu-

lation of the precession angle, and the frame-dragging has

the maximal value there, making massive particles ultrarela-

tivistic and the spin precession angle D!1.

A remarkable difference was found when particles are

close to the rotating black hole event horizon rþ. The preces-

sion angle is well defined, which contrasts with Scharzschild

and Reissner–Nordström cases.

Another effect in Kerr spacetime occurs when the velocity

of the particles due to the EPR process coincides with that of

the frame-dragging. One of the particles keeps their position

relative to the hovering observer, meanwhile the other particle

reach one observer. Then, the spin precession angle goes to in-

finity. We found that the equation that describe the velocity of

the frame-dragging Eq. (16), describes also a curved path

where the spin precession angle is asymptotic.

Another asymptotic limit is at r¼ 2m because the spin

precession angle is singular at this point, which coincides

with the Schwarzschild case.

For the Kerr–Newman spacetime, the static limit coin-

cides with the horizon of the Reissner–Nordström spacetime,

but this limit does not represent an asymptotic limit for the

spin precession angle.

It still possible to find circular orbits with perfect anti-

correlation for a and e parameters along a path called r0, that

is, D(r¼ r0)¼ 0. Moreover, when only the angular momen-

tum parameter a is considered, it can be reached a perfect

anticorrelation close the static limit with three possible r0

paths for the same value of a. This effect is not present in the

Schwarzschild and Reissner–Nordström cases.

Even that the total electric charge in real black holes

should be zero, it was considered as an arbitrary parameter

in order to illustrate its effect on the spin precession. The

electromagnetic interaction between charged particles and

charged black hole was not taken into account and remain to

be explored in a future work.

It would be interesting to make an analytic continuation

in order to find the interior solution supporting the spin pre-

cession below the event horizon rþ. Also one could consider

a gedanken experiment mounted on ZAMOs for the Kerr-

like spacetime.

Future work will extend the analysis discussed in the

present paper to evaluate the behavior of spin precession on

any general type D metric, making possible to investigate

the EPR anticorrelation of particles in a seven parametric

Plebański–Demiański spacetime.30
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NOMENCLATURE

r radial coordinate

t time coordinate

h angular coordinate

/ Azimutal coordinate

m black hole mass
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a black hole angular momentum

e black hole electric charge

G universal gravitational constant

c speed of light

gl� metric component

rs Schwarzschild radius

rþ Kerr black hole external horizon

r� Kerr black hole internal horizon

ea
l(x) Vierbein

gab Minkonski metric

da
b, da

b Kronecker delta

E energy per unit mass

Lz angular momentum per unit mass

ul,ul four-vector velocity

Ka
b, va

b, ka
b, #a

b Lorentz transformation

rs radius of the static limit surface

#a
b covariant derivative

x�
a
b one-form connection

n,f,j,g special relativity hyperbolic argument

(hyperbolic angle)

W(x) Wigner rotation

H angle of rotation

U angular distance from source to observers

D spin precession angle of entangled particles

! tends to

1 infinite

r0 distance where D¼ 0 near the black hole

Q,R, S, T quantum spin directions of measure
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Abstract
For an Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen pair of spin-1/2 particles in circular orbits in
a general axially symmetric spacetime, the spin precession angle is obtained.
Hovering observers are introduced for ensuring fixed reference frames to
perform suitable reliable measurements. Frame-dragging of spinning holes is
explicitly incorporated relative to hovering observers. The spin-singlet state is
found to be mixed with the spin-triplet by acceleration and gravity effects, which
deteriorate the perfect anti-correlation of an entangled pair of spins measured
by hovering observers. Finally, an algorithm to calculate spin precession for a
general axially symmetric spacetime is proposed. This algorithm is applied to
study the complete list of expanding and twisting Type-D Plebański–Demiański
black holes and their descendent limiting solutions with lower parameters.

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ud, 03.67.−a, 04.20.−q, 02.40.−k

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

For many years, quantum states of matter in a classical gravitational background have been of
great interest in physical models. One of the famous experimental examples in this situation is
the experiments of neutron interferometry in laboratories on the Earth. In such experiments, it
is possible to capture the effects of the gravitational field into quantum phases associated with
the possible trajectories of a beam of neutrons, following paths with different intensity of the
gravitational field. The phase differences have information about how the gravitational field of
Earth do affect the quantum states of neutrons [1]. Experiments using atomic interferometry
were also reported later [2]. Another instance of the description of quantum states of matter
in classical gravitational fields is Hawking’s radiation [3] describing the process of black hole

0264-9381/13/235012+21$33.00 © 2013 IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK & the USA 1
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evaporation. This process involves relativistic quantum particles and uses quantum field theory
in curved spacetimes (see for instance, [4]).

Moreover, the study of the quantum properties of (non-)relativistic quantum matter has
been studied in the literature along the years. For instance, in [5–10] the entanglement of a pair
of non-relativistic spin-1/2 particles have been extended to special relativity through the uses of
the Wigner rotation [11, 12]. Furthermore, the consideration of the general relativistic effects
on the properties of the quantum states, as the entanglement and the spin precession angles,
were discussed, for the Schwarzschild black hole, in [13]. In that paper, they considered a pair
of spinning particles in an entangled state moving in equatorial motion of this black hole. As
a result of their study, they found that the Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen (EPR) correlation [14] is
deteriorated due to the acceleration of these spinning particles and the effect of the gravitational
field of the black hole on them. This effect leads to a decrement in Bell’s inequality degree of
violation given by the quantum spin directions and is written as

〈Q′S ′〉 + 〈R′S ′〉 + 〈R′T ′〉 − 〈Q′T ′〉 = 2
√

2 cos2 �.

All the information of the gravitational field is encoded in the precession angle �, which
depends in general on all the parameters of the black hole of interest, on the radius r and
on the frame-dragging velocity (if any). The case with � = 0 corresponds with the result
consistent with quantum mechanics. For � �= 0 and large, there is a deterioration of the
prefect anti-correlation of the entangled pair of spin-1/2 particles.

For the simplest case of the Schwarzschild black hole, it depends only on the mass m
parameter, and its strongest effect is localized on the Schwarzschild event horizon due to an
extremely (infinite) rapid spin precession with |�S| → ∞ producing the mentioned decrement
of Bell’s inequality. In this case there is no frame-dragging; however, �S still depends on the
local velocity of the particles with respect to the hovering observers. In the whole process it
is observed that the choices of the 4-velocity vector and of the vierbein are important in order
to be able to communicate non-locally in a curved spacetime using these spinning particles.
Similar results, but also with subtle and important differences, were found for the case of
Kerr–Newman black holes [15] and Kerr–Newman metric with frame-dragging [16].

The aim of this paper is to extend the description of spin precession mentioned above
to the Plebański–Demiański black hole [17], which is the most general axially symmetric
expanding and twisting Type-D solution of the Einstein–Maxwell equations according the
Petrov–Penrose classification (see for instance, [18]). In order to do that, it is more convenient
to write down the metric in Boyer–Lindquist coordinates. This description was studied by
Griffiths and Podolský in a series of papers [19–21] (and reviewed in [22, 23]) with the
purpose of clarifying the physical meaning of the parameters entering in the solution.

The Plebański–Demiański solution has been worked out previously in the literature
connecting with higher dimensional theories. Some time ago, there was some interest of this
metric in the study of some generalizations of the AdS/CFT correspondence [24–26]. More
recently there has been a great deal of work in the context of higher dimensional solutions the
Kerr–NUT–(anti-)de Sitter black hole in the context of brane and string theory [27–34].

The Plebański–Demiański family of Type-D solutions of the Einstein field equation
describes a configuration of the gravitational fields characterized by seven parameters [17].
These configurations have null congruences of geodesic curves characterized in general by
non-vanishing expansion, twist and shear parameters. In this paper, we will consider only
expanding and twisting solutions. Under certain non-degenerate coordinate transformations
of the original metric and the setting of constraints the metric is turned out into a new suitable
form in Boyer–Lindquist coordinates and depending on seven parameters with almost direct
physical interpretation [19–23].

2
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Other kind of models involving the effects of the gravitational field on quantum matter
properties precisely in Plebański–Demiański backgrounds is discussed in [35]. In that paper,
the phase shift of charged particle interferometry described by complex scalar fields was
computed. In there, the mentioned new form of the Plebański–Demiański spacetimes was
also adopted and it was shown that all physical parameters contribute to the phase shift. The
consideration of the interferometry of spin-1/2 particles in this context was worked out in [36].

The approach we will follow in this paper does adopt the notation and conventions from
[13]. The main idea is to perform a series of consecutive local infinitesimal Wigner rotations
[11] to give rise to the spin precession of a pair of entangled spin-1/2 particles on circular orbit
around the equator of a general axially symmetric black hole, where the spin is locally well
defined in the non-relativistic theory.

The Wigner rotation consists of an infinitesimal Lorentz transformation, which for the
equatorial motion is written in terms of a boost along the radial direction and a rotation in
the angle direction of the orbital particle. The final result is a spin precession of a particle
moving in circular motion in curved spacetime due to the acceleration of the particle by
an external force and due to the difference between local inertial frames at different points.
These enable us to find the precession angle for a general axially symmetric spacetime. These
results are then applied to describe the spin precession angle of an EPR pair of particles
moving on the equator of an expanding and twisting Plebański–Demiański black hole. We
will find that this angle depends on all the physical parameters of the black hole. Moreover,
by making appropriate reductions we obtain the precession angle for all known subfamilies of
this Plebański–Demiański black hole.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some generalities about Plebański–
Demiański spacetime. The effect of the axially symmetric component is reviewed in section 3
and the frame-dragging corrections over the velocity of a particle is calculated. In section 4,
the Zero Angular Momentum Observers (ZAMOs) are introduced. We also present a gedanken
experiment to describe the entangled pair of particles in circular orbit around a general axially
symmetric black hole. Moreover, in this same section some calculations are performed which
are necessary to propose an algorithm to find the spin precession angle without reference
to any particular solution. Section 5 is devoted to calculate the EPR correlation by Wigner
rotations due the motion of the particles in generalized spacetime. Finally, all results are
integrated in section 6 to illustrate the use of the algorithm to get the spin precession angle
for the Plebański–Demiański black hole. From this general case, the spin precession angle of
the EPR pair is obtained for the complete list of subfamilies of non-expanding solutions. It
is found that for the general case, this angle depends on all the physical parameters of the
solution. Conclusions and final remarks are presented in section 7.

2. Plebański–Demiański spacetime

Among the solutions of the Einstein–Maxwell equations, the family of Type-D solutions are
the most important ones. In particular, we will consider in the present paper those with non-
vanishing expanding and twisting (ω) congruences of non-null electromagnetic field with two
repeated principal null vectors coinciding with the two repeated principal null congruences of
the Weyl tensor. These solutions were found in 1976 by Plebański and Demiański [17] and
it is called Plebański–Demiański spacetime (or black hole). This spacetime is characterized
by seven parameters which are found to be non-directly related to the physical parameters
of a black hole. Recently, a new look of this metric was worked out [19, 20] (and reviewed
in [22, 23]), allowed to give a Boyer–Lindquist form of the Plebański–Demiański metric in
terms of the physical parameters, namely: a mass-like parameter m, a cosmological constant

3
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�, a rotation-like parameter a, a NUT-like parameter l, the electric and magnetic charges e
and g, and an acceleration-like parameter α. The following metric can be derived from the
original Plebański–Demiański metric after some non-degenerate coordinate transformations
and an appropriated treatment of the roots of the quartic function D, and it is given by

ds2 = 1

�2

[
− D

ρ2

(
dt − (a sin2 θ + 2l(1 − cos θ )) dφ

)2

+ ρ2

D
dr2

+ P

ρ2

(
a dt − (r2 + (a + l)2) dφ

)2

+ ρ2 sin2 θ

P
dθ2

]
, (1)

with

ρ2 = r2 + (l + a cos θ )2,

� = 1 − α

ω
(l + a cos θ )r,

P = sin2 θ (1 − a3 cos θ − a4 cos2 θ ),

D = (κ + e2 + g2) − 2mr + εr2 − 2n
α

ω
r3 −

(
α2

ω2
κ + �

3

)
r4,

(2)

and where

a3 = 2a
α

ω
m − 4al

α2

ω2
(κ + e2 + g2) − 4

�

3
al,

a4 = −a2 α2

ω2
(κ + e2 + g2) − �

3
a2,

ε = κ

a2 − l2
+ 4l

α

ω
m − (a2 + 3l2)

(
α2

ω2
(κ + e2 + g2) + �

3

)
,

n = κl

a2 − l2
− (a2 − l2)

α

ω
m + (a2 − l2)l

(
α2

ω2
(κ + e2 + g2) + �

3

)
,

κ = 1 + 2l α
ω

m − 3l2 α2

ω2 (e2 + g2) − l2�

1
a2−l2 + 3l2 α2

ω2

.

(3)

Equation (1) can be represented by the line element

ds2 = g00 dt2 + 2g03 dt dφ + g11 dr2 + g22 dθ2 + g33 dφ2, (4)

which has a non-diagonal element that represents the axial symmetry and the metric coefficients
are:

g00 = −D + Pa2

�2ρ2
,

g0i dxi = 1

�2

[
D

ρ2
(a sin2 θ + 2l(1 − cos θ )) − P

ρ2
a(r2 + (a + l)2)

]
dφ,

gi j dxi dx j = ρ2

�2D
dr2 + ρ2 sin2 θ

�2P
dθ2 + 1

�2

[
− D

ρ2
(a sin2 θ + 2l(1 − cos θ ))2

+ P

ρ2
(r2 + (a + l)2)2

]
dφ2. (5)

This representation is a suitable way to work with the Plebański–Demiański metric (1).
We shall use this representation in the next sections.

4
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In order to describe the motion of spinning particles in a curved spacetime, we shall recall
that the local inertial frame at each point is defined by a vierbein chosen as in [35]:

e0
μ(x) = 1√−g00

(1, 0, 0, 0), e0
μ = √−g00

(
1, 0, 0,

g03

g00

)
,

e1
μ(x) = 1√

g11
(0, 1, 0, 0), e1

μ = √
g11(0, 1, 0, 0),

e2
μ(x) = 1√

g22
(0, 0, 1, 0), e2

μ = √
g22(0, 0, 1, 0),

e3
μ(x) =

√
−g00

g2
03 − g00g33

(
−g03

g00
, 0, 0, 1

)
, e3

μ =
√

g2
03 − g00g33

−g00
(0, 0, 0, 1),

(6)

where xμ runs over the spacetime coordinates {t, r, θ, φ}. It is easy to show that this vierbein
satisfy the standard conditions:

ea
μ(x)eb

ν (x)gμν (x) = ηab,

ea
μ(x)ea

ν (x) = δμ
ν,

ea
μ(x)eb

μ(x) = δa
b.

(7)

Here ηab = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) is the Minkowski metric, and a, b = 0, 1, 2, 3 are tangent space
indices.

The metric (1) is not written in its most general form. From this metric all the expanding
and twisting Type-D solutions, including their different subfamilies as the accelerating and
rotating black-hole, the Kerr solution with NUT, the NUT solution with rotation, the C-metric
and the other well-known solutions like Kerr, NUT and Schwarzschild solutions, can be
obtained. A more general treatment including the expanding but non-twisting solutions and
non-expanding and non-twisting Type-D solutions is also possible. But only for simplicity,
they will not be considered in this paper.

3. Frame-dragging

In this section, we consider the axially symmetric metric of the general form (4). This will be
the only assumption, and all results will be valid for a generic metric of this form. The treatment
will be general and it is only until section 6 when we will specialize in the Plebański–Demiański
metric or subcases of it.

In the Kerr spacetime, the axial symmetry is related to the rotation of the black hole.
When the metric is non-diagonal, the effect of frame-dragging has to be incorporated. This
phenomenon can be interpreted as a dragging of local inertial reference frames [37] due the
rotation. For instance, a distant observer will see a free-falling particle that acquires velocity,
angular momentum and NUT parameter when it is near a spinning black hole. This happens
in order to have suitable observers that make reliable measurements of the spin precession.

In a previous work, for the case of the Kerr–Newman spacetime with frame-dragging
[16], we adopted a set of observers that hovered at fixed coordinate position. In this paper, we
also use this kind of observers, which will be useful later to prepare (and measure) the relevant
spin states. The hovering observers are not affected by frame-dragging, that is, as seen by long
distance observers, the hovering position has a 4-velocity defined by

uμ

h = (dt/dτ, 0, 0, 0) = ((−g00)
−1/2, 0, 0, 0). (8)

It is worth mentioning that this hovering observer is at rest in the local frame (i.e.
ua

h = ηabeb
μuμh), because the selected vierbein (6) will ensure the right measurements of the

local infinitesimal Lorentz transformations of spin precession that we will discuss in section 4.

5
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For a free-falling particle the 4-velocity due to frame-dragging, as seen by the same distant
observers, was given (for instance) in [16, 37]

uμ

fd =
√ −g33

g00g33 − (g03)2

(
1, 0, 0,−g03

g33

)
. (9)

In this work, the frame-dragging velocity has to be measured by the hovering observer as
a local inertial frame velocity and it can be obtained by projecting out the 4-momentum muμ

fd
of the particle over the 4-vector velocity uμh of the hovering observer

uμ

fduμh = −E = −γfd, (10)

where E is the relativistic energy per unit mass of the particle with respect to a local observer
(in this case, the hovering observer). This scalar product (10) is also the time component of the
4-momentum of the particle with respect to the hovering observer’s reference frame, which is
the usual relativistic gamma factor γfd = (1 − v2

fd)
−1/2.

Hence, our interest shall be focused in vfd, which is the speed of the particle due to frame-
dragging in the local inertial frame of the hovering observer. This frame-dragging speed is
equivalent to tanh η = vfd. Therefore, the local inertial frame velocity due to frame-dragging
measured by a hovering observer can be represented in terms of hyperbolic functions as

ua
fd = (cosh η, 0, 0, sinh η). (11)

Moreover, we shall see that this is a suitable way of expressing the frame-dragging velocity
when this effect is incorporated in the spin precession angle in section 4.

Finally, the relevant hyperbolic functions are obtained after some straightforward algebra
from equations (8)–(10) and they are given by

vfd = tanh η = g03√
(g03)2 − g00g33

,

γfd = cosh η =
√

g00g33 − (g03)2

g00g33
,

sinh η =
√

−(g03)2

g00g33
.

(12)

4. Spin precession

In this work, we consider two observers and an EPR source on the equator plane θ = π/2.
The observers are placed at azimuthal angles φ = ±� and the EPR source is located at φ = 0.
The observers and the EPR source are assumed to be hovering satisfying equation (8) over the
black hole in order to keep them ‘at rest’ in the Boyer–Lindquist coordinate system (1). The
EPR source emits a pair of entangled particles in opposite directions, describing a circular
orbit on the equator at constant radius. The vierbein (6) works as a reference frame to prepare
the spin state in the EPR source and to measure the new quantum states of the particles from
the perspective of the hovering observers. This vierbein is defined at each point of spacetime
since the observers, and consequently the EPR source, are accelerated on the equator and keep
a constant radius, in such a way that they are not influenced by frame-dragging, as previously
stated. The gedanken experiment depicting this situation is shown in figure 1.

From the perspective of ZAMOs, the local velocity of the entangled particles is given by

ua
EPR = (cosh ζ , 0, 0, sinh ζ ), (13)

where vEPR = tanh ζ is the speed of particles in the local inertial frame of the ZAMO.

6
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Figure 1. An EPR gedanken experiment in an axially symmetric spacetime. Two hovering observers
(indicated by gray circles) and a static EPR source (gray square and hovering too) are located at
φ = ±� and 0, respectively. The expanding and twisting Plebański–Demiański metric, represents a
spacetime described through seven parameters: mass m, electric and magnetic charges e, g, rotation
parameter a, cosmological constant �, NUT-like parameter l and acceleration-like parameter α.
Both entangled particles feel frame-dragging with respect to the observers and they leave the source
with a local velocity tanh(ζ ± η), where the positive sign stands for the particle traveling in the
same direction as the rotation and the negative sign corresponds to the opposite one.

This ZAMO is mounted in a frame that is rotating around the black hole due to frame-
dragging; therefore, the ZAMO has a local velocity described precisely by equation (11), as
seen by the hovering observers. Moreover, it has the angular velocity −g03/g33, as seen by
a distant observer. The world-lines of this kind of observers are orthogonal to the one of the
surface of constant t (i.e. dxμuμ

f d = 0), and the angular momentum of any particle is conserved
in their local inertial frame [16, 37]. Due to this feature, we will adopt a ZAMO observer as
a preliminary step before we calculate the total local inertial velocity of entangled particles
measured by the hovering observers. When the particles leave the EPR source, their local
velocity ua

EPR remains constant in the ZAMO’s frame.
Now, from the point of view of a hovering observer, the particles have a local inertial

frame in which the velocity is given by the relativistic addition of the velocity of the ZAMO
(11) plus the velocity of the particles measured by the ZAMOs (13). That is, tanh ξ±, where
ξ± = ζ ± η is the total speed of the particle in the local inertial frame (see figure 1). The plus
sign corresponds to the particle in the direction of the rotation of the black hole; meanwhile,
the minus sign is for the other particle traveling in the opposite direction. In this way, the
gravitational and frame-dragging effects are taken into account.

After the pair of entangled spin-1/2 particles is generated at the EPR source, they leave it
and follow a circular path around a black hole. In spherical coordinates on the equatorial plane
θ = π/2, the velocity of particles has two relevant components, the temporal one and the
spatial one with φ-coordinate at constant radius r. Thus, for the hovering observer, the motion
is measured by the proper-velocity with v = tanh ξ . That is, ua = (cosh ξ, 0, 0, sinh ξ ),
therefore the general contravariant 4-velocity is

ut = e0
t cosh ξ + e3

t sinh ξ,

uφ = e3
φ sinh ξ,

(14)

which satisfies the normalization condition uμuμ = −1.

7
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In order the particles describe circular motion, we must apply an external force that
compensates both the centrifugal force and the gravity. The acceleration due to this external
force is obtained from [13]

aμ(x) = uν (x)∇νuμ(x). (15)

On the equatorial plane the acceleration then becomes

ar = (e0
t )2�1

0 0 cosh2 ξ +
[(

e3
t
)2

�1
0 0 + (

e3
φ
)2

�1
3 3 + 2e3

t e3
φ�1

0 3

]
sinh2 ξ

+ 2e0
t
(
e3

φ�1
0 3 + e3

t�1
0 0

)
sinh ξ cosh ξ, (16)

where �μ
ρ σ are the usual Christoffel’s symbols.

Once the frame-dragging velocity is incorporated into acceleration, it is interesting to note
that (12) does not affect the structure of (16), i.e., the covariant derivatives ∇μ in equation (15)
act only over coordinates t and φ, and these variables are not present on the frame-dragging
velocity. In the rest of this work, there will be no place where frame-dragging does affect
another computation.

The change of the local inertial frame consists of a boost along the 1-axis and a rotation
about the 2-axis calculated by

χa
b(x) = −uνων

a
b(x), (17)

where the connection 1-forms are defined as

ωμ
a

b(x) = −eb
ν (x)∇μea

ν (x) = ea
ν (x)∇μeb

ν (x). (18)

In our particular situation, the connections of interest are given by
ωt

0
1 = e1

re0
t�

0
0 1 + e1

re0
φ�3

0 1,

ωt
1

3 = e3
t e1

r�
1
0 0 + e3

φe1
r�

1
0 3,

ωφ
0

1 = e1
re0

t�
0
1 3 + e1

re0
φ�3

1 3,

ωφ
1

3 = e3
t e1

r�
1
0 3 + e3

φe1
r�

1
3 3.

(19)

The relevant boost is described by

χ0
1 = −e0

t e1
r
(
e0

t�
0
0 1 + e0

φ�3
0 1

)
cosh ξ

− e1
r
[
e3

φ
(
e0

t�
0
1 3 + e0

φ�3
1 3

)+ e3
t (e0

t�
0
0 1 + e0

φ�3
0 1)
]

sinh ξ, (20)

while the rotation about the 2-axis is given by

χ1
3 = −e0

t e1
r
(
e3

t�1
0 0 + e3

φ�1
0 3

)
cosh ξ

− e1
r
[
e3

t
(
e3

t�1
0 0 + e3

φ�1
0 3

)+ e3
φ
(
e3

t�1
0 3 + e3

φ�1
3 3

)]
sinh ξ . (21)

The infinitesimal Lorentz transformation can be calculated easily by adding the rotation
of the local 4-momentum pa(x) = mua(x) on the plane traced by the general 4-vectors of
velocity and acceleration, that is [13]

λa
b(x) = − 1

m
[aa(x)pb(x) − pa(x)ab(x)] + χa

b(x). (22)

The boost along the 1-axis and the rotation about the 2-axis are respectively

λ0
1 = e1

r
[(

e0
t
)2

�1
0 0 cosh2 ξ + ((

e3
t
)2

�1
0 0 + (

e3
φ
)2

�1
3 3 + 2e3

t e3
φ�1

0 3

)
sinh2 ξ

+ 2e0
t
(
e3

φ�1
0 3+e3

t�1
0 0

)
sinh ξ cosh ξ

]
cosh ξ − e0

t e1
r
(
e0

t�
0
0 1+e0

φ�3
0 1

)
cosh ξ

− e1
r
[
e3

φ
(
e0

t�
0
1 3 + e0

φ�3
1 3

)+ e3
t
(
e0

t�
0
0 1 + e0

φ�3
0 1

)]
sinh ξ,

λ1
3 = −e1

r
[(

e0
t
)2

�1
0 0 cosh2 ξ + ((

e3
t
)2

�1
0 0 + (

e3
φ
)2

�1
3 3 + 2e3

t e3
φ�1

0 3

)
sinh2 ξ

+ 2e0
t
(
e3

φ�1
0 3+e3

t�1
0 0

)
sinh ξ cosh ξ

]
sinh ξ − e0

t e1
r
(
e3

t�1
0 0+e3

φ�1
0 3

)
cosh ξ

− e1
r
[
e3

t
(
e3

t�1
0 0 + e3

φ�1
0 3

)+ e3
φ
(
e3

t�1
0 3 + e3

φ�1
3 3

)]
sinh ξ . (23)
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The change of the spin is obtained by computing the infinitesimal Wigner rotation [13]

ϑ i
k(x) = λi

k(x) + λi
0(x)pk(x) − λk0(x)pi(x)

p0(x) + m
. (24)

In particular, the rotation about the 2-axis through a certain angle reads

ϑ1
3 =−e1

r
[(

e0
t
)2

�1
0 0 cosh2 ξ + ((

e3
t
)2

�1
0 0 + (

e3
φ
)2

�1
3 3 + 2e3

t e3
φ�1

0 3

)
sinh2 ξ

+ 2e0
t
(
e3

φ�1
0 3 + e3

t�1
0 0

)
sinh ξ cosh ξ

]
sinh ξ − e0

t e1
r
(
e3

t�1
0 0 + e3

φ�1
0 3

)
cosh ξ

− e1
r
[
e3

t
(
e3

t�1
0 0 + e3

φ�1
0 3

)+ e3
φ
(
e3

t�1
0 3 + e3

φ�1
3 3

)]
sinh ξ

+
(

sinh ξ

cosh ξ + 1

){
e1

r
[(

e0
t
)2

�1
0 0 cosh2 ξ+((e3

t
)2

�1
0 0 + (e3

φ
)2

�1
3 3 + 2e3

t e3
φ�1

0 3

)
sinh2 ξ

+ 2e0
t
(
e3

φ�1
0 3 + e3

t�1
0 0

)
sinh ξ cosh ξ

]
cosh ξ − e0

t e1
r
(
e0

t�
0
0 1 + e0

φ�3
0 1

)
cosh ξ

− e1
r
[
e3

φ
(
e0

t�
0
1 3 + e0

φ�3
1 3

)+ e3
t
(
e0

t�
0
0 1 + e0

φ�3
0 1

)]
sinh ξ

}
. (25)

Finally, from the tetrad given in equation (6), it can be shown, after some algebra, that the
previous expression (25), can be expressed as

ϑ1
3 = − cosh(2ξ )

2g00

√
g11[(g03)2 − g00g33]

(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)
− sinh(2ξ )

4g00[(g03)2 − g00g33]
√

g11

×
[

g00

(
g33

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g33

∂r

)
+ 2g03

(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)]
. (26)

5. EPR correlation

In this section, we will obtain the spin precession angle of a pair of spin-1/2 EPR particles
moving on the equator of a general axial-symmetric spacetime. We will follow basically
[13, 16] and the details will be not repeated here. However, we recall that in the case of
the curved spacetime, the one-particle quantum states |pa(x), σ ; x〉 transform under a local
Lorentz transformation as [11, 12]

U (�(x))|pa(x), σ ; x〉 =
∑
σ ′

D(1/2)

σ ′σ (W (x))|�pa(x), σ ′; x〉, (27)

where W a
b(x) ≡ W a

b(�(x), p(x)) is the so-called local finite Wigner rotation.
If frame-dragging is taken into account on the local inertial frame velocity ua, it will

affect the previous local velocity transformation and then the total velocity will be written as
ua

± = (cosh ξ±, 0, 0, sinh ξ±), where ξ± = ζ ± η. Remember that the plus sign stands for a
particle moving in the same direction of the rotation and the minus sign if the motion of the
particles is in the opposite direction.

After a proper time �/uφ
±, each particle reaches the corresponding observer. Thus, the

finite Wigner rotation [13, 16] can be written as

W a
b(±�, 0) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 0 0 0
0 cos �± 0 ± sin �±
0 0 1 0
0 ∓ sin �± 0 cos �±

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (28)

Once again, the sign of the angle �± = �ϑ1
3

uφ
±

depends if the motion of the entangled
particle is in the direction (or in its opposite sense) of frame-dragging. Thus, one has
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�± = �

2
√

−(g00)3g11

{(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)
cosh(2ζ ± 2η)

sinh(ζ ± η)
+
[

g00

(
g00

∂g33

∂r
− g33

∂g00

∂r

)

+ 2g03

(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)]
cosh(ζ ± η)√
(g03)2 − g00g33

}
. (29)

Then the required Wigner rotation is given in the following form:

D(1/2)

σ ′σ (W (±�, 0)) = exp
(
∓i

σy

2
�±

)
, (30)

where σy is the Pauli matrix.
Now we can define the 4-momentum of the particle as seen by each hovering observer.

Thus, the spin-singlet state for entangled particles is given by

|ψ〉 = 1√
2

[|pa
+,↑; 0〉|pa

−,↓; 0〉 − |pa
+,↓; 0〉|pa

−,↑; 0〉], (31)

where the sign on the lineal momentum stands for the direction of each particle and corresponds
to the up and down of the spin direction. For notational simplicity, only the evaluation at φ = 0
in the arguments of the position was written .

Therefore, after the finite Wigner rotation, the new total quantum state is given by
|ψ ′〉 = W (±�)|ψ〉. Consequently in the local inertial frames at the corresponding positions
φ = � and −�, each particle state can be written as

|pa
±,↑;±�〉′ = cos

�±
2

|pa
±,↑;±�〉 ± sin

�±
2

|pa
±,↓;±�〉, (32)

|pa
±,↓;±�〉′ = ∓ sin

�±
2

|pa
±,↑;±�〉 + cos

�±
2

|pa
±,↓;±�〉. (33)

Thus, the entangled state is described by the combination

|ψ〉′ = 1√
2

[
cos

(
�+ + �−

2

)
(|pa

+,↑;�〉|pa
−,↓;−�〉 − |pa

+,↓;�〉|pa
−,↑;−�〉)

+ sin

(
�+ + �−

2

)
(|pa

+,↑;�〉|pa
−,↑;�−〉 + |pa

+,↓;�〉|pa
−,↓;−�〉)

]
.

(34)

Now, in order to eliminate the spurious effect of the evident rotation of the local inertial frames
leading to angles ±�, one has to compensate the rotation through a second transformation as
in [13, 16].

It is easy to see that the final quantum state reads

|ψ〉′′ = 1√
2

[cos �(|pa
+,↑;�〉′|pa

−,↓;−�〉′ − |pa
+,↓;�〉′|pa

−,↑;−�〉′)
+ sin �(|pa

+,↑;�〉′|pa
−,↑;�−〉′ + |pa

+,↓;�〉′|pa
−,↓;−�〉′)]. (35)

Here � = (�+ + �−)/2 − � and � is given by

� = �

[
(2A sinh ζ + B cosh ζ ) cosh η − A

sinh ζ cosh η

cosh2 η − cosh2 ζ
− 1

]
, (36)

where

A = 1

2
√

−(g00)3g11

(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)
,

B = 1

2
√

−(g00)3g11[(g03)2 − g00g33]

[
g00

(
g00

∂g33

∂r
− g33

∂g00

∂r

)

+ 2g03

(
g03

∂g00

∂r
− g00

∂g03

∂r

)]
. (37)
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Thus, the spin precession angle � may contain the gravitational effects that deteriorate
the perfect anti-correlation of the entangled particles [13]. The spin-singlet state is mixed up
with the spin-triplet state. This is because while the spin-singlet state is invariant under spatial
rotations, it is not invariant under Lorentz transformations (23).

As it was pointed out in [13], this deterioration is a consequence of the manifest difference
between the rotation matrix element ϑ1

3 and the trivial rotation ϕ1
3. It is important to note

that the entanglement is still invariant under local unitary operations, and then the nonlocal
correlation still holds. Because of the effects coming from acceleration, gravity and frame-
dragging, the perfect anti-correlation can still be employed for quantum communication, by
rotating the direction of measurement about the 2-axis through the angles ∓� in the local
inertial frames of the hovering observers.

It is evident that formulas (36) and (37) can be applied to any axially symmetric black
hole and in particular to the most general expanding and twisting Type-D solution of Einstein
equations. This will be the goal of the next section.

6. Spin precession angle in expanding and twisting Plebański–Demiański black hole

6.1. Plebański–Demiański black hole

In this section, we study the spin precession angle of the spin-1/2 systems of entangled particles
in the spacetime described by the Plebański–Demiański metric (1) with frame-dragging (12).

Thus, it is easy to show that the coefficients A and B from the spin precession angle � on
the equator (θ = π/2), given by equation (36), are written as

APD = a
√

D

2(r2 + l2)(D − a2)3/2
[(r2 + l2)D′ − 2r(D − a2)],

BPD = 1

2(r2 + l2)(D − a2)3/2
[4Dr(D − a2) − (a2r2 + Dr2 + Dl2 + a2l2)D′],

(38)

where D is a quartic polynomial of r and it can be read off from equation (2). Here D′ is
defined by

D′ = ∂D

∂r
= −4

(
α2κ

ω2
+ �

3

)
r3 − 6nαr2

ω
+ 2εr − 2m. (39)

The frame-dragging local inertial frame velocity is given by

cosh ηPD = (r2 + l2)

√
D

(D − a2)
[
(r2 + a2 + 2al + l2)2 − (a + 2l)2D

] . (40)

Thus, the coefficients APD, BPD, the spin precession angle �PD and frame-dragging cosh ηPD

are finally written in terms of the seven parameters arising in the metric and which have a
direct physical interpretation. It is well known from [22, 23] that the metric (1) represents a
pair of accelerating black holes with the rotation, NUT and cosmological constant parameters,
charge and mass. It is also known [22, 23] that in this situation there are two very different
spacetime solutions. The first case is the one with |l| � |a|, which has non-singular curvature,
this gives rise to an accelerating NUT solution with rotation. This also corresponds to the right
branch of the diagram 1 of [22, 23]. In the second case, with |l| � |a| we have an accelerating
and rotating black hole including also the rest of the parameters. The types of solutions arising
here correspond to the left branch and they are of singular nature. It can be shown that the
coefficients and �PD have the correct asymptotic limits.

We will analyze the associated spin precession angle of these two branches of these
Type-D solutions of the Einstein equations. We start from the right branch and follow with
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the left one. The more evident contribution to the spin precession angle will come from the
exterior event, the cosmological and the acceleration horizons (obtained from the condition
that the quartic polynomial D has at least two real roots which define the inner and outer
horizons. The other vanishing terms define the cosmological and acceleration horizons). We
will see that the main contribution to �PD comes from precisely these horizons. Besides the
horizon contribution, we will have an additional possibly non-trivial contribution coming from
frame-dragging at cosh ηPD = cosh ζ (36). In order to give a more detailed account of the
entanglement behavior on these horizons, we shall study below the different limiting cases.

6.2. Non-accelerating Kerr–Newman–(anti-)de Sitter–NUT black hole

The Kerr–Newman–(anti-)de Sitter–NUT (KN(A)dSNUT) spacetime is included in this large
family of Type-D solutions. The KN(A)dSNUT spacetime represents a non-accelerating
(α = 0) black hole with mass m, electric and magnetic charges e and g, a rotation parameter
a and a NUT parameter l in a de Sitter or anti-de Sitter background with non-vanishing
cosmological constant �. This case contains in turn the two limits: |a| > |l| and |a| < |l|, that
correspond to the Kerr solution with NUT and the NUT solution with rotation, respectively.

After setting the acceleration parameter equal to zero i.e. α = 0, the parameters in relation
(3) become

κ = (1 − l2�)(a2 − l2),

ε = 1 − (
1
3 a2 + 2l2

)
�,

n = l + 1
3 (a2 − 4l2)l�.

(41)

Thus, the metric (1) is reduced to

ds2 = − D

ρ2

[
dt −

(
a sin2 θ + 4l sin2 θ

2

)
dφ

]2

+ ρ2

D
dr2 + P

ρ2
[a dt − (r2 + (a + l)2 dφ)]2

+ρ2

P
sin2 θ dθ2, (42)

where
ρ2 = r2 + (l + a cos θ )2,

P = sin2 θ
(
1 + 4

3�al cos θ + 1
3�a2 cos2 θ

)
,

D = a2 − l2 + e2 + g2 − 2mr + r2 − �
[
(a2 − l2)l2 + (

1
3 a2 + 2l2

)
r2 + 1

3 r4
]
.

(43)

We can notice that taking D(r+) → 0, the metric coefficient g11 → ∞ and the metric fails to be
strongly asymptotically predictable. This apparent singularity arises because the coordinates
are not valid at the outer horizon r+, and this singularity can be removed by a different choice
of coordinates. In this work, we consider particles only orbiting black holes with r > r+, and
the Kruskal–Szekeres type extensions are not required here. Later, we will see that this horizon
has relevance when the spin precession angle is calculated.

For the KN(A)dSNUT spacetime, the spin precession angle �KN(A)dSNUT with coefficients
AKN(A)dSNUT, BKN(A)dSNUT and the frame-dragging velocity cosh ηKN(A)dSNUT, are still given
by equations (38) and (40), respectively. But now, D is given from equation (43) and

D′ = ∂D

∂r
= −4

3
�r3 +

[
2 − �

(
2

3
a2 + 4l2

)]
r − 2m. (44)

Thus the problem of the entanglement is completely expressed in terms of the remaining
six physical parameters and the variable r. Finally, it is easy to check that with the coefficients
AKN(A)dSNUT, BKN(A)dSNUT, the precession angle �KN(A)dSNUT has the correct asymptotic
behavior at r → ∞.
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In the case when e = g = � = 0, the spin precession angle explicitly written in terms of
the physical parameters is given by

�Kerr−NUT =
{

cosh ηKerr−NUT

(r2 + l2)(r2 − 2mr − l2)3/2

[
2a
√

r2 + a2 − l2 − 2mr(mr2 + 2l2r − ml2) sinh ζ

+ [r5 − 5mr4 + (6m2 − 4l2)r3 + (10l2m − 2a2m)r2

+ (−4a2l2 + 3l4 − 2m2l2)r + 2a2l2m − l4m] cosh ζ

+ a
√

r2 + a2 − l2 − 2mr(mr2 + 2l2r − ml2)

× sinh ζ

cosh2 ηKerr−NUT − cosh2 ζ

]
− 1

}
�, (45)

where

cosh ηKerr−NUT =
(r2 + l2)

√
r2 − 2mr + a2 − l2√

(r2 − 2mr − l2)[r4 + (a2 − 2l2)r2 + (8mal + 8l2m + 2a2m)r + 5l4 + 3a2l2 + 8al3]
. (46)

Kerr black hole. Now we consider an axially symmetric spacetime with rotation parameter
a. This parameter can be related to the rotation of a black hole and it is responsible for the
dragging around the spacetime near the hole discussed in section 3.

This case was carried out also in our previous work [16], and we shall see that those
results are confirmed in the present analysis.

From equation (36) with coefficients (38) and parameters e = g = l = � = 0 the spin
precession angle is reduced to

�K = �

[
−2

√
Dam sinh ζ + (H − mD) cosh ζ

(r2 − 2mr)3/2
cosh ηK

+
√

Dam

(r2 − 2mr)3/2

sinh ζ cosh ηK

cosh2 ηK − cosh2 ζ
− 1

]
, (47)

where

D = r2 − 2mr + a2, (48)

H = r3 − 4mr2 + 4m2r − a2m, (49)

cosh ηK = r
√

D√
(r − 2m)(r3 + a2r + 2ma2)

�= 1, (50)

with the coefficients A and B being

AK = −
√

Dam

(r2 − 2mr)3/2
, BK = H − mD

(r2 − 2mr)3/2
. (51)

The detailed behavior of the spin precession angle �K with the distance r and the local velocity
v = vEPR coincides precisely with that described in [16] and it will be not repeated here. We
only mention that the main sources of a divergent angle �K are the effects on the outer event
horizon of the Kerr metric in addition to the frame-dragging ones.
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Schwarzschild-NUT black hole. There is still a controversy if the NUT parameter can be
considered a gravito-magnetic dual mass parameter, or a twisting property of the surrounding
spacetime [38]. For the purpose of this work, we will find that the NUT parameter enters in
the description of the spin precession similarly as the rotation parameter does. Consequently,
it also might have important frame-dragging effects that are expected to contribute to the
precession angle. This is more clearly stated when equation (36) is simplified by setting the
parameters e = g = a = � = 0,

�NUT = �

(
r3 − 3mr2 − 3l2r + ml2

(r2 + l2)
√

r2 − 2mr − l2
cosh ζ cosh ηNUT − 1

)
, (52)

where

cosh ηNUT = r2 + l2

√
r4 − 2l2r2 + 8ml2r + 5l4

�= 1.

The coefficients A and B are given by

ANUT = 0, BNUT = r3 − 3mr2 − 3l2r + ml2

(r2 + l2)
√

r2 − 2mr − l2
. (53)

Equation (52) is a generalization of the Schwarzschild spin precession angle, but now it
has integrated an additional factor due to frame-dragging.

The precession angle �NUT diverges precisely at r = rNUT, where

rNUT = m ±
√

m2 + l2. (54)

The positive root represents the outer Schwarzschild–NUT horizon.
Although the cosh ηNUT term due to frame-dragging has a fourth-degree polynomial in

the denominator, this quartic function does not have real roots. An elementary numerical
analysis shows that the roots of this fourth-degree polynomial do not exist if one assumes that
m and l are real and positive numbers. Therefore, frame-dragging contribution to the NUT
spin precession angle does not have any asymptotic singularity for any particular value of r.

The NUT spin precession angle equation (52) is plotted in figure 2 for two values of NUT
parameter l. The distance is parameterized by m/r which means that the experiment is placed
at infinite when m/r → 0. The local velocity of the particles vEPR is indicated as v.

We can see from figure 2 the usual effect of the local velocity. As vEPR increases, the
absolute value of spin precession �NUT increases too. Also, we can see that for small values
of l, the spin precession has asymptotic values to the value of the Schwarzschild horizon
figure 2(a). But now, for larger values of the NUT parameter figure 2(b), there is a shift in
position of the horizon given by equation (54) to higher values of r. At the value rNUT, |�NUT|
increases without limit, deteriorating the perfect anti-correlation of the pair of the entangled
particles.

Schwarzschild–(anti-)de Sitter black hole. This is a spherically symmetric spacetime and
therefore there is no non-diagonal element on the metric; consequently, there are no frame-
dragging effects. The Schwarzschild–(anti-)de Sitter black hole represents a spacetime which
is an asymptotically (anti-)de Sitter space [39]. A positive cosmological constant � is related
to an accelerated universe, meanwhile a negative value is related to negative vacuum energy
and positive pressure. The spin precession angle in this case is given by

�(A)dS = �

⎛
⎝ r − 3m√

r2 − 2mr − 1
3�r4

cosh ζ − 1

⎞
⎠ , (55)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. The precession angle �/� for a NUT black hole for two values of NUT parameter l as
a function of distance m/r and local velocity v = vEPR. The dotted line is placed at Schwarzschild
radius r = 2m. Large values of the NUT parameter l shift the position of the Schwarzschild horizon
event to rNUT. (a) l = 0.1m; (b) l = 2.0m.

with A and B of the following form:

A(A)dS = 0, B(A)dS = r − 3m√
r2 − 2mr − 1

3�r4
(56)

and cosh η(A)dS = 1.
For a distance near the black hole and positive �, it is easy to see that the spin precession

angle behaves in the same manner as in the case of Schwarzschild spacetime (see [13]) due to
the smallness of the cosmological constant �. But the cosmological constant has a significant
effect only for large distances which are of the order of 1026 m [40].

We can see in figure 3(a) that for positive �, the spin precession angle is asymptotic at the
cosmological horizon, meanwhile for negative � in figure 3(b), the cosmological constant has
negligible effects and the precession angle has the same behavior as that of the Schwarzschild
spacetime previously mentioned.

Reissner–Nordström black hole. This case corresponds to a Schwarzschild black hole with
non-vanishing charges e and g, after setting l, � and a to zero. The Reissner–Nordström
spacetime is also a spherically symmetric solution.

The spin precession angle is then reduced to

�RN = �

(
r2 − 3mr + 2e2 + 2g2

r
√

r2 − 2mr + e2 + g2
cosh ζ − 1

)
, (57)

where the functions A and B are

ARN = 0, BRN = r2 − 3mr + 2e2 + 2g2

r
√

r2 − 2mr + e2 + g2
(58)

and cosh ηRN = 1.
This result reproduces completely our previous result of [16] after adding the magnetic

charge g.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. The precession angle �/� for a Schwarzschild–de Sitter and anti-de Sitter spacetime.
(a) and (b) manifest the strong differences between these situations. (a) � = 1.11×10−56 (km−2),
1 × 1026 < r < 5.4 × 1026(m) (b) � = −1.11 × 10−56 (km−2), 0 < m/r < 1.

Schwarzschild black hole. Finally it is easy to recover the Schwarzschild spin precession
by setting a, e, g, l,� = 0. The coefficients and frame-dragging are reduced to AS = 0,
BS = (r − 3m)/

√
r2 − 2mr and cosh ηS = 1. Consequently, the expression (36) is given by

�S = �

(
r − 3m√
r2 − 2mr

cosh ζ − 1

)
, (59)

which is precisely equation (51) from [13].

6.3. Accelerating and rotating black holes

In [41] it was shown that the metric (1) represents an accelerating and rotating charged pair
of black holes with a generally non-zero NUT parameter. In order to simplify our analysis we
shall consider in this subsection the case of vanishing parameters � = e = g = l = 0.

As [41] pointed out, we can see that the parameters α and ω are related to the acceleration
and rotation of the source (mass m), respectively.

Therefore, with an arbitrary α and using the remaining scaling freedom to put ω = a, the
Plebański–Demiański metric is reduced to

ds2 = 1

�2

(
− D

ρ2
[dt − a sin2 θ dφ]2 + ρ2

D
dr2 + P

ρ2
(a dt − (r2 + a2) dφ)2 + ρ2 sin2 θ

P
dθ2

)
,

(60)

where the parameters (2) and (3) are given by

ε = 1 − a2α2,

n = −aαm,

P = sin2 θ (1 − 2αm cos θ + a2α2 cos2 θ ),

(61)
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and

ρ2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ,

� = 1 − αr cos θ,

D = a2 − 2mr + (1 − a2α2)r2 + 2α2mr3 − α2r4.

(62)

The metric (60) has four singularities when θ = π/2, that is, we can factorize D as

D = (r − r+)(r − r−)(1 − α2r2), (63)

where

r± = m ±
√

m2 − a2. (64)

As we can remember, r± are the locations of the outer and inner horizons of the non-accelerating
Kerr black hole. The other pair of horizons are related to the acceleration α and it is familiar
in the context of the C-metric as an acceleration horizon:

racc = 1

α
. (65)

After some easy manipulations, the coefficients for the spin precession angle are given by

AAccRot = a
√

D

2r(D − a2)3/2
[rD′ − 2(D − a2)],

BAccRot = 1

2r(D − a2)3/2
[4D(D − a2) − r(a2 + D)D′],

(66)

where

D′ = ∂D

∂r
= −2m + 2(1 − a2α2)r + 6α2mr2 − 4α2r3 (67)

and the frame-dragging velocity is

cosh ηAccRot = r2

√
D

(D − a2)[(r2 + a2)2 − a2D]
. (68)

But the horizons (64) and (65) have no physical relevance on the spin precession angle
because the coefficients (66) are not singular at these points.

We observed this kind of behavior for Kerr–Newman spacetime in our previous work
[16], where the Schwarzschild horizon and the frame-dragging effect produce an asymptotic
spin precession angle instead of Kerr horizons.

It is easy to show that we can recover the Kerr spacetime results reviewed in the previous
section, after setting vanishing acceleration (α = 0). Therefore, we shall consider the effect
of acceleration over the spin precession angle.

C-metric. From the pair of accelerated and rotating black holes represented by the metric
(60), we can consider the limit in which a → 0. In this case, the metric has the form of the
C-metric and thus the coefficients (66) reduce to

AC-metric = 0, BC-metric = α2mr2 + r − 3m√
(r2 − 2mr)(1 − α2r2)

, (69)

and

cosh ηC-metric = 1. (70)
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. The precession angle �/� for C-metric for two values of the acceleration parameter α as
a function of distance m/r and local velocity v = vEPR. The dotted line is placed at Schwarzschild
radius r = 2m. (a) α = 0.01m; (b) α = 0.20m.

Then, the spin precession angle for the C-metric is

�C-metric = �

(
α2mr2 + r − 3m√

(r2 − 2mr)(1 − α2r2)
cosh ζ − 1

)
. (71)

Moreover, it is easy to see that this equation reduces to the Schwarzschild case (59) when
α = 0.

In addition, we can see from equation (71) that it is divergent at the Schwarzschild radius
r = 2m and at the acceleration horizon, that is, �C−metric → ∞ as r → α−1.

In figure 4, the effect of acceleration α over the spin precession angle �C−metric as function
of the distance and local velocity of the particles is plotted. The acceleration is parameterized
as a function of acceleration per unit mass. As mentioned in [41], the acceleration can only
have positive values. We can observe the effect of the velocity of the particles that was already
seen in all previous cases, that is, for high local velocity of the particles vEPR, the �C−metric

increases.
The C-metric also has a horizon and corresponds to the Schwarzschild radius, that can be

clearly observed in equation (71). But as was mentioned, there is another horizon due to the
acceleration parameter as r → α−1.

The above behavior can suggest some insight about the physical interpretation of the
acceleration parameter. In fact, because of the acceleration horizon (65), we can see that a very
small acceleration will have an important effect until a long distance is reached, even when a
flat spacetime with no effect over the spin precession angle is expected. In [42], it was noted
that when α �= 0, it is difficult to uniquely determine the mass of each individual black hole
since the spacetime is not globally asymptotically flat and one cannot expect to distinguish
effects due to acceleration from those due to gravitational fields. By the calculation of the spin
precession angle it could be possible to distinguish indirectly the mass effects from those of
the acceleration ones.

7. Conclusions

In this work, we found an algorithm to calculate in a general way the spin precession angle
of an EPR pair of spin-1/2 massive particles moving on the equator for very general axially
symmetric spacetime without reference to any specific metric.
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However, even for the most general case, before applying it to Type-D solutions, we
showed that when frame-dragging is taken into account, then an additional velocity over
particles must be incorporated. Therefore, hovering observers were introduced in order to
have a fixed reference frame that ensures reliable directions to compare the measurements
of the 1/2-spin quantum states. The total velocity measured by these observers was identified
as the addition of the velocity of a ZAMO, plus the local velocity of the particles measured by
the ZAMO. These ZAMOs co-rotate the black hole due to frame-dragging and were used as a
preliminary step before calculating the total local inertial velocity of the particles moving on
the equator of the black hole. Therefore, we obtained a general algorithm to calculate the total
spin precession angle, which is measured from the perspective of these hovering observers.
The result does not assume a particular coordinate system but only depends on the axially
symmetric metric coefficients.

After that, these results were applied to the most general Type-D Plebański–Demiański
black hole. We obtained the general expression for the spin precession angle �PD through
the A and B coefficients (38) and the frame-dragging velocity cosh ηPD (40). Both coefficients
and cosh ηPD are non-vanishing and they depend on the seven physical parameters arising
in the Plebański–Demiański metric. The explicit expression of �PD in terms of the physical
parameters can be written down but it is a huge expression. Thus, we prefer to write down a
short formula, in terms of the quartic function D and its derivative D′ with respect to r. We
study two branches of this case according to [22, 23]. The first one corresponds with α = 0
and the second one with l = 0.

The first case (with α = 0 and l �= 0), corresponding to the non-accelerating Kerr–
Newman–(anti-)de Sitter–NUT black hole, contains only six parameters and it is quite similar
to the Plebański–Demiański case. In this right branch, we study different limits and we
compute the spin precession angle for different subfamilies of solutions. Among these cases we
have the Kerr solution with NUT and the NUT solution with rotation. Another cases included
in the analysis were the Kerr, Schwarzschild–NUT, Schwarzschild–(anti-)de Sitter, Reissner–
Nordström and Schwarzschild black holes. New results were found for Schwarzschild-NUT
spacetime; the precession angle (52) has an asymptotic behavior at the Schwarzschild horizon
shifted by the NUT parameter i.e. at rNUT. For Schwarzschild–(anti)de Sitter spacetime there
are also some interesting results (55) and (56). For positive � there is a large increment of the
spin precession angle at the cosmological horizon, meanwhile for negative �, the cosmological
constant has negligible effects and the precession angle has the same behavior as that of the
Schwarzschild spacetime. For the second branch with α �= 0 and l = 0, we have the case of
the accelerating and rotating black hole. The subfamily discussed in detail is the C-metric.
We checked the consistence of our results by obtaining the Kerr, Reissner–Nordström and the
Schwarzschild solutions also in this left branch.

The paper showed that the choices of 4-velocity, vierbein and observers are important to
have a reliable measurement of the spin precession angle and obtain the perfect anti-correlation
and the maximal violation of Bell’s inequality. It is important to remember that as soon as the
particles get closer to the event horizon for each case, their velocities increase very quickly
until they asymptotically reach speed of light, with a rapid spin precession. The hovering
observers would not be able to adjust the direction of the measurements of the spin, making
virtually impossible any measurements of the entanglement.

In this paper, we considered only Type-D solution with a congruence of geodesic
curves with non-vanishing expansion and twisting. It would be interesting to study analytic
continuations of these solutions in order to find the interior solution supporting the spin
precession below the event horizons and the static limit surface and above the cosmological
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and acceleration horizons. Coordinates of the Kruskal–Szekeres type should be found for these
metrics. It would be interesting also to extend our analysis to arbitrary non-equatorial orbits.

Another different Type-D solution is also known for the case of expansion but non-
twisting. Among these solutions are the Robinson–Trautman Type D and the A-metrics.
Moreover, Type-D solutions with non-expanding and non-twisting that emerge are the Kundt
Type D and the B-metrics. It would be very interesting to generalize the results found in this
paper to the description of entangled particles moving in these backgrounds. Future works
would explore these scenarios.
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